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2020 Commencement Schedule of Ceremonies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, May 9</td>
<td>9:30 A.M.</td>
<td>School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, May 30</td>
<td>4:30 P.M.</td>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, June 13</td>
<td>10 A.M.</td>
<td>University-wide Ceremony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Receptions

All receptions begin at 10:30 A.M.

- Claire Trevor School of the Arts
- School of Biological Sciences
- The Paul Merage School of Business
- School of Education
- The Henry Samueli School of Engineering
- Graduate Hooding – Ph.D. & M.F.A. candidates
- Susan and Henry Samueli College of Health Sciences
- School of Humanities
- Donald Bren School of Information & Computer Sciences
- School of Physical Sciences
- School of Social Ecology
- School of Social Sciences
The Chancellor’s Award of Distinction acknowledges the University of California, Irvine’s most outstanding graduating seniors. Awarded by the UC Irvine Alumni Association, these students represent exceptional academic achievement, and a commitment to cutting-edge research, leadership and service to UCI. Selected by a committee of alumni, recipients can be identified by the blue and gold shoulder cord worn with their commencement regalia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School/Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Abundis</td>
<td>School of Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilee Claire Aikire</td>
<td>School of Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneha Anand</td>
<td>School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Louise Anderson</td>
<td>Donald Bren School of Information &amp; Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasika Bhachandra Athavale</td>
<td>Donald Bren School of Information &amp; Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Maxwell Boarnet</td>
<td>Claire Trevor School of the Arts School of Social Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Chanel Carrillo</td>
<td>School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jane Carvajal</td>
<td>Sue &amp; Bill Gross School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Louis Castro</td>
<td>School of Social Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Gerardo Chavez</td>
<td>Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delia Elizabeth Cruz Kelly</td>
<td>School of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Dai</td>
<td>Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendee Kim Duong</td>
<td>Claire Trevor School of the Arts Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Katherine Echelberger</td>
<td>School of Social Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Angelo Magaliang Gonzales</td>
<td>Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriana Gonzalez</td>
<td>School of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ran Gu</td>
<td>The Paul Merage School of Business Donald Bren School of Information &amp; Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Fouad Hariz</td>
<td>Henry Samuell School of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Felice Harrison</td>
<td>Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Daugl ash Heredia</td>
<td>The Paul Merage School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vianh Hoang</td>
<td>Sue &amp; Bill Gross School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Huynh</td>
<td>Sue &amp; Bill Gross School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Jooryabi</td>
<td>Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Christine Jystad</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constance Sophie Lin</td>
<td>School of Social Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Noelle MacKenzie</td>
<td>School of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elise McGiven</td>
<td>Henry Samuell School of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Lynn Nguyen</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin John Pagulo</td>
<td>School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Song Pham</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thecla Huu Bao Huong Nguyen</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keely O’Donnell-Boyd</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Ramirez</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Berenice Rosas</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravi Singh Sandhu</td>
<td>Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Marie Sheen</td>
<td>Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Hsuan Su</td>
<td>Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Marie Sweha</td>
<td>School of Social Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Nellie Tfaye</td>
<td>Claire Trevor School of the Arts School of Social Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariel Kazuko Tisby</td>
<td>School of Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Zave Torosyan</td>
<td>School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Tran</td>
<td>Sue &amp; Bill Gross School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Tran</td>
<td>School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvette Corina Vargas</td>
<td>School of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia T. Vu</td>
<td>The Paul Merage School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Leigh Wilfong</td>
<td>School of Physical Sciences Program in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Christine Wong</td>
<td>Claire Trevor School of the Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingxin Xiong</td>
<td>The Paul Merage School of Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear Class of 2020:

Congratulations on reaching this very special milestone in your life. Today, as we celebrate the University of California, Irvine’s 55th commencement, enjoy the pride, nostalgia, and excitement of the moment. As you participate in these time-honored graduation rites, which although performed remotely have not lost any of their meaning or importance, I encourage you to remember that you did not achieve this success alone or in a vacuum. Please take the time to thank the family, friends, and mentors who have supported and shepherded you through this journey.

All of us are extremely proud of your accomplishments and the contributions you have made to UCI and our community. I am even more excited, though, by what lies ahead for you, as you enter the world enabled, empowered, and inspired to succeed in whatever endeavors you choose to pursue.

Today, as you join the proud alumni of UCI, you become part of a family of graduates who are leaders, innovators, and teachers who make a difference in our global community. Please come back and visit us, update us with news on your careers, and stay in touch through the Alumni Association. Wherever the future leads you, you will always be remembered at UCI.

Fiat Lux.

Howard Gillman
Chancellor
Message from the
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

**Dear Class of 2020 Graduates:**

On behalf of the Division of Student Affairs, I would like to congratulate you and your family on this amazing accomplishment.

You are now a UCI graduate and now join the ranks of over 188,000 alumni from across the world. You should be proud of all that you have accomplished during your time at UCI. My sincere hope is that you have taken the past years to learn more about yourself, your community, and your academic major. College is truly a transformative time in one’s life and I am sure you have taken everything you have learned during your collegiate time to transform not only yourself, but also the world.

As you close this chapter in your life, take some time and thank your family and friends for their support. Your graduation from UCI is a reflection of their love and support for you through this time. Make sure to take time and savor this moment. I hope that you will remember your college days fondly, and I hope you will tell the story of UCI and how your life was changed from being here. You are an Anteater for life and we could not be more proud to have you as one of our proud alumni.

Zot, Zot, Zot!

*Willie L. Banks Jr., Ph.D.*

Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
Dear 2020 Claire Trevor School of the Arts Graduate,

. . . . . . So there you were, three months ago, almost finished with a great chapter in your life, about to prepare for graduation. Three months ago. Gives you a clear sense of just how much control we actually have. Then came COVID 19 and we were all reminded of the importance of improvisation. But, of course, not everything has changed: the friends you’ve made, the creative work you’ve done – they remain.

You’ve been such an integral part of the amazing CTSA experience, and now, despite everything, you become one of tomorrow’s creative leaders in – and for - the arts, a voice for the vital, central role the arts play in our increasingly complicated world. You’ve done “the UCI phase” of your research into your own role, as you’ve honed and broadened your skills with us, but of course it’s just a beginning. Our hope and expectation is that your time in the School of the Arts has given you the tools – and maintained the passion – you’ll need to achieve your highest aspirations in the next chapters of your life as a citizen and as an artist.

We send special thanks to your parents, relatives, friends and other mentors for the vital contributions they have made to your success at UCI, before and during COVID. And a special thanks to those alumni and others whose partnerships with the Claire Trevor School of the Arts, and with you, have provided support for the programs and facilities that have contributed to your success at UCI.

All of us who will remain behind in CTSA, who have worked with you and watched you develop as an artist and as a person during your time with us, are extremely proud of your many accomplishments, eagerly await your next creative achievements, and hope that you will forge a close connection with us as you continue to use the skills and talents you discovered and shaped during your time at UCI.

All my very best wishes for your brilliant future!

Stephen Barker, Ph.D.
Dean, Claire Trevor School of the Arts

About Claire Trevor
While millions knew Claire Trevor (1910-2000) as one of America’s most distinguished actors, those closer to her knew her as a person deeply devoted to her family, as well as a passionate advocate for the arts and arts education. The Claire Trevor School of the Arts at the University of California, Irvine is proud to be entrusted with Claire Trevor’s legacy and honors her spirit by embracing the values she believed in and practiced throughout her life.
Dear Class of 2020,

Congratulations on your Commencement from UC Irvine and the School of Biological Sciences. Through hard work, determination, courage and resilience, you have completed one of the most rigorous undergraduate programs on the campus with the added challenge of a global pandemic this year. Now you are well trained and positioned to achieve great things in your future endeavors.

Today, your hard work and accomplishments at UCI BioSci are being lauded with a virtual celebration of your Commencement. Your class has historical significance for UCI as the first one to complete its studies working remotely during a massive public quarantine. From tomorrow onward, as one of our thousands of BioSci alumni, remember what you have achieved, what you have learned here about science and technology, and apply it well. You will find that UCI has helped prepare you for your future, whatever opportunities and challenges it holds.

As you embark on the next phase of your lives, I encourage you to reflect proudly on your time here. Remember the three words I spoke of during your ceremony: commitment, courage, connection. I urge you to stay committed to attaining your goals; to be courageous in conquering your fears; and to stay connected with the school as your life’s journey continues. That way we can continue to support you, participate in your successes and provide you with the opportunity to inspire the generations of students who will follow in your footsteps through UCI BioSci.

Congratulations,

Frank M. LaFerla, Ph.D.
Dean and Chancellor’s Professor
School of Biological Sciences
With life comes change, and with change comes opportunity. On behalf of everyone at The Paul Merage School of Business, I offer my sincere congratulations to you – and to all those family and friends who have supported you – as you embark on the next phase of opportunity in your life. Despite the challenging times that we – and the world – have faced together, this is still a day of celebration, and we are all reminded how hard you have worked and how you have grown to enable yourself to take advantage of the opportunities ahead.

This year, the Merage School graduates more than 970 leaders in business, including those from our Undergraduate business major; our Full-Time MBA, Fully Employed MBA, Executive MBA, Health Care Executive MBA programs; our three Specialty Masters programs in Professional Accountancy, Finance, and Business Analytics, plus our inaugural class of Masters in Innovation & Entrepreneurship; and our Doctoral program. Each of you has earned a degree that will continue to pay dividends for the rest of your life.

The Merage School is proud of our part in developing world-ready visionary leaders who will inspire trust, think critically, drive innovation, and challenge the status quo. Our rigorous academic programs are taught in a purposefully collaborative setting surrounded by leading global executives from our vibrant and supportive Orange County business community and beyond. We are committed to our vision to be at the forefront of education and research among globally preeminent business schools.

In the constantly evolving environment of a digitally-driven world, our world-class research faculty are developing and disseminating the knowledge necessary for business and not-for-profit communities to anticipate and take advantage of emerging challenges. A critical component of economic success is effective and timely business strategies designed to sustain profitable business growth. The Merage School’s strategic plan builds on the strength of the school to deliver educational excellence valuing diversity, collaboration, inclusivity and respect.

Today, you join an elite group of alumni across the globe. I encourage you to return to your alma mater often, whether to seek further enrichment, expand your network, or to give back to current students seeking your mentorship and support. You have a responsibility as a proud Merage School alum to serve as an ambassador for the School; I hope we have earned your enthusiasm and willingness to do so.

Finally, we at The Paul Merage School of Business thank you for the enrichment you have brought to the School, for the lessons you have taught us, and for the opportunity to share in your success on this special day. We are the better for it, and will always continue to strive to be the very best.

Eric R. Spangenberg, Ph.D.
Dean, The Paul Merage School of Business
Dear Graduates,

I have the great privilege of congratulating you on the successful completion of one of the School of Education’s innovative programs. Your graduation from the Doctor of Philosophy in Education, Master of Arts in Teaching, Bachelor of Arts in Education Sciences or CalTeach program has prepared you to lead a meaningful and productive life, making a difference in the lives of others through contribution to formal and informal education.

The concepts and competencies you have mastered in your program are critically important for the challenges we currently face. The complex problems that our society is confronting in the pandemic place greater importance on education than ever before. Our public health, economic vitality and democratic political system are dependent on an educated citizenry.

The knowledge and skills you have developed will be invaluable in contributing to education through outstanding research, policy, curriculum, pedagogy and advocacy. Some of you will apply key educational principles in classrooms, out-of-school programs and community life. Others will conduct critical research for creating and implementing policy changes. Still others will design software and technologies for learning. I am grateful for your commitment to improving education for all, and look forward to seeing the positive impact you all create.

In the years ahead, you will be well served to remember the lessons learned in your studies at UCI. You have learned to recognize the role of persistence, grit and resiliency in overcoming challenges in both educational processes and life. You understand that education and human development are lifelong journeys that do not end on graduation from school, but must continue to be nourished and cultivated in your daily lives. Great educators are strong learners. I am confident that you will continue to grow, change and learn to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Congratulations on your current accomplishments and best wishes for great success in your future endeavors.

Richard Arum, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education
It is with great excitement that I offer my heartfelt congratulations to the Samueli School of Engineering Class of 2020. As a UC Irvine graduate, you are now a member of an esteemed global Anteater community of engineering alumni and friends.

While we can’t celebrate your achievements in person, we can honor the fact that with hard work and perseverance you’ve completed your degree, taking the first step toward future success and establishing the foundation for a better life for you and your family. No one could have imagined that your commencement celebration would take this unusual form, but I believe this unprecedented situation will contribute to making you a stronger and more resilient person when facing new opportunities and challenges. We are proud of your determination and honor your achievements.

As the next generation of engineering innovators, you now have the knowledge, skills and leadership to tackle today’s global grand challenges. With a UCI Samueli School degree, you are equipped to impact the world in ways we never could have imagined. We have every confidence in your ability to give back to society by engineering a better future.

As young alumni, I encourage you to do the following: maintain our values and devotion to excellence and lifelong learning, commit to truth and service as your moral compass, and remember to embrace diversity and individual differences. Today, you join extraordinary alumni who have entered the world with a profound sense of purpose in pursuit of their professional and academic careers. Never forget your alma mater and the knowledge that you are part of a great and distinguished heritage. We will not forget you. Be bold, be brave, be your best.

Zot, Zot, Zot!

Gregory Washington, Ph.D.
The Stacey Nicholas Dean of Engineering
The Henry Samueli School of Engineering
Congratulations to the Class of 2020, the third graduating class of the Susan and Henry Samueli College of Health Sciences!

The college, which includes the School of Medicine, the Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing, the planned School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences, the planned School of Population and Public Health, and the Susan Samueli Integrative Health Institute, was recently endowed with a naming gift by Susan and Henry Samueli, one of the seven largest contributions ever to a single public university. The endowment positions the college as a bold, new leader in health education, research, and care, incorporating evidence-driven, team-based, whole-person integrative approaches across all our programs.

Like the college, you have reached a major milestone in your career development. Whether your path is in medicine, nursing, pharmacy, pharmaceutical sciences, or population and public health, you are poised to enter a field where you will make a difference, both to individuals and your community. UCI health sciences research and clinical care have been critical during the COVID-19 pandemic, advancing the health and wellbeing of our community and beyond through rapid, impactful innovation. The pandemic has demonstrated the power of working together across health disciplines to solve the problems facing society. You graduate with the education, passion and skills you need to address this challenge and those we will face in the future. Seize the opportunity to help others. The talents you each bring are unique and we know you will continue to make us proud.

Here, we will remain committed to helping you achieve your goals since we measure our own success by your accomplishments and satisfaction in service. We are delighted to recognize you as graduates of UCI and the Susan and Henry Samueli College of Health Sciences. You have an open invitation to come back to share your experiences. Please stay in touch.

Proudly yours,

Steven A. N. Goldstein, M.D., Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs
Congratulations on your graduation, Class of 2020! On behalf of the faculty and staff of the University of California, Irvine School of Medicine, I commend you for achieving this milestone.

As you pause to reflect on all that brought you to this moment, you are no doubt grateful to many – from family to friends to mentors – who supported, encouraged and advised you along the way. Please know they are cheering your accomplishments – even if it may be through Zoom! – along with every School of Medicine faculty member who had the privilege of interacting with you during your time at UCI.

Times may change – as we have all witnessed during this unprecedented time in history – but education is enduring and your medical journeys will continue to grow. Your graduation may mark the end of your formal school education, but it begins a lifetime of professional learning.

UCI School of Medicine is dedicated to advancing the knowledge and art of medicine. Each year, we applaud the achievements of our medical school graduates, and celebrate as our residents, fellows as well as our master’s and doctoral candidates complete rigorous programs. As a student of medicine, genetic counseling, environmental health and safety, epidemiology, or biomedical and translational science, you have the unique opportunity to make a significant, very personal impact on the lives of many people. Your training was designed to prepare you for this, encouraging curiosity and motivating you to always make new discoveries and seek new and better treatments to improve health – whether the discoveries belong to you or others.

I encourage you to find a way to harness the unparalleled experience you’re living through at this point in time. Use it to your advantage and know that it will play a part in shaping who you become. As your class, the class of 2020, prepares to embark on a career in research or post-graduate training, I truly believe it will be you who will change the world for the better. As you enter the ranks of your chosen profession, you become the public face of this school. Through your work, people will see the positive impact of our mission: Discover, Teach, Heal.

For those entering residency, you have chosen 20 different medical specialties, with nearly 75 percent of you entering training programs in California – many in underserved areas. It is a privilege to have you join us in the profession of medicine!

We extend our best wishes for every success as you continue your lifelong journey of learning. Once again, congratulations to the UCI School of Medicine Class of 2020!

Michael J. Stamos, M.D.
Dean, School of Medicine

On behalf of the University of California, Irvine Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing faculty and staff, it is my privilege to congratulate the members of the graduating class of 2020. Joined by your parents, family and friends, I am pleased to celebrate this magnificent milestone with you.

I am thrilled that your educational journey has inspired you to pursue nursing as your profession, and, in turn, make the world a better place. As a result of the historic challenges we have been facing, the need to transform the way health care is delivered and to generate the science that will change the world as it relates to health and wellness is more important than ever. Whether you choose to pursue a beginning career with patients in a hospital setting or in the community, or in advancing scientific knowledge, you all have chosen a field that is undergoing significant transition and growth; creating tremendous challenges and opportunities for innovative contributions.

As you make your important mark on the nursing profession, I can unequivocally say that you will enjoy an emotionally fulfilling and personally rewarding career ahead. Although there will always be rewards and challenges, your career in nursing will provide you with the unique opportunity to serve as strong ambassadors for the delivery of compassionate care, cutting edge research, and hopefully healthcare policy change; enriching the health of societies around the world, one patient at a time. Never forget that promoting the well-being of the individual, family and community is your foundation.

To each graduate who will be individually recognized, I offer my best wishes and heartfelt congratulations. We look forward to seeing where your future endeavors may lead and to hear about the impact you will have in the nursing profession locally and globally.

As new members of the Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing alumni, we hope that you will continue to move forward in your career trajectory and that you think of the students coming forward and how to support them in their journey. We hope to keep in touch!

With best wishes,

Adey Nyamathi, Ph.D., ANP, FAAN
Founding Dean, Sue & Bill Gross School of Nursing
Congratulations to the UCI Pharmaceutical Sciences Class of 2020. Today we celebrate your years of hard work and dedication. This achievement marks the beginning of a new and exciting chapter in your lives. You have chosen to pursue a career in the dynamic and rapidly changing field of science and medicine. Every day, pharmaceutical scientists are improving our society’s health and wellbeing in health care, academia, research, and government.

Our program has equipped you with the scientific background to succeed in any biomedical professional school or career, but more importantly, we have trained you to be transformative drivers of change. As pharmaceutical scientists, you will help advance medicine, apply innovation, and add healthy years to human life. As many of you head off to pharmacy school, medical school or the workforce, you will undoubtedly play an integral role in shaping a brighter, healthier future.

Today is the beginning of an exciting opportunity to make your mark in the world. I have no doubt you will succeed on any path you choose. We are privileged to be a part of your journey, and you will always be a part of our Anteater family. We look forward to hearing from you in the future about your achievements, so please keep in touch.

Congratulations from all of us in the PharmSci department!

Jan Hirsch, Ph.D.
Dean, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Program in Public Health

Congratulations to the Class of 2020 and all our Public Health undergraduate, masters, and doctoral students. To get here today was no easy feat. I am inspired by your pursuit of excellence often in the face of adversity. Your achievements required hours of dedication and sacrifice and I know how hard each of you worked to learn about and engage in research, training, and practice of public health. A number of you were in my infectious disease epidemiology class and together we experienced the unfolding of an epidemic. Never before has public health been so front and center in our world. Indeed, preparing for and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic is the very definition of public health practice and I commend you all for the outstanding work you’ve already engaged in as ambassadors of public health throughout the UCI campus, the community and beyond. Hard lessons that we have learned together include reminders that disparities are not just found in chronic disease, but in infectious disease as well and that even in 2020 not everyone is equal across information, testing or care. So please know that your education and public health skills are very much needed today, perhaps, as never before. Be a flexible thinker; public health is fluid; be compassionate and have passion. Defend science and as you set out to improve the health and wellbeing of your own communities, be confident in the knowledge that your training serves as a foundation from which to engage stakeholders toward sustainable solutions.

To quote Paul Farmer, Harvard professor of Global Health and Social Medicine, “from urban centers to rural villages, wherever public health practitioners are combatting disease, infectious or non-communicable alike, you are improving health and well-being for all us. For the world’s most poor and vulnerable especially, this translates to a meaningful contribution to the movement for global health equity.”

As you go forward, please do not forget your journey with us. We want to know about your achievements in your careers and personal lives. I will be looking to you to stay involved and support our activities, scholarships, and programs. Be mentors; help us network and remember you will always be a public health Anteater, but now you’ve grown up and entered the Anteater alumni family. A connection to UCI that lasts a lifetime. Public Health graduates you make us proud. Congratulations!

Bernadette Boden-Albala, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Founding Dean, Program in Public Health
On this happy occasion of your commencement, you each are concluding your study at UC Irvine and now embarking on your new life as the proud holder of a University of California degree in a humanities field.

Let me be the first to congratulate you. You are a select group who worked tirelessly to be admitted to UCI, and to excel in your majors, putting in hard nights of writing papers and studying for exams and meeting your requirements one by one. Your goal was not just getting a good grade on one assignment, or completing a course, or even meeting all the requirements of your major. It was always something that lies beyond the boundaries of the campus and its program: opening up the opportunities in your life that your UCI degree makes possible, and that at this moment of commencement you can’t even fully foresee. These include the possibility to go on to more advanced study in graduate or professional school; to make your mark in government, media, or business; or to lead and serve in your community, at home or perhaps elsewhere in the world.

The humanities focus on the histories and cultures of the world, the images and stories we use to represent the human experience, and the theories and concepts that we use to make sense of our world. Human meaning-making is an ongoing and ever-evolving process, and the skills you have gained in understanding and contributing to it never go out of date or lose their relevance. Our world is changing at an extraordinary pace. We need humanities-trained leaders and thinkers like you to help us to make sense of it all, make conscious and ethical choices, and imagine new ways of living and working in a radically changed environment.

You will bring the skills you have learned here – to listen and read closely, to think critically and analytically, to interpret texts and images, and to write with clarity and power – to all the work you have ahead of you. We have prepared you not just for a job, but for a career of your own making, which may have many new turns and changes along the way.

But through the lenses of the humanities, we have also prepared you to appreciate better the beauty, complexity, and richness of the world, to experience it with depth and knowledge. That is not just an enhancement to your career or your earning power; it is the basis of a richer, more authentic, and more meaningful life.

I wish you every success in your future, and the deepest appreciation for what you have given us by your presence in the School of Humanities during your studies.

Congratulations and enjoy your commencement!

Tyrus Miller, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Humanities
The world runs on technology: from artificial intelligence to big data, from digital media and learning to digital health, from cybersecurity to human-machine interaction. These technologies represent only a few of the cutting-edge areas that faculty, students and alumni from the Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences (ICS) have dedicated themselves to in order to make the world a better, safer place for the future.

As students, and now alumni, of ICS, the only computing-focused school in the UC system, you were part of helping us grow into one of the largest and most diverse computing programs in the country. ICS prides itself on providing computer science and information technology leadership for the 21st century through research and development of emerging technologies, innovative and broad computing curricula, and collaborations that address key societal needs. You have shown incredible creativity and entrepreneurial spirit during your time at UC Irvine, and you are now prepared to lead the way in creating a bright future for society.

As ICS continues to explore the various ways technology can revolutionize the world around us, there will be many excellent opportunities for you as ICS alumni. Whether you are continuing your education or joining the workforce, remember that you are now part of a growing network that is nearly 12,000 ICS alumni strong who want to see you succeed. Please stay in touch so that we can celebrate all of your successes as you go off to pursue your dreams.

Congratulations to the Class of 2020! The ICS faculty and staff take great pride in your accomplishments and look forward to watching you continue to make a difference in the world.

Zot! Zot! Zot!

Marios Papaefthymiou, Ph.D.
Ted and Janice Smith Family Foundation Dean
Donald Bren School of Information & Computer Sciences
Dear Graduates and Guests,

I know that I speak for our faculty, administrators, staff and the entire UCI Law community when I congratulate the Class of 2020, and thank them for all they have done to enrich the law school and the broader campus.

When they began their journey at UCI Law, no one could have predicted that we would be living through a global pandemic. The Class of 2020 could have buckled under the pressure. They could have given up. They could have turned away from their commitment to public service. But they did not.

Instead, the Class of 2020 rose to the occasion. They continued to fight on behalf of the most vulnerable in our communities, including our own UCI Law community. They continued to speak out about important issues instead of remaining silent. They continued their commitment to UCI Law’s defining values even when it would have been so easy to let them go.

UCI Law will always be a special place due in large part to the efforts of this outstanding class. For the past three years, they have carried the mantle of representing UCI Law with aplomb. In the courtroom, classroom and community, they have displayed not only legal prowess, but civility, empathy and respect for others. They have shaped this institution, and further established our culture as welcoming, supportive and collegial. They built organizations, represented the school in national competitions, invited speakers, planned events, and welcomed the classes of students who came after them.

Over the past three years, the Class of 2020 has learned indispensable skills, represented clients and performed prodigious amounts of pro bono work and community service – in person, and more recently online. In doing so, they have made a tangible difference in the lives of so many. They have proven themselves to be leaders in the classroom, outside the classroom, and in the community.

Soon, the Class of 2020 will begin utilizing the skills acquired at UCI Law, advocating fearlessly with uncommon drive and ambition. I am sure they will remember their days here – preparing for an argument in moot court, discussing a lesson with friends and faculty, taking a break in the courtyard between classes, and finally, coming together as a community to deal with the impacts of COVID-19. The strength, resilience, and spirit they have shown during these challenging and uncertain times demonstrate the empathy and grit that make the UCI Law community so special.

I want to thank the Class of 2020 for being an important part of UCI Law and for all they have done, and all they will continue to do. I wish each of them all the best as they embark on a fulfilling and rewarding career. They will always be members of our unique and special UCI Law family.

Warmly,

L. Song Richardson, J.D.
Dean, School of Law
Congratulations on completing your degree in the Physical Sciences! I hope you agree that your studies in our School have been a great preparation for the next phase of your life. Whether you hope to pursue graduate or professional studies, or plan to start your career right away, the Physical Sciences offer a great doorway to success.

Over 40% of you graduates conducted undergraduate research, and many of you successfully applied to graduate and professional programs. I also applaud the many of you who took the initiative to participate in the mentor program. These experiences will be part of the career boost that we strive to provide. We invite you to return as mentors to coach the next generations of students with your oncoming career achievements.

As a Physical Sciences alum, you may dedicate yourself to the most abstract mathematical proof, or to the most tangible attempt to alleviate human suffering. Some of you may spend a large fraction of your life trying to understand a single particle or what happens over the tiniest fraction of a second, others may want to grasp the big-picture of the whole universe, or how the Earth’s climate will change over the next 50 years. There is great value in each of these pursuits, as well as the whole spectrum of careers between these limits. The faculty and staff wish you the best of luck as you continue to pursue your passion and make a difference in the world.

Congratulations again on completing such a demanding degree. The world needs quality mathematicians and scientists; so be sure to contribute, expand and share your vast knowledge and experience!

Keep active!

Bring enthusiasm to all your endeavors!

Keep in touch

James S. Bullock, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Physical Sciences
Welcome to the 2020 Commencement Ceremony for the School of Social Ecology!

Congratulations Class of 2020! I know this isn't the graduation ceremony you imagined but it doesn't matter. What matters is you did it with hard work, perseverance and support from your family and friends. You now are graduates of UC Irvine’s School of Social Ecology.

The School of Social Ecology’s motto is “science-driving solutions.” In that vein, our research, our courses and our field study opportunities are oriented at solving some of the most crucial social and environmental challenges of our time, including issues involving the coronavirus pandemic, mass incarceration, environmental sustainability, homelessness, poverty and mental health. I encourage you to be part of the solution.

Another important feature of our school is our focus on community engagement. Engaging with others is critical. We require all of our students to participate in 100 hours of field study because we want you to immerse yourselves in society’s challenges and learn how to address them. We want you to see real life and be part of your communities. I urge you to continue in playing a vital part of a vibrant community.

Our school emphasizes the importance of compassion, equity and justice. Our faculty members conduct research about marginalized and disenfranchised people and communities because we’re committed to trying to make the world a better place in terms of equity and fairness. I encourage you to think about how you can help us all become a more equitable society.

One of the possible silver linings of COVID-19 is that we realize we’re all part of this problem. This is not something that only impacts certain groups of people. It impacts all of us and not only in the United States, but around the world. By embracing our common humanity and how really similar we are as people, I hope you’ve gained a greater sense of purpose, to really make sure you look out for yourself. And, make sure that what you do in your life shows compassion and concern for others.

The best advice I can share with you is this: “If you can be anything, be kind.”

Best wishes,

Nancy Guerra, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Social Ecology
More than 50 years ago, the founders of the UCI School of Social Sciences went rogue. They broke with convention to forge connections with scholars whose different approaches – from quantitative to qualitative, formal to interpretative – would tackle fundamental research questions and pressing social problems. To steal a term from former GE CEO Jack Welch, they went boundaryless, throwing caution to the wind, scrapping boundaries and bureaucracies to directly enact change.

More than half a century later, the school continues putting this approach into practice, breaking down traditional barriers to create change in society, economies and for human well-being.

You, our graduates, represent the realization of that maverick spirit.

As students of the largest school on campus, you’ve been in the conflict zones of the Middle East with the Olive Tree Initiative, and in Orange County high schools teaching global awareness. You’ve been in our groundbreaking behavioral economics labs testing new methods for reducing traffic congestion, creating better online marketplaces and preventing the spread of disease. You’ve been in our brain, behavior, and cognitive robotics labs mapping the structure of the human brain to understand how speech works in order to help restore it in victims of stroke, and building interactive robots aimed at improving social engagement in children with ADHD and autism. You’ve done fieldwork and studied abroad in India, Africa, China – indeed, everywhere on the planet, exploring fundamental issues of peace, politics, population, migration and cross-cultural communication. And over these past few months, you’ve adapted to a situation none of us ever could have imagined as the pandemic completely shifted life the way we’ve known it.

Through it all, you’ve shown the true resiliency of the soc sci Anteater spirit, and now, you will join a collective that’s more than 50,000 alumni strong, and one that you will forever be a part of as a new alumnus of the UC Irvine School of Social Sciences.

While the COVID-19 pandemic may have interrupted your last few months on campus and altered the way in which we celebrate you today, I urge you to focus not on the moments lost, but instead the opportunity that’s now being presented to make a significant difference and pursue a future that makes the world a better place than you’ve found it. Be bold, always break the mold, and be boundaryless in your pursuit.

We salute all of your terrific achievements and accomplishments while you’ve been with us as students and welcome you now to the community of proud alumni. Congratulations, social sciences graduates of the Class of 2020.

Zot, zot, zot!

Bill Maurer, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Social Sciences

June’s Commencement ceremonies at UCI represent the culmination of years of hard work, dedication, and determination. They also represent the beginning of the next phase of your lives.

It is my honor and pleasure to congratulate you for earning degrees during the 2019-20 academic year, as well as those who are here to celebrate with you. No one can complete this journey without a great support system.

Commencement is a time to reflect, but it is also an opportunity to publicly recognize the transition from a student to a leader and innovator in today’s ever-changing world. The world is better for the critical thinking skills and knowledge you will put to work in a positive and impactful way. You have earned the highest degree in your discipline, and you are the future we await.

As of this moment you are now part of a proud family of UCI alumni, and I hope you stay in touch and keep us informed of your accomplishments. Celebrate today and know that we look forward to celebrating your accomplishments for years to come.

Gillian Hayes, Ph.D.
Vice Provost, Graduate Education
Dean, Graduate Division
DOCTOR OF

MEDICINE

Angela Marie Allen
Ezequiel Adony Andrade
Rame Basem Bashir
Benjamin Felix Bitner
Danielle Elise Brabender
Mackenzie Cater
Justin Prescott Chan
Shawna Tak Long Chan
Irene Chang
Joseph Chen
Shreya Condamoor
Megan Rose Defuria
Justin Patrick Lim Devera
Kyle Dornhofer
Cynthia Enriquez
Inbal Sarah Epstein
Jessica Marie Faraj
Ahmed Majid Farhat
Jamie Ashley Farman
Rami San Gabriel
Megan Margaret Garcia-Curran
Austin Blake Gardner
Karam Paul Singh Gill
Mariana Gomez
Savannah Marie Gonzales
Ronald Goubert
Kevin Guan
Medhat Hanna
Bobak Hedayati
Oscar Hernandez Dominguez
Richelle Roelandt Lu Homo
Isaure Hostetter
Nathan Jasper
Sunggoan Ji
David Ju
Diane Ju
Anadjeet Singh Khahera
Daniel Rhee Kim
Brian Knight
Greg Garo Kojoyan
Chloe Cherisse Krasnoff
Chelsea Marie Lam
Phuonganh Minh Le
Carlin Lee
Debora Hana Lee
Ellen Katherine Lester
Leesa Li
Mark Isaac Lieber
Joshua Kristopher Livingston
Marissa Lovio
Olivia Marie Marik-Reis
Genevieve Mazza
Majid Meekany
Joshua Hu Mo
Jennifer Vanessa Mogi
Evangelina Molina
Jennifer Nam
Ryan Huy Nguyen
Thalia Minh-Thu Nguyen
Stephanie Hyun Noh
Will Benjamin Novey
Erica Maya Parker

Patrick James Penalosa
Jodie Raffi
Divya Ramakrishnan
Scott Francis Refugio
Steven Mason Ronilo
Laura Anne Rose
Alexander Anthony Rosinski
Nica Nahal Sabouni
Ronald Sahyouni
Hyder Said
Melinda Schneider
Nahzaneen Sedehi
Manmeet Singh Sehdev
Sandra Aricia Shen
Bassem Merit Shoucri
Matthew John Steinhaus
Gabrielle Katrina Stetz
Roxyanne Talamanay-Pascua
Donald Tan
Jamie Emerson Temko
Chinh Le Tran
Kira Lee Turnbull
Annahsa Vyas
Anders Krug Waalen
Luke Taylor Walls-Smith
Theodora Koslin Wong
Jayson Wright
Nicole Lauren Yergler
Luke Yu

DOCTOR OF

PHYSICIAN

ANTHROPOLOGY

Colin Ford
Rebecca Richart

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Kathreen Eve Bitner
Alyssa Fredrick Braciszewski
Rianne Campbell
Rachel Chow
Rebekah Dryer
Dario Figueiroa-Velez
Kristin Gabriel
Tara Gallagher
Lee-Or Herzog
Mari Ishak Gabra
Kristina Olga Lackey
Leonila Lagunes
Lily Li
Jasper Liedtke
John Owen Martin III
Amberle Audrina McKe
Armon Franklin Murray
Annika Sahlin Nelson
William Pandory
John Martin Powers
Lee Retberg
Alexa Joanna Roemmich
Kirstie Salinas
Isabella Sanchez
Rommel Santos
Christine Ann Schneider Lewis

Elizabeth Selwan-Lewis
Lorrayne Alves Serra Clague
Shaun Stipp
Suhas Sureshchandra
David Tatarakis
Tory Jacklyn Vizenor
Piper Diane Wallingford
Xiaoting Zheng

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Pari Ali Pour
Gari Arzumanyan
Hamsa Nandini Gowda
Sus-chieh Joseph Hsu
Alex Arash Javanpour
Jesse Hou Lam
Christine Kim Lee
Simon William Leemans
Lancy Lin
Jarrett Marshall Link
Mehrsa Mehrabi
Yusi Miao
Julien Laurent Pierre Morival
Richard Cody Prince
Zachary Joseph Weber-Rietz
Erik Morgan Werner
Yang Zhang
Da Zhao
Ziwei Zhong

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Matthew Brand
Felicia Chiang
Islam Mohamed Rabie Mahmoud
Farrag
Mani Firouzian
Negin Hayatbini
Yiqiao Li
Antonios Mamalakis
Emma Catherine Reid
Samuel Reifsnnyder
Xuting Wang

COGNITIVE SCIENCES

Colin Kupitz
Emily Sumner

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

Daniel Carnie
James Ryan Goebel
Amanda Jean Mixon
Nathaniel Murphy
Anandi Rao
Michael Simmons
Kirsty Singer

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE

Ghanshyam Mishra

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Maral Amir
Igor Burago
Nick Gallo
Aftab Hussain
Junkyu Lee
Nil Mamano Grande
Saeed Mirzamohammadi
Nitish Nag
Mehdi Rahimzadeh
Norrathep Rattanavipanon
Eun- Jong Shin
Pedro Silva Do Nascimento Neto
Nefati David Watkinson Medina
Yue Yu

CRIMINOLOGY, LAW AND SOCIETY
Melissa Barragan
Bradley Jerome Bartos
Amy Michelle Magnus
Amanda Mae Petersen
Fei Yang

CULTURE AND THEORY
James Bliss

EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE
Youngmin Choi
Shih-Wei Fang
Catherine Amanda Garcia
Qian Huang
Emily Stebbins Kane
Zachary Michael Labe
Yara Mohajerani
Hongchen Qin
Jessica Ka Main Wang
Christopher Thompson Wood
Dawn Leigh Woodard

EAST ASIAN STUDIES
Sue Heun Kim Asokan
Xu Ma

ECONOMICS
Neil Bennett
Gonzalo Dona
Sanjana Goswami
Paul Jackson
Alexander Parret
Zachary Schaller
Nagar Tavasoli-Hozouri
Kai Yoshioka
Andranik Zanazanian

EDUCATION
Vicky Chen
Jenell Krishnan
Shafee Mohammed
Jane Nazzal
Jessica Oviatt
Nestor Tulagan
Qingsiqing Yang

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ahmed Farghaly Abdelrahim
Abdelshafy
Delaram Amir
Travis Bartley
Nader Beigiparast
Hsin-Chung Chen
Zhongqi Cheng
Mina Chookhachizadehmoghadam
Chung-Hsien Chou
Mohammed Elnenaeei Abdelmoone Fouad
Mehdi Ganji
Nazanin Ghasemianmoghadam
Hamidreza Kazemi Varnamkhasti
Min Soo Kim
Kasra Moazzemi
Mohamed Yehya Abbas Abdelgawad Nada
Hamid Nejatollahi
Behnam Pourghassemie Najafabadi
Mohsen Rajaee
Shilpa Rao
Seyedinhaya Safavi
Huan Wang
Rohit Shahaji Zambre
Xun Zou

ENGINEERING
Quang Pham
Sarah Mulan Wang

ENGLISH
Danilo Caputo
Jennifer Jacqueline Geraci
Loretta Victoria Ramirez
Scott Alexander Streitfeld

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
David Alexander Herman
Jason Kilian
Ron Joshua Leavitt
Marisa Chattman Nielsen

HISTORY
Jessica Marie Christian
Rachael Frances Delacruz
Stefanie Joy Lira
Marketus Detshon Presswood

INTEGRATED COMPOSITION, IMPROVISATION, AND TECHNOLOGY
Kevin Patrick Anthony
Alex Joseph Lough

MANAGEMENT
Ali Esmaeeli
Xiaoyao Gao
Haeyong Koo
Shengjun Mao
Hyewon Park
Anwida Promjit
Punit Sharma
Chenzhe Tian
Aruhn Venkat
Mariella Zavala
Youqing Zhou

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Haoyang He
Yang Hu
Rylan John Kautz
Rachel Rosenzweig
Chengyi Xu

MATHEMATICS
Daniel Joseph Agress
Thomas Decater Beardsley
Daniel Roy Bergman
Jennifer Anne Bryson
Jinghao Chen
Helton De Oliveira Da Silva Leal
Thu Dinh
Matthew Jacob Hirning
Sean Thomas Horan
Joshua Pierce Jordan
Kameran Reza Kolahi
Hua Lin
Boya Liu
Daniel Morrison
Yuchi Qu
Nishant Rangamani
Jessica Marie Schirle
Jorge Silva Guzman
Joseph Paul Squillace
Scott Bradley Stetsen II
James Thomas Upton
Amir Vig
Lora Dianne Weiss
Wesley Grant Whiting
Rui Xiang
Fanghui Xue

MATHEMATICAL, COMPUTATIONAL AND SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
Kerrigan Blake
Srikiran Chandrasekaran
Lara Clemens
Abdon Iniguez
Sorena Rahamanian
William Sherman
Dana Elizabeth Wyman

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Zahra Askarzadeh
Joseph Bell
Andrea Biasioli
Vatche Donikian
Joseph Augusto Garcia
Jeffrey Glabe
Zahra Heydarzadeh Sheykhan-gafsheh
Daniel James
Amirsamani Rezaei
Fabian Rosner
Quentin Sanders
Theron Frederick Lee Smith
Yusheng Wang
Jingtian Wu
Ziqi Yu
Yan Zhao
Jie Zhu

NETWORKED SYSTEMS
Emmanouil Alimpertis
Qing Han

NURSING SCIENCE
Trisha Saul

PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Kalistyn Burley
Claire Chen
Luiz Fernando Moreira Passalacqua
Ali Nikoomanzar
Victor Pham

PHILOSOPHY
Jacob Daniel Heim
Travis LaCroix
Gregorye Lauro
Benjamin Leider
Christopher Mitsch
Brandon Samuel Richardson
Nicholas Smith

PHYSICS
Eric Kenneth Albin
Daniel Joseph Antrim
Arianna Braconi
Aaron Joseph Friedman
Sahel Hakimi
Calvin James Lau
Scott Matthew Locke
Michael James Milgie
Bradley Scott Nicks
Alexandra Perebikovsky
Milad Pourrahmani
Trenton Michael Salk
Yifan Tian
Matthew Wallace

PLANNING, POLICY, AND DESIGN

Mariana Garcia Junqueira
Christopher Teng

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Hallee Caron
Jonathan Cervas
Stacey Liou
Mary Anne Mendoza
Brett Savage

PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Angela Rene Robinson
Steven James Carlson
Dmitry Illyich Tsukerman

PSYCHOLOGY

Vatche Baboyan
Joselyn Ho
Solena Mednicoff
Leo Scholl
Katie Turner
Benjamin Yetton

PUBLIC HEALTH

Jaime Allgood
Kathleen Carlos
Tamara Jimah
Parvati Singh
Hugaisa Villanueva
Tze-An Yuan

SOCIAL ECOLOGY

Connor Froyen Harron
Evgenia Nizkorodorov

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Steven Doubleday
Daniel Wolf
Junying Zhao

SOCIOLOGY

Tania DoCarmo
Alma Nidia Garza
Christopher Gibson
Vanessa Madden Kauffman
Julie Kim
Francis Lee
Jessica Lee
Benjamin Leffel
Jason Mueller
Kelly Marie Ward
Brian Thomas Wiley
Christopher Zoeller

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Rohan Achar

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

Samari Yanira Batres
Lucia Cash Beare
Linda Ruth Gruen
Martha Torres Mendez

STATISTICS

Maricela Francis Cruz
Christopher Michael Galbraith
Wei Hu
Michelle Nuno
Dustin Steven Pluta
Wendy Nora Rummelfield
Yannan Tang
Fan Yin

TRANSPORTATION SCIENCE

Yunwen Feng
Rezwana Rafiq

URBAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND POLICY

Kaitlyn Susanne Alvarez Noli
Ashley Michelle Hooper
Xin Tong
Paroma Subodh Wagle
Jongwo Won

VISUAL STUDIES

Maggie Sara Corton Dethloff
Julian Tobias Francolino
Jessica Elizabeth Ziegenfuss

MASTER OF ADVANCED STUDY

CRIMINOLOGY, LAW AND SOCIETY

Nancy Abrajano
Amy Lee Aquino
Lindsey Marie Baaske
Alexis Noel Barron
Jessica Cramer
Ye Rim Choi
Benjamin Demetrius Cole
Taisyn Tainea Crutchfield
Michaela Janiece Dotson
Janine Bayader Farah
Melissa Danielle Fennessy
Jonathan Galloway
Stephanie Casey Hazell
Jillian Nha Huynh
Andrew Hunter Kim

Janet Nayeon Kim
Nou Le
Thomas Lynch
Michelle Zarik Maleky
Alycia Marquez
Robert Ezekiel Matthews
Laura Jane Maturi
Jacqueline Yvette Pacheco
Maritssa Ailey Perez
Diana Lynn Queen
Amanda Spicer
Ricki Allen Steffan
Melissa Tamayo
Sydney Symone Taylor
Emada Elizabeth Tingirides
Matthew James Valle
Madison Welles
Fabian Wong

ECONOMICS

Malik Fakhar Ahmed
Parush Arora
Zhongying Gan
Jieyu Gao
Hao-Che Hsu
Jai Kedia
Daniel Ladd
Ho Myung Lee
Herman H Luk
Colin Reinhardt
Sayantani Sayantani
Manavsi Sharma
Abibouren Smit
Karan Talathi
David Wehrly
Qinjin Yin
Hanqiao Zhang
Wenhao Zhao

EDUCATION

Jennifer Kathryn Duer
Ta-yang Hsieh
Jiwon Lee
Melina Aurora Pinales
Carlos Sandoval
Stephanie Soto-Lara
Tafeta Star Wood

ENGLISH

Natalie Sara Barman
Deborah Byun
Jos Charles
Hannah Elizabeth Deitch
Stefanie Elise Doucette
Charles Gunn
Vincent Roy Hiscock
Louise Marjorie McCune

EUROPEAN THOUGHT AND CULTURE

Ciaran Gilligan

GERMAN

Steven Nave

HISTORY

Yanlin Lu
Danathan Nguyen
Andrew Christian Richter
Angelica Marlene Victoria Camacho
Wyatt James Wiggins

INTEGRATED COMPOSITION, IMPROVISATION, AND TECHNOLOGY

Hunter Shelby Long
Advanced Degree Candidates

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ashwin Balachandran
Abhijeet Suresh Bhute
Chad Thomas Bloxham
Jingchen Cao
Sandhya Chandramohan
Arvindh Kumar Chandran
Tzu Yu Chao
Peiyuan Chen
Renfei Chen
Shih-Min Annie Chen
Yun Chung Chen
Yutong Chen
Zhan Cheng
Raviteja Cherukuri
Kuo-Wei Michael Chiao
Ashish Choudhary
Alex Chu
Ruili Cui
Clyton Danis
Tathagat Das Gupta
Rathnathri Hannah Devanand
Nihal Nilesh Gandhi
Shiteng Gao
Yuhan Gao
Shijie Ge
Meena Gella
Yibo Gou
Akhil Goyal
Priyanka Goyal
Yilin Guo
Ethe Harue Hoshi
Bo Huang
Xuyang Huang
Alexandra Nichole Hussar
Yogesh Sharad Jadhav
Kevin Shailesh Jain
Shreeya Vijay Joshi
Sunnyhith Kanakanti
Naveena Rukumani Kannan
Meng Ke
Karan Khosla
Mehul Rajesh Kothari
Zhixiang Lai
Wei Lan
Jiexun Li
Juerui Li
Kuan Li
Nai-Jack Jack Li
Sicheng Li
Ming Liu
Suixiong Liu
Zixi Liu
Zheng Luo
Ojas Parag Nadkar
Matthily Sanjay Pande
Harry Pham
Uma Maheshwar Reddy Pulusu
Yijia Qian
Zhiying Qian
Yu Qin
Jimin Ren
Haoran Shi
Zhonghao Shi
Sameer Ganesh Shinde
Chienli Su
Yuwen Suo
Keith Michael Kiyoshi Tachibana
Xiaowei Tan
Dengke Tang
Jing Tang
Yucao Tang
Pooja Madhukar Thakoor
Srishti Tomar
Wen-Lin Tsai
Kuan-Cheng Tseng
Pranav Udupa Shankaranarayana
Maryam Ibrahim
Sinem Kargin
Peter Lam
Omar Moqut
Julia Peay
Justin Morgan
Corrina Tapia
Yvonne Valencia

MASTER OF CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION SCIENCE

Kevin Alison
Valente Ayala
Lyell Buttermore
Kelcey Chung
Emma Havstad

Ryan Long
Antonio Lopez
Brahim Malik
Gaia Meda
Wen Meng
Luke Meyer
Anthony Ortega
Fernando Pantaleon-Acevedo
Jimmy Perez-Maldonado
Daniel Phillips
Alex Resendiz
Oscar Romo Ibarra
Michael Salazar
Pokboon Sawangpak
Min Shen
Avanti Shinde
Jiarui Song
Jing Sun
Xinyun Tang
Fernaldy Tanoko
Anh Tran Trieu
Siyu Wang
Zaihan Wang
Zhongchun Wang
Zilin Wang
Ruichi Wen
Bin Xu
Jiahui Yu
Erika Zamora
Xiaowei Zhai
Hanxiao Zhang
Jiuxiang Zhang
Siyu Zhang
Zehao Zhang
Yiyang Zhou
Konnor Zickefoose

MASTERS OF FINE ARTS

ART

David Chen
Morgan Cuppert-Michelsen
Caleb Tyler Engstrom
Christine Dianne Guiyangco
Christine Jereza Hudson
Jackson Cassie Hunt
Ethan Philip Mcginnis
Gabriella Miller
Pancracio Joaquin Palting
Ellen Schafer
Jean Young Shon
Chris Warr

DANCE

Leandro Glory Damasco
Jehbreal Muhammad Jackson
Kiara Justine Kinghorn
Krystal Akemi Matsuyama-Tsai
Connor Bryce Senning
Danielle Snyder
Radhanath Dasa Thialan

ENGLISH

Mason Boyles
Katherine Damm
Kaily Dorfman
Hannah Elizabeth Dow
Dylan Macdonald
Miles Parneg
Sarah Elizabeth Ryther
Dillon Robert Seifc
Aaron Jacob Styza
Lauren Swift
Justine Jiayun Li Yan

MUSIC

Joao Tiago Duarte Martins
Brianna Finnell
Eduard Alexandru Gavril
Tzu-ling Peng
Calvin Andrew Van Hoozen
Martin Varner

MUSIC

Joao Tiago Duarte Martins
Brianna Finnell
Eduard Alexandru Gavril
Tzu-ling Peng
Calvin Andrew Van Hoozen
Martin Varner
Ingrid Horng
Di Hu
Hannah Jaffe
Hyeji Jang
Katelyn Johnson
Ken Li
Andy Lin
Justin Lischak Earley
Puyi Liu
Megan Ma
Jonathan Mariano
Yu Morimoto
Susie Park
William-Nicholas Straughn
Cella Sun
Braden Thuraisingham
Lamont Tran
Christelle Jane Valmores
Hayley Williams

MASTER OF INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Gerald Adams
Temitayo Adanlawo
Evgeny Bagaryakov
Zarina Bahadur
Vincent Wu Wei Can
DeRonte Craig
Khang Do
Gabriella Escobar
Andre Fawaz
Jonathan Freeman
Joshua Garcia
Arjean Hayes
Pei Fan Hung
Cassidy Kallenborn
Chung Wook Kim
Chia-Jung Li
Michelle Liman
Xiaolou Liu
Yixin Luan
Yanzhong Lu
Haixia Wu
Zihan Xiao
Helen Yu
Jiahe Zhang

MASTER OF LEGAL AND FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY

Jennifer Gail Antolick
Gabriela Rosa Bayol
Amber Iyala Broaden
Sayla Calderon
Robert Alexander Cartwright
Asia Lui Chapa
Danielle Cole Chase
Karen Coronado
Serenity Rose Cripps
Nani Camille Daniels
Bethannie Garcia
Caroline Lianne Glynym
Janee Marie Harris
Alyse Nicole Hein
Suzanna Marie Hete
Shayda Jalali
Eva Khalili
Liisa Nikkole Kaden
McKenna Mays
Liviana Andrea McKenney
Elise Nelson
Clara Ramirez
Nicole Riola
Georgette Alexa Rubio
Denise Maire Salas
Lisa Sumiko Sato
Tamara Catherine Scott
Cornise Seafood
Bobbie Aolani Soto-Billinger
Wendy Ann-Marie Spooner
Briana Tirado
Jennifer Vasquez
Stephanie Marie Viola

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY

Siqi An
Jorge Andrade
Mahdi Bagherzadeh
Ziwei Bai
Fiona Beach
Alisha Blush
Xiaoqian Cai
Ernesto Carrillo
Wen-Kai Chang
Bingqing Chen
Haoxian Chen
Tzu-Yu Chen
Yongxin Chen
Zihao Chen
Chen Cheng
Christopher Cheng
Yee Hyun Cho

Erika Choy
Xiang Cui
Xue Cui
Jason Dayoub
Imane Dibiche
Kathia Elenas
Noiella Eliehmoshabad
Esam El-Sayed
Daniel Fernandez
Rongmei Gao
Anna Gevorkyan
Penglin Guo
Rui Guo
Yuwei Han
Alexandra Hawk
Preston Hiefield
Dung Hoang
Yang Hong
Lanxu Hou
Vy Hua
Vrinda Jagad
Lin Jia
Zhen Jia
Katherine Jiang
Xinyu Jiang
Jooho Jo
Malika Khamrayeva
Kern Khurana
Wei Lao
Eileen Lee
Wing Kwan Leung
Titi Li
Xianjie Li
Xijuin Li
Yuwei Li
Tianlong Lian
Aaic Lin
Shuang Lin
Chang Liu
Eileen Liu
Matthew Locklear
Jose Long
Jennifer Lopez
Yingying Luan
Ting Luo
Khanh Luu
Ayaz Malik
Jiayu Mao
Andy Matsumoto
Brianna Middleton
Eunjil Min
Yim Ting Mok
Robert Nelson
Stephanie Nguyen
Lauren O’Sullivan
Shihyoung Park
Omar Ramil
Tiffany Reber
Xinyi Ren
Adrianna Robles
Binant Sareen
Briana Shen
Jiayi Shen
Wei Shi
Yahuan Shu
Yilin Shu
Diane Sim

Kevin Stahl
Peng Li Su
Shidi Sun
Wanmeng Sun
Xiaodi Sun
Tian Tang
Marissa Thein
Jaehui Tian
Nasreen Torki
Alice Tran
Kevin Tran
Ngoc Bao Tran
Natalie Turpin
Ching-Yu Wang
Eva Wang
Kejing Wang
Lisihan Wang
Meitong Wang
Yan Wang
Yi Wang
Xinyue Wang
Kira Weaver
Emily Wei
Shuning Wei
Jingxian Weng
Limin Wu
Yue Wu
Zihui Wu
Zilin Xia
Xiaolong Xiao
Zhuqing Xiao
Shenghua Xie
Yan Xie
Lei Xu
Shao Li Xu
Wenyu Xu
Evelyn Yao
Yitong Ye
Siqui Yu
Elliot Zatzkis
Hanxing Zhang
Jie Zhang
Xi Zhang
Yuqing Zhang
Jinyao Zhao
Zhongling Zhao
Yuxi Zheng
Shiyun Zhong
LiFan Zhou
Xiaoying Zhou
Xuanlei Zhu

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Ezequiel Andrade
Kelly Chu
Nicholas Cuvelier
Molly Delbridge
Janeet Goraya
Abigail Gutierrez
Emily Hanna
Shanelle Henry
Ian Jang
Anju Kulkarni
Jia Li

Evelyn Yao
Wenyu Xu
Evelyn Yao
Yitong Ye
Siqui Yu
Elliot Zatzkis
Hanxing Zhang
Jie Zhang
Xi Zhang
Yuqing Zhang
Jinyao Zhao
Zhongling Zhao
Yuxi Zheng
Shiyun Zhong
LiFan Zhou
Xiaoying Zhou
Xuanlei Zhu

ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATES
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Michael Morin
Raphael Natividad
Megan Padilla
Ivonne Quiroz
Michael Ramirez
Sarah Tofani
Mario Vigil
Sampras Wong

Jessica Sanchez
Caila Marie Ruiz
Aishwarya Raghuraman
Ashley Nicole Peterson
Forrest Paul Weghorst

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

BIOMEDICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE
Tursun Alkam Alikemuro
Edward Choi
Kiran Clair
Khodayar Goshtasbi
Mirna Hassoun
Damie Joaquin Juat
Daniel Meller
Arlene Kim Ngor
Mahnoosh Rahimi
Chimezie Ubaonu
Ang Wei
Qiaqia Wu
Michael Bin Yue Xu
Yajie Yin

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Mohamed Ajam
Navied Akhtar
Sara Anis
Evan Jonathan Bender
Benjamin Bielajew
Courtney Kay Carlson
Jiangfeng Chen
Sung Sik Chu
Ryan Patrick Donahue
Yu-Kai Huang
Mina Ibrahim
Alicja Anna Jagiello
Yuchen Jiang
Kevin Frameyeses Jitsiripol
Kushal Rajendra Joshi
Charmeine Shumeng Ko
Chia-Hung Lee
Jasper Lee
Kevin Lee
Austin Epiphane Yann Tung
Befebvre
Shangbang Luo
Joanne Ly
Dean Gia Nguyen
Aaron Sanjay Patel
Hinesh Vipul Patel
Pisrut Phummitrat
Saijun Qiu
Kavyakantha Remakanthakurup
Sindhu
Esmeralda Catalina Romero-Lorenzo
Garineh Samirian
Alfonso Hyuntaek Shin
Casey Trevino
Tam Minh Vu
Aditya Vyas
Qi Xu
Shijun Yan

BIOTECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Benjamin Ahn
Martin Paul Banda Magana
Hebatallah Eltoukhy
Aviral Jaiswal
Lihan Kao
Jasbir Kaur
Anish Sudesh Kunder
Yun Kuo
Srisreya Madhala
Priya Murje Prabhu
Harsha Shrihari Rao
Santiago Recuenco Alvarado
Samar Riaz
Vunshi Saproo
Jasmine Melanie Sath
Kajal Prakash Talreja
Xiaoqing Wang
Xiaoyuan Zhang

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Luis Acevedo
Manodhar Allu
Jesslyn Antonio
Mohammad Arsalan
Rishab Ballekere Narayana Gowda
Rijul Banerjee
Andrew Boyd
Tanvir Brar
Wenqi Cao
Ruiqing He
Yikai Fang
Yang Fang
Rong Fang
Alexander Enriquez
Anuja Dixit
Henry Dang
Weilun Dai
Teng-Yun Chung
Weilun Dai
Bao Anh Dam
Henjry Dang
Anuja Dixit
Alexander Enriquez
Rong Fang
Yang Fang
Yikai Fang
Erqiang Guo
Ruiqing He
Chenhui Hu
Yuzhou Hu
Minji Jeon
Ziheng Jing
Shannon Jusman
Venkata Aneesh Kalaga
Vivian Kang
Connor Ketel
Joo-Hyun Kim
Vedant Kshirsagar

POLICY

MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY
Gabriela Esmeralda Benitez
Reema Noor Bzeih
Summer Cheyenne Fox
Desiree Greenhouse
Jessica Guerrero
Eric Alexander Hernandez Barraza
Tangmyuang Lin
Kanna Saito Luong
Paula Martinez
Paulina Maria Mejia
Robert James Moore
Soonchul Park
Denise Coleman Phelps
Natalie Esther Julia Roberts
Alberto Ruiz
Cynthia Sanchez Gutierrez
Joanne Amanda Sharry
Khajika Khajidmaa Soyoltulga
Margaret Julianne Stanko
Judith Aiko Teruya
Aigerim Tolegenova
Catherine Louise Williams
Zixin Yan

MASTER OF SCIENCE

BIOLICAL SCIENCES
Sylvia Alejo
Miguel Arreola
Dhruba Banerjee
Yen-Chu Chen
Sima Chokr
Morgan Coburn
Joshua Crapser
Angelene Dukes
Mitchell Farrell
Michael Angelo Faryab
Sarah Seabreeze Finks
Steven Granger
Jonathan Hasselmann
Ming Han Ho
Karissa Huang
Andra Ionescuct Tucker
Marketta Kachemov
Alice Wang Yum Lee
Jessica Noche Lingad
Kevin Maroney
Landon Tyler Metzen
Ashley Nicole Peterson
Aishwarya Raghuraman
Caila Marie Ruiz
Jessica Sanchez

Anjani Sharma
Yasmine Sherafat
Nitish Udupi Shettigar
Caitlin Suire
Jacob Daniel Seward Varela
Barbara Waring

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

BIOMEDICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE
Tursun Alkam Alikemuro
Edward Choi
Kiran Clair
Khodayar Goshtasbi
Mirna Hassoun
Damie Joaquin Juat
Daniel Meller
Arlene Kim Ngor
Mahnoosh Rahimi
Chimezie Ubaonu
Ang Wei
Qiaqia Wu
Michael Bin Yue Xu
Yajie Yin

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Mohamed Ajam
Navied Akhtar
Sara Anis
Evan Jonathan Bender
Benjamin Bielajew
Courtney Kay Carlson
Jiangfeng Chen
Sung Sik Chu
Ryan Patrick Donahue
Yu-Kai Huang
Mina Ibrahim
Alicja Anna Jagiello
Yuchen Jiang
Kevin Frameyeses Jitsiripol
Kushal Rajendra Joshi
Charmeine Shumeng Ko
Chia-Hung Lee
Jasper Lee
Kevin Lee
Austin Epiphane Yann Tung
Befebvre
Shangbang Luo
Joanne Ly
Dean Gia Nguyen
Aaron Sanjay Patel
Hinesh Vipul Patel
Pisrut Phummitrat
Saijun Qiu
Kavyakantha Remakanthakurup
Sindhu
Esmeralda Catalina Romero-Lorenzo
Garineh Samirian
Alfonso Hyuntaek Shin
Casey Trevino
Tam Minh Vu
Aditya Vyas
Qi Xu
Shijun Yan

Jimmy Zhang
Jinghui Zhang
Yongxiao Zhou
Zhihui Zhu

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Luis Acevedo
Manodhar Allu
Jesslyn Antonio
Mohammad Arsalan
Rishab Ballekere Narayana Gowda
Rijul Banerjee
Andrew Boyd
Tanvir Brar
Wenqi Cao
Jahnnavi Chavali
Shiyao Chen
Kuan-Chen Chiu
Teng-Yun Chung
Weilun Dai
Bao Anh Dam
Henjry Dang
Anuja Dixit
Alexander Enriquez
Rong Fang
Yang Fang
Yikai Fang
Erqiang Guo
Ruiqing He
Chenhui Hu
Yuzhou Hu
Minji Jeon
Ziheng Jing
Shannon Jusman
Venkata Aneesh Kalaga
Vivian Kang
Connor Ketel
Joo-Hyun Kim
Vedant Kshirsagar

Sneha Lakshmikanthaiah
Basil Latif
Byungchan Lee
Hsu Ming Lee
Yei Lee
Yuan Jye Lee
Kuang Li
Luyao Li
Zixin Li
Jui-Chi Liang
Hsiu-I Lin
Qiwei Lin
Matthew Littman
Linxia Liu
Xiao Tong Liu
Yaxuan Liu
Yeran Liu
Yuan Liu
Yan Ting Matthew Lock
Liqin Lu
Weili Luo
Ryan Luu
Vishnu Madan
Ryan Maffioli
Sonal Mendoratta
Isaac Mirzahi
Geoffrey Nel
Clint0n Ng
Saad Noman
Yisang Pan
Shanmuga Pillaiyan
Kevin Pla
Manoj Pyla
Zelong Qian
Quan Qiao
Ramya Ragavhan
Bela Rais
Sameer Rath
Billy Saputra
James Sarmento
Kathleen Sebastian
Kevin Seng
Supriya Shahane
Wen Shan
Arpita Sharda
Sushrut Shendre
Minmin Shi
Chavi Singal
Tatiksha Singh
Dimple Singhania
Jennifer Siwu
Takako Suzuki
Shujiang Tan
Yufei Tan
Ai-Ling Ting
Adwait Toro
Adam Toy
Tristan Tran
Shaun Vetrovec
Yongyuan Wan
Jiahui Wang
Junxu Wang
Sijia Wang
Yuxi Wang
Mike Adhiya Williams
Shengze Xiao
Mengze Xu
CHEMICAL AND
BIOCHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

Shamsul Abedin
Derek Sprayberry Aspacio
Danielle Elaine Bever-Sneary
Jessica Bui
Nina Butkovich
Herman Ching
Ewa Richard Chukwu
Sara Elizabeth Heedy
Alexander Hwu
Yufia Lu
Walther Ibris Villatoro Pineda

CHEMICAL AND
BIOMOLECULAR
ENGINEERING

Adam Grosvirt-Dramen
Aaron Ramirez
Tharini Ena Siddappa
Han Wang

CHEMISTRY

Brenna Crawford Biggs
Vivian Terri Chen
Eric Choi
Glynis Longworth Coyne
Sadie Frances DePeter
Cassidy Noel Feltenberger
Esther Cornelia Hessong
Ryan Muhammad Khan
Alexandra LeAma Klodt
Ryan James Le Tourneau
Victoria Tran Lim
Annkea Jean Miller
Megan Newcomb
Megan Elizabeth Screen
Natalie Rose Smith
Alexa Watson
Andy Yue Yang

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Ximeng Fan
Arash Ghaffar
Jiangpeng Shi
Alexander Wei
Jianlei Wen
Yanmo Weng

CIVIL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING

Sarah Katrin Balaian
Priscilla Chu
Emily Elizabeth Dailey
Nubia Azuara Donikian
Rishab Gakhar
Yifu Gao
Rui Han
Yiling Hu
Navjyoth Sarma Jayashankar
Shobha
Shaurya Johari
Ariane Jong
Shyamkumar Kheni
Xianqi Kong
Yeseul Lee
Mujie Li
Shu Li
Yiyuan Li
Shiyu Liu
Pratik Malik
Graham William McCarthy
Nadhiesha Nirthana Muthumala
Amanda O’Brien
Hunter Quon
Sara Jessica Sullivan
Mingxiu Wang
Tim Wong
Lu Xu
Jie Xue
Junya Zeng
Shengyuan Zhang
Yixin Zhao

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE

Andrea Fontanelli

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Maral Amir
Arkadeep Adhikari
Julian Marshall Andrews
Chhinmayee Milind Athalye
Wei-Chen Chen
Alexander Marcus Cheng
Daniel Cheng
Meng-Hsuan Chiang
Karen Chiao
Ziyuan Cui
Taylor Futral
Gottumukkala, Ananth
Bahareh Harandizadeh
Matthew Hemker
Paul Neema Jazayeri
Surmeet Kaur Jhajj
Muhammad Talha Khan
Sai Prameela Konduru
Momoko Kono
Satish Kotti
Chuan-Chun Kuo
Jong Ho Lee

EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE

Toufik Chtouki
Nicole Hemming-Schroeder
Li Yu
Anne Mielnik
Audrey Odwuor
Jessica Walden
Nicola Ashlee Wiseman

ELECTRICAL AND
COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Ahmet Salih Aksakal
Benjamin Yeager Brown
Cheng Chen
Hanjian Chen
Hao Shen
Kevin Dominic De Jesus
Yuanwen Duan
Kyle Ferreria
Jutao Guo
Yuchen Guo
Yuzhou Guo
Crystal Chien Han
Kun Han
Seyed Ali Hashemi
Felix Hernandez Anseau~t~egui
William James Hoofe
Ananya Hosabeedu Somappa
Chenxing Ji
Jiating Jiang
Kaifu Jiang
Yuxin Jiang

ENGINEERING

Jeremiah Blackburn
Andrew Bond
Shane Chazhikatt Cyrion
Isaac Ali Manzo
Huiting Qin
Roya Shiri
James Vincent Soukup
Xinyi Wang

ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATES
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ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT
Sreekirthika Balasubramanian
Shipra Batra
Katherine Marrie Galvez De Castro
Thorhalla Austmann Hardardottir
Sivangee Maharana
Shobhana Meenakshi Mathuranayagam
Vishrut Tejas Parikh
Janani Rajendran
Adora Anoud Tadros
Karla Torres
Hengte Zhang

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Neesha Mody

GENETIC COUNSELING
Meghan Blunt
Makenna Dubois
Christina Fujii
Marian Tsang
Allison Wong
Elyssa Zukin

INFORMATICS
Kai Yee Phoebe Chua
Qingyang Li

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Kaustubh Bharat Khedekar
Hauna Krekemeyer
Devashish Shashikant Kulkarni
Jeanaye Dominique Mason
Zahra Nemati
Maevé O’Brien
Nhi Vu-Y Quach
Hasti Vahidi
Haixin Wei
Songyuan Yan

MATHEMATICS
Jiayi Shen
Fei Xiang

MATHEMATICAL, COMPUTATIONAL AND SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
Jihye Choi
Huiyu He
Katiana Marie Khouri
Na Yeon Kim

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Mahmoud Abdelazim Mohame Abdelgil
Parastoo Ali Pour
Nicolas Auwaajan
Changwei Chen
Kevin Chen
Chih-I Cheng
Ching-Hung Chiang
Shant Aram Danielian
Amir-Salar Esteki
Rui Fu
Yanfeng Hai
Peixin He
Hasitha Jeewana Hewakuruppu
Nohora Alejandra Hormaza Mejia Chieh-Lo Hsieh
Alice Kate Li
Dongyang Li
Bowen Liu
Peiwen Jos Ma
Olga Movilla Miangolarra
Quinn Quy Nguyen
Fernando Pablo Quevedo
Yiheng Pang
Leo Salgado
Jose Alejandro Santamaria Rodriguez
Dorsa Shirazi
Woo Rib Suh
Youngjoon Suh
Jonathan Sullivan
Boya Sun
Clinton Thai
Pengjie Tian
Shan Tian
Arwa Tizani
Thinh Quoc Tran
Shane Anthony Valdez-Johnson
Aakash Verma
Anne Weng
Yanchen Wu
Jae Hwan Yi
Jingyi Zeng
Haiyun Zhang
Bo Zheng
Edward Zhu

NETWORKED SYSTEMS
Shreyas Badiger Mahadev
Jiaren Cai
Yuyang Chen
Qing Han
Zhixiu Kang
Fuyao Li
Zhiang Liu
Sharad Manasali Koteswar
Guptha
Ritwik Nandakumar
Nevedha Ravi
Zhetai Shao
Lakshmipriyadarshini Velmurugan
Zhongwei Wang

NURSING SCIENCE
Camila Tara Aguilar
Athena Rose Belluomini
Francesca Benfanti
Caroline Mary Brenes
Kristyn Danielle Casalino
Jee Young Chae
Emily Marie Enos
Melyssa Beatrice Hernandez
Roxanne Tebrooke Hernandez
Gabriela Renee Iriarne
Sahra Kakwani
Araceli Melchor Cruz
Huy Cong Xuan Nguyen
Jenny Phan
Michelle Maritza Reynoso
Lorren Nicole Yniguez
Michelle Renee Zittlau-Johnson

PHARMACOLOGY
Sima Alkour
Celina La
Jamie Lo
Euphemia Ogaugwu
Drew Phan
Ing-Marie Pride
Rebecca Pride
Sarah Smiley
Lubna Takwa
Taikun Yamada

PHYSICS
Hunter Gerard Allison
Matthew Jacob Boyvin
Alex William Eisner
Kyle Kristian Muyalde Kabasares
William Henry Kyle
Alexander Andres Lazar
Rachel Anne Lucas
Sophia Nasr
Bradley Scott Nicks
Dylan Palo
Igor Zhbigniew Palubski
Alexandra Perebikovsky
Hasitha Eranda Pituwala Kankanamge
Rebecca Anne Riley
Freida Liz Rivera
Christian Rodriguez
Trenton Michael Salk
Jeffrey Taulbee
Yifan Tian
Michael David Waterbury

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Danni Xiong
Haixiang Yan
Jitao Zhang
Ziyang Zhang
Yidan Zhu

STATISTICS
Damon Michael Bayer
Joshua Chang
James Junghoon Cho
Maozhu Dai
Derenik Haghverdian
Shen Huang
Corey Brett Katz
Kunshu Li
Xiao Chen Liang
Jing Liao
Ruyu Liu
Xuan Liu
Yaxu Lou
Arsenii Moskvichev
Qi Qi Pan
Tianyu Pan
Mary Margaret Ryan
Fan Yin
Zhiyuan Zhou

TRANSPORTATION SCIENCE
Kevin Bleich
Nareenat Pinitpol
Deep Shah

MASTER OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Cameron Vidal Arista
Hector Cervantes
Daisy Cruz
Eduardo David Galdamez
Ines Marie Lou Galmiche
Vanessa Gonzalez
Wei Huang
Huixuan Jia
Zihui Lei
Prathna Poornam Maharaj
Connor Steven Phillips
Vrishnesh Prahlad
Zhi Qiao
Evangelina Jude Rodriguez
Moxi Tang
Masakatsu Uryu
Shin-Young John Yu
Simin Zakavand
JURIS DOCTOR

Oluwatobi N. Agbelemose
Tiffany Aguiar
Nafissa Y. Ahmed
Rayan A. AlRubaih
Salma Abdulaziz A. Alheraiqi
Jaime Margaret Allgood
Andrew N. Alton
Laura I. Alvarenga Scalia
Madelaine M. Ambrus
Mackenzie M. Anderson
Jonhatan A. Aragon
Jovan Chandra Ardy
Iden Asghar-Rezaei
Nicole Babaknia
Kledio Baci
Kimberly A. Barr
Bryan T. Beard
Nilofar A. Becker
Nina Y. Benjamin
Summer T. Berger
Markie Betor
Dominique Brown
Jane M. Brunson
Cristina I. Butoiu
Kyle D. Cabrera
Jazlyn R. Cabula
Mariam L. Carr
Paige N. Cavendish
Viridiana S. Chabolla Mendoza
Julia Chang
Melissa M. Chen
Cole W. Clark
Ralph V. Cole
Emily M. Croucher
Alexander V. Dashman
Benjamin H. Davidson
Travone Davis
Akansha Deepak
Suzanne Marie Denbow
Ashleigh M. Dennis
Jier Dong
Cassie L. Doult
Francesca L. Egger
Pilar M. Escontrias
Christine Fares
Jack D. Feinfield
Shanxi Feng
Alessandra P. Fritz
Sean R. Gaffney
Emily V. Genzlnger
Ksenia Gracheva
Nardine A. Hanna
David J. Hazleton
Rachael M. Heller
Bingxin Hu
Patrick R. Hulbert
Sukayna Jaidi
Nicholas M. Jaime
Parth P. Jani
Emily Johanson
Nicole M. Kennedy
Lauren Kenney
Kristen Chantal Akemi Kido

Julia Elana Kilpatrick
Ryan L. Kilpatrick
Traci M. Kim
Morgan J. Kimmey
Jonathan L. Kopecky
James E. Lamb
Sonja S. Larondelle-Jordan
Jennifer P. Ledesma
Connie Lee
Janista Christine Lee
David M. Levine
Alexandra K. Lewis
Sabrina Lim
Dana S. Lui
Rose Lyn
Iris R. Ma
Samuel Maida
Michael J. Malakouti
Lauren N. Malindzak
Matthew J. Marcoly
Kristina C. Martinez
Eldrin A. Masangkay
Alicia M. Matarese
Quiyarra McCahey
Margaret E. McPike
Jedd P. Mellin
Olivia Meme
Tess M. Messiha
Correy D. Miller
Prachi Mistry
Alexis M. Mondares
Thomas J. Moneymaker
Theodore J. Mumford
Guillermo Navarro Galindo
Lauren G. Navarro
Kellen V. Nelson
Yingge Ning
Caleb R. Nissley
Makaela L. Nives O'Connell
Ikechukwu O. Nnadi
Evan A. Ormond
Kyoulee Park
Benjamin N. Patterson
Casey T. Powell
Lovleen K. Purewal
Dania Qahoush
Robina Rayamajhi
Grecia A. Rivas
Sarah R. Salvini
Allyssa M. Scheyer
Joseph M. Shahik
Raina Sharma
Vincent T. Shepherd
Richard Shin
Spencer M. Shure
Kelly L. Soldati
Pacifico L. Soldati
Rouzbeh Soleymani
Lucy E. Stanley
Jonathan G. Stinson
Rina Michelle Stinson
Brian E. Sutter
Delia Tasky
Amy Thompson
Courtney Thompson
Jason Tkaczuk
Dion Shin Toledo

Brian S. Trinh
Justice Turner
Saikrishna Upadhyayula
Hazel Verdin
Tam D. Vu
Christopher Wang
Heidi E. Wang
Cayla K. Whitley
Jennifer L. Wong
Yaqi Xie
Vincent Y. Yang
Michael Zanides
Andrick J. Zeen
Maryam M. Zomorodian
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Art

Remington Annetta
Cristina Virginia Barragan*
Zaida Bartolo
Justine Mabel Benavidez
Kyrie Eleison Bower*
Rachel Leila Peralta Callejas*
Eve Renee Carrier
Ashley Chang
Sixiao Chen
Yi-Ting Chen
Yixiao Chen
Ho Lei Ryan Chou
Yung-Chu Chuang
Carlos Juan Conde
Arnulfo Jared Contreras
Mayra Lissette Cortez
 Tianqi Dang
Dominic A. De Vera
Jianyuan Ding
Pedjay Barrera Dizon
Jakob Marshall Duchon
Liang Fang*
Sergio Gonzales*
Yi-Jen Hsiao
Remington Annetta
Cristina Virginia Barragan*
Zaida Bartolo
Justine Mabel Benavidez
Kyrie Eleison Bower*
Rachel Leila Peralta Callejas*
Eve Renee Carrier
Ashley Chang
Sixiao Chen
Yi-Ting Chen
Yixiao Chen
Ho Lei Ryan Chou
Yung-Chu Chuang
Carlos Juan Conde
Arnulfo Jared Contreras
Mayra Lissette Cortez
 Tianqi Dang
Dominic A. De Vera
Jianyuan Ding
Pedjay Barrera Dizon
Jakob Marshall Duchon
Liang Fang*
Sergio Gonzales*
Yi-Jen Hsiao

Drama

Adela Hyojin Ahn
Ada Lynnane Bastin
Daniel Joseph Betts
Leah Jean Booth†
Shaunae Rebecca Boucher
David Allen Bradbury†
Chantal Marie Branscomb
Cassandra Lynn Bridges
Tona Lynn Brown†
Kent Austin Burns
Rodney R. Byrd II
Rowan Altura Campbell
Sierra Danielle Castaneda
Ashley Crystal Castro
Shelby Renee Caughron
Erika C. Clark
Tyler William Dale
Lindsey Chanel Davis
Ilana Sylvie Degann
Alexis Brie Dejoy†
Anh Duy Doan†
Heather Lee Rangel Echeverria
Tyler Kenneth Garcia
Keith West Gardner
Derick Ricardo Gonzalez Robles
Joseph Daniel Guerra*
Meliza Kim Gutierrez
Justine Elizabeth Halas
Daijiang Han
Lauren Mattea Hilton
Shawna Kristine Jackson
Zhihan Jia
Emily Louise Johnson†
Anya Martel Johnston†
Caroline Elizabeth Jones
Isabella Rose Keegan*
Patrick Jordan Wong Maravilla†
Jacqueline Kumiko Marianes†
Evelyn Alisha McCollum†
Alyssa Corona Mendoza
Elizabeth Joy Menzies†
Monica Ariel Minix
Charense Anne Mongiello
Emily Jane Neifer
Peter Walter Newell*†
Wenqin Ni
Jairus Cedric Pacelo†
Kate Becca Packer
RigilKent Pelino Paden
Mohamedzain Amin Patel
Niki Rose Pirzabai
Lia Tsering Prindle
Dmitry Victor Puchkarev
Elijah Estolano Punzal†
Veronica Jenelle Renner†
Shastia Adrea Robbins†
Lyndsey Grace Robertson
Megan Susanne Robinson†
Cynthia Noel Ruiz
Emily Kate Saxton*
Laurel Hannah Schweidel†
Kari Lee Setlak
Shakiba Shadman
Dakari Whenefur Shea
Mikayla Layne Slepcov
Triston Sennin Smith

Rachel Ashley Stinger
Devon Elizabeth Taylor
Christine Nellie Taye†
Nicole Marie Theep
Kyrra Elena Thiel†
Kayo Tokuue
Anthony Truong*
Linda Cristal Urena
Annelies Margaretha Veldman
Ivan Villanueva
Chad Watkins
Sonya Wong†
Yinghan Zhao
Jialai Zhou

Music

Victor Shih-Ying Chen
Bryan David Fraser
Esther Haun Gee
Kristin Loraine Hill
Rachel Sing Hing Lam
Richard D’Tavion Lindsey*†
Daniel Lopez Perez*
Gabriel Geoff Vicencio Mallari
Spencer Cole Reynen
Justine Claire Wang

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Dance

Edgar Roberto Aguirre
Emma Anne Andres†
Jacob Maxwell Boarnet
Lexington Kate Demark
Joao Pedro Ducci Pereira†
Jenna Gabrielle Fleming
Lauren Victoria Gesens†
Elise Brook Holmes
Sarah Katherine Kroll
Sydney Rae Leong
Sarah Monet Llewellyn
Ember Rose Oania-Hopkins
Gabrielle Marie Pariseau
Alexis-Nichole Ledesma Pineda
Morgan Grace Rice†
Sadie Ann Sandoval
Samantha Marie Scheller
Emily Ruth Seabourne
Olivia Li Stroud
Katherine Christine Wong

Music Theatre

Harrison Jinwoo Cho
Alexi Miyoshi Ishida†
Eleni Judith Katsay
Milan Andrea Magana†
Stephen McKay Mangum
Shahil Manish Patel
Spencer William Peterson
Isaiah Michael Tadros†
Zoe J. Tannous
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Music

David Azamy
Amanda Kam Yan Cheung
Wendee Kim Duong
Margaret Tianai Fu
Rachael Danielle Higgins
Hannah Joyce Koury
Rohan Ramanan
Jaylene Rios
Caleb Josue Salguero
Nick Vanamburg
Nicholas Wu
Luis Alberto Zambrano

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record

at the end of the final quarter

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

School of Biological Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Eric Daniel Adams
CUM LAUDE †
Sergey Arzumanyan
Denise Lynn Bui
CUM LAUDE †
Sarah Riyadh Kamil
Tiffany Haojane Kao
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Guohao Liang
CUM LAUDE †
Mario Lopez Martinez
Sonia Parievsky
CUM LAUDE †
Maha Abdul Rauf
CUM LAUDE †
Samantha Rae Renusch
Andrew Lucas Sabol
CUM LAUDE †
Mohammad Sina Shafeinouri
CUM LAUDE †
Celeste Atteah Shoelleh
CUM LAUDE †
Zachary Ryon Charles Snyder
Joshua Zave Torosyan
Desiree Shahnaz Guerriere
Townsend
Amy Keiyan Yip

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Monique Abdalla
Omar Abdell-Alim Abdel-Al
Joseph Y. Abdelmalek
CUM LAUDE †
Parmida Abdoli
Waseem Abdou
CUM LAUDE
Bianca Maria Abuel
Freddie Andres Adame
Chiara Maria Adendorff
Stephen Adrian
Timothy Esteban Afable
Aydah Afra†
Nina Marie Aghakhani
Andrea Agramon-Leon
Jesús Federico Aguilar Ramírez
Francis Dave Severo Aguilar†
Lilith Nicole Aguirre Murray
Sohail Abed Ahmady
Anneaq Ahmed
CUM LAUDE †
Olufolake O. Aina
Elizabeth Ibukunoluwa-Abike
Akindele
Misa Akiyama
Mohamed Hussein Al Tahabi
Zahraa M. Al-Shammari
CUM LAUDE
Jeeda Al-Taki
Zyza Camilla Alandy-Dy
Mohamed Alazzeh
CUM LAUDE †
Sally Crystal Alcocer Medina
Mina Alhamody
Hanan Essam Ali†
Alexa Lauren Allen
Taibah M. H. M. Alqaisy
Seif A. Alshakakh
CUM LAUDE †
Nima Altaf†
Joceynie Marie Altamirano
Ujwal Aluru
Hannah Alvarado
Gonzalo Alvarez, Jr.†
Crystal Adaobi Amalu
Cassandra Amezquita
CUM LAUDE †
Amal Nayan Amin
CUM LAUDE
Zahra Amir
CUM LAUDE †
Kevin Johnathan An
Christine Jay Pingul Aniag
Alireza Ansar†
Ashley Alexandra Api
Mark James Alvar Apostol
Kris Tianna Rivas Araracap
Surya Neillolar Arian
Paola Verenice Arias Barrios
Jaren Ariyiohi
Surbhi Arora
Kaitlyn Asawesna
Atina Sahar Asefi
Richard Arturo Aviles
Mahazabin Azad
Ruben Baca
Elya Bach
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Kamyar Bagheri†
Kylan Daniel Bagley†
Monica Jin Bai
Andrew Baier
Brandon Robert Baker
Muskaan Kaur Bal
Alyssa Balocating
Rachel Angela Anicete Baluyut
Danial N. Bandak
Andrew Robert Bang
Jeevan Singh Banga
Andrea Nam Tran Bao
CUM LAUDE †
Juwel Barakat†
Victor Barboza, Jr.†
Lubia Irazema Barrera
Stephanie Moreno Barriga
Chelsea Morgan Barrios
Elizabeth Claire Basilio
Christian Bautista
Sara Bayat
Altay Bayrakci
Eduardo Gabriel Becerra Barron
Katerina Faye Beck
Duncan M. Bengston
Catherine Rose Berdiago
Sara Hanna Bertan
Kushmira Sanjay Bhakta
Sameer Singh Bhangu
Harsh Devang Bhavsar
Timothy Matthew Bierlein
Steven Andrew Bonilla
Michelle Mylan Booth
Rasa Borhan†
Rene Isabella Botello
Raquel Lynn Bowman
Allen Bramian
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jordan Michelle Brasfield
Monica Karina Brizuela
Dustin Bui
Emily Bui
Kien-Tin Tran Bui
Kimbry T. Bui†
Nguyen Bui
Orlando Bui
CUM LAUDE †
Tony Thai Bui
CUM LAUDE
Annette Marie Burns
Brooke Francis Burton†
Ned Magno Calaustro†
Jasmine Ed Camandang
Jesus Clemente Osvaldo Mariscal
Campos
Tam Ngoc Bang Cao
Ya Qiao Cao
Adriana Kiabeth Carchipulla†
Edgar A. Carlos
Alyssa Chanel Carrillo
Arline Jisel Carrillo-Baires
Sean Phillip Carroll, Jr.
CUM LAUDE †
Luis T. Casanova
Lubaina Cementwala
Celeste Christina Cerecedes
Tiffany Leeda Cha
Chloe Jia Qi Chai
Roman Cong-You Chan
Anyu Chang
Zenyu Sean Chang†
Jonathan Chao
CUM LAUDE †
Puja Amruth Chaudhari
Abraham Chavez, Jr.
Adrienne Chavez
Raymond Arthur Chavez III
Crystal Stephanie Chavez-Jimenez
Sara Monting Chea
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Christina Lan Chen†
Fanny Chen
Jennifer Chen
Rosamond Elliott Chen
Sharon Yoshing Chen
Vince Chen
Xinya Chen
Yun-Ching Chen
Alicia Hoi Yan Cheng
Jiayin Cheng†
Letian Cheng
Shenghan Cheng
Ryan Kwan Cheng
CUM LAUDE †
Brendon Chi
Vivian Hye-In Chi
Jeeoma Aduago Chikezie
Yunsik Cho
Benjamin Sin Yi Choi
Jimin Choi
CUM LAUDE †
Grace Eunhae Choo†
Ying Lin Chow
KYLE M. CHOWDHURY
Rafiujanman Chowdhury
Mark Daniel Christian, Jr.†
Nhu Ngoc Thuy Chu
Okechukwuchiebuta Chukwuma
Kristin Alexis Co
Ekaterina Ivanova Compton†
Angela Tonnu Conghuyen
Elyse Renae Corpz
Elizabeth Carole Corrado
Andrew Thomas Crotty†
Audrey Christine Achacoso Cruel
Luis Fernando Cruz Heredia
Jacklynn Jean Cupp
Zaid Dababneh
Hansal Hiten Dalal
Lena Dam†
Kimia Damyar†
Aria Daneshvar
Jessica Pham Dang
Katherine Huyen Dang
CUM LAUDE †
Emma Pascal Danhash
Yusu Danishgar
Diana Tho Dao
Evelyn Brianne Dao
Arman Dashyan†
Kushal Rajiv Dave
CUM LAUDE †
Carlos Alexander Davila, Jr.
CUM LAUDE †
Shane Christopher Davis
CUM LAUDE
Marydan Lin Davison
Lauren Sydney De Guzman
Ignacio De La Torre, Jr.
Jazmin Nicole De Los Santos
Haley Marie De Ocampo†
Arman Ghafari
Cum Laude
Negin Gharati*
Daniel Andrew Giap
Danae Brianne Giehl*
Victor A. Gil
Priya K. Gill
Jonathan Girgis
April Melody Giron
Irish S. Go
Jazmin Cecilia Godina
Matthew David Gohl
Iris Kimberly Gomez*
Samantha Gomez
Ming Gong
Austin Xavier Gonzales
Taylor Ashley Gonzales
Cliff Eduardo Gonzalez
Grace Rebecca Gonzalez
Jennifer Gonzalez
Racquel Gonzalez
Lester Osman Gopar
Elyssa Mae Quion Gorospe
Jenna Marie Gottle* 
Angelin Adryna Gouw
Kassandra Govea
Alanna Laurell Graham
Genesis Carolina Granados*
Lovepreet Kaur Grewal
Feiyang Gu*
Alexis Danielle Guerra
Ashley Alexa Guevara
Tabitha Laureen Guevara
Tabitha Tulia Guevara
Tyler Guzman
Quynh-Nhu T. Ha
Elizabeth N. Haddad
Michelly Claudia Hadusirja
Parisa Moghadam Hajian
Summer Anees Hakim
Youanna W. Halaka*
Faris Fadi Halaseh*
Nicholas Michael Hall
Tiffany Han
Xinya Hao
Nancy Haro-Ramirez
Shadi Haroun
Ezzak Akhtar Hasnain
Moniva Tasnim Hassan
Darian Andrew Hatcher
Justin D. He
Zijun He*
Bryan Alexis Henriquez*
Jennifer Hernandez
Rosa Jasmin Hernandez
Jonathan Lorenzo Hernandez-Vargas
Rebeca Esmeralda Herrera Chinchilla*
Lakni Vyanka Hettiaratchi
Melody Lyn Ho
Pui Sze Patsy Ho
Tina Trinh Ho
Tri Nhat Ho
Cum Laude
Catherine Maianh Hoang
Cum Laude
Kimberly Bach Hoang
Nina Ngoc Hoang
Quynh N. Hoang
Tram N. Hoang
Cum Laude
Karen Penuliar Hollman
Andrew Scott Hom
Allison Sue Hommel
Mary Chance Garcia Hong
Meena Hoshmand
Xena Lea Hourany
Mikayla Noel Howie
Emily Huang
Jacky Huang
Reanna Joy Urrete Hutalla
Adriana Marie Huynh
Emily Thudcan Huynh
Cum Laude
Kelly Do Huynh
Bryn Lee Hyde
Krystian James Hawk Ibanez
Jonathan Jun Ilagan
Naomi Adeline Imbre*
Erica Rose Ireta
Momoko Ishizuka
Cum Laude
Shaherezada Ismatova
Gregory William Ivanov
Stephanie Matsuye Iwasaki
Soﬁa Nik Izadshenas
Jessica Maria Izaguirre
Alyssa Joy Jamero
Yasmeen Jawhar
Yue Jiang
Daniel Antonio Jimenez
Rosa Estela Jimenez*
Christopher Ann Jin
Neda Jive*
Lauramee Dennise Dela Masa
Joquin
Courtney A. Joe
Anna Joh
Molly Elaine Johnson*
Imani Desiree Jones*
Justin David Jordan
Rhogerika Navarro Juan
Da Hee Jung
Eun Kyo Jung
Ivy J. Jung
Dezrey Rene Jurado*
Kamela Enriquez Kadri
Jessica Poung Yee Kai
Matthew Craig Kaiser
Parsa Kamalipour
Summa Cum Laude
Gary Karapet Karapetyan
Armin Karargar
Ali Karimi
Summa Cum Laude
Mohssen Hassan Kassir
Hannah Akiko Katagiri
Snedeep Kaur*
Eric Ryusuke Kawana
Cum Laude
Katelyn Wei Ke
Alvi Khandakar*
Arash Khangholi
Cum Laude
Sonia Deepak Khatri
Crystal Grace Khin
Elahe Khodabande
Sabrina Meagan Kiernan
Benjamin Hun Kim
Christina Kim
Ethan Hyunjin Kim
Henry Daehwan Kim
Min Hyeok Kim
Myung Hyun Kim
Roza Lorin Kirmizi
Megumi Kristie Kishimoto
Rachel Joy Klotz
Alice Han Ko
Lucianna Marie Kogel*
Patrick Lee Kolodji*
Enoch Chiang Koo
David James Korzelius
Christina Martha Kosmala
Run Rong Kuang
Karishma Rajesh Kumar
Anu Elina Kurhela
Cum Laude
Cameron Adam Kwiatkowski
Cum Laude
Michelle Kwong
Vy Thoai La
Cum Laude
Christina Jane Labar
Alejandra Lagunas*
Henry Kay Lam
Tracy Lam
Winnie Lam
Joanne Therese Lanceta
Yessica Yesenia Landaverde
Brittany Allison Lanham
Justin Paolo Lao
Brenner Roland Lapid
Camille Krista Lara
Hongson Lau
Summa Cum Laude
Christian Michael Le
Ethan Bao Hung Le*
Harry Hung Le
Huan Nguyen Minh Le
Magnus Cum Laude
Jennifer Dang Minh Chau Le
Jimmy Nguyen Le
My Le
Cum Laude
Rachel Quynh Nhi Le
Tinh Trong Le*
Vivian Le
William Duy Le
Yen-Thy Le
Cruz Gregory Leonas
Mariana Ledezma Gomez
Andrew H. Lee
Cum Laude
Eriana Min Lee
Cum Laude
Audrey Sixian Lee
Caitlin Ming-Li Lee
Ho Jun Lee
Irene J. Lee

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Jiyeon Lee
Lauren H. Lee
CUM LAUDE †
Matthew Curtis Lee
CUM LAUDE †
Michelle Inae Lee
Vivian My Leung
Wei Yun Leung
Amanda Chelsea Lew
Miranda Julie Ley*
Mingjuan Li
CUM LAUDE
Tong Li*
Yezi Li*
Christopher K. Liang
Daisy Licon
Karina Tiana Lim
Leslie Lim
Perry Yueze Lim
Rachel Hynon Jia Lim
Maybelle Gumin Limpin
Yangtao Lin
Zitong Lin
Shirley Liu
Wenzhu Liu
Xutao Liu
Yi Hsiang Liu
Ma Long
Geraldine Andrea Longo*
Aaliyah Lopez
Miranda Louise Lopez
Veronica Mina Lopez
Hei leong Lou
CUM LAUDE
Jayson David Louie
Karina Lozano
Janine Angelica Lu
Ying-Ying Lu
Donny Luanglath
Robert Ji-Kin Luk
Joelle Lum
Alexis S. Luna Pantoja
Skylar Francis Lung
CUM LAUDE †
Liyeng Cruz Luong
Michael Hoang Luong
Brian Michael Luu
Nguyen-Khoi Michael Luu-Trong
CUM LAUDE †
Jessica Xiao-Tong Ly
Judy Ngo Ly
Katelynn Marie Ly*
Kevin Dang Khoa Ly
Kayla Marie Mach
Jiana Raja Machhor
CUM LAUDE
Albert Macias, Jr.
Jacqueline Macias-Sandoval
Sean Roderick Mackenzie
Tasnem Ahmad Madie
Brandon Koichi Maeda
CUM LAUDE †
Ryan Patrick Mahoney*
Erica Tan Mai
Rasheed Majzoub
CUM LAUDE †
Sarah Ali Makki
Madeleine Jamorabon Manahan*
Kaya Manesh
Nathan Kevin Mann
Mariam Mansour
Angela Miki Marong
Grace Elena Marquis
Michael A. Marroquin
Summer Ann Marsh
CUM LAUDE †
Eunice Santiaguel Martinez
Luis Ricardo Martinez, Jr.
Nicholas Nathan Martinez
Salma Martinez
Nicole Broas Masanglay
Shawde Roxane Mashayehk
Kazuma Masuda
CUM LAUDE †
Ashley Philip Mathew
Dalila Joyce Matta
Offong Elsie Mbek-Ekanem
Cameron Douglas McKain
Alexandra Kiyoko McKissock
Asia Elysa McSwain
Eloisa Marie Medina
Nareg Mehrabian
CUM LAUDE\n\nManan S. Mehta
Eddie Melecio
Angelica Lirette Melendez
Aaron Ryan Mella*
Irene Angelica Mendez
Leslie Lorraine Mendez*
Abigail Mendoza
Nhicole Mhae P. Mendoza
Rayleen Sabrina Mendoza
Maya Menon
Tea Rafael Meskal
Christine Joy Caluza Millan
CUM LAUDE †
Cassidy Amber-Mari Miranda-Jablonski
Edric John Mirzoian
Seyed Omid Mohammadi
Fahad Rashid Molla
Vicky Monclut
Mayu Monsanto*
Angeline Ola Monton
Tia Johanna Moore
Daniel Mora*
Joanne Mora
Gabriela Ann Morton
Ashly Hawah Mostamand
Renateh Mousamashih
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Tigran Movsesyan
Yu-Ran Mu
Basil Mubarak
Zohaer Munablil
Sarah Ibarra Najera
Sarah Najjar
CUM LAUDE †
Behnam Namdarzadeh
Amanda Judith Nanayakkara
Christopher Jacobo Napoles*
Valentine Bow Narksuwan
Daniel Bassem Nasr
Keon Nassimimoghadam
Jose Ramon Nato Palma
Dario Adrian Navarro Bonilla
Anika Nazari
Layla Nemat-Bakhsh
Isabelle Marie Nepomuceno
Emily Mei Ng
Julie Ng*
Annette Ngo*
Annie Tu Ngo
CUM LAUDE †
Jason Ngo*
Katherine Ngo
Phero Ngo
Angela My Tien Nguyen
Betty Tuyen Hang Nguyen
Brandon Nguyen-Vy Nguyen
Brandon Vu Nguyen
Brenda Nguyen
CUM LAUDE†
Caitlin Alexa Nou Nguyen
Carolee Nguyen*
Claudia Truc Anh Nguyen
Diane Nguyen*
Dinh Truong Nguyen
Elaine Anh Nguyen
Falisha Nguyen*
Gary Thai-Nam Nguyen*
Geneva Uyen Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Hagan Nguyen
Han Bao Nguyen
Holly Minh Hien Nguyen
Hy Gia Nguyen
Ivy Nguyen
Jacqueline Thao Nhi Nguyen
Jasmine Hanthan Nguyen
Jennifer Ivey Nguyen
Jessica Hiu Nguyen
Kenny Khanh Nguyen
CUM LAUDE †
Lamhii Q. Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Luan Minh Nguyen
Lynnette Le Nguyen
My Thi Hoai Nguyen
Myrikk Nguyen
Nancy Nguyen
Nhan Nguyen
Nhan Thien Nguyen
Nhat Hoa Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Quynh Thi Nhu Nguyen
Rachel Tv Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Sarmina Lee Nguyen
Selene Bich Nguyen
Tam Thi Minh Nguyen
Tammy Thanh Nguyen
Thomas Duong Nguyen
Thu Tuong Minh Nguyen*
Tien Quoc Nguyen
Tiffany Thao My Nguyen
Tony Phuc Nguyen
CUM LAUDE †
Uyen S. Nguyen
Vi Dan Nguyen*
Victoria Lily Nguyen
CUM LAUDE †
Vivian Nhu Nguyen
Ariana Nhean
Fanghue Ni
Samuel Christian Nichols
Taylor Lois Quesenbery Niles
Clarissa Lourdes Nillo
Lurui Niu
Tara Norouzi
CUM LAUDE †
Marisa Noterman
Abbie Camille Santos Nucup*
Crystal Numan
Cristabel Nunez
Lander Vista Nunez
Karen Daniella Nungaray
Elizabeth Carmel Shaye Nunneley
Joshua Obando*
Sadie Serena Ochoa
CUM LAUDE †
Leona Odabachian
Yulissa Olvera-Perez
Pavia Patrice Omoolewa
Amanda Lauren One
CUM LAUDE †
Oscar Silverio Ortega
Sayra Ortega-Mendez
Avy Angela Farinas Osalvo
Meghan Teruko Osato
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Anibal Gonzalez Pablo
Jessica Wade Padgett*
Elise Lisette Palencia
Lizbeth Marie Palomo
Jeremy Castro Pantig
Ani Puytas Papazyan
Jessica Sunhee Park
Mokil Park
Shinho Park
Dorothy Villaverde Pascua
Brahm Pashaee
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Poojan A. Patel
CUM LAUDE †
Nelva Perales
Brittney Stacy Peraza
Erik Roy Pfeifer
Brian T. Pham
Davina Pham
Duy Anh Le Pham
Therese Ngoc Thuynh Pham
Tin Minh Thu Pham
CUM LAUDE
Vivian Thanh Pham
CUM LAUDE †
Johnson Phan
Michael Long Phan
Nu Thi Tuyet Phan
Thu Ngoc Anh Phu
Jazmin V. Pina
Kris Erik Platon
Eric Michael Poladian
Jennifer Erica Poo
Aleandra Pulido
Anastasia Alfredovna Pupo
Cassidy Purcell
Kristina Yette Flores Purificacion
Lilong Rita Qin
Erik Van Nghia Quach

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Erica Quang
Sophia Louise Sultana Quasem
Reggie Emmanuel Calura Qui- nones
Laith Saher Qumseya
April Mary Quong
Nazarin Rahat
Siddharth Janardhan Rajan
Erika Abigail Ramirez Vazquez
Cuauhtemoc Blas Ramirez
Joe Anthony Ramirez
Maycol Almanza Ramos
Zahra Qaid Rangwalla*
Daniel Roy Deon Rankins
Waleed Raed Rashid
CUM LAUDE
Dillon Mukesh Ratilal
Samuel Gacias Refuerzo
Shunsen Ren
Julian Reoyo
Kylee P. Reparejo
Fady Emad Rezk
Sandy Adel Riad
Mira China-Ly Rice
Isis Janet Rios
Javier Rios
Christian Maya Rivas
Nicoe Hayoung Ro
Thomas Alejandro Rocca
Isaac Abisai Rodriguez
Ralyne Mae Rodriguez
Rachel Lindsey Roehl
Gabriela Romero
Nicholas Alexander Roussel
Victoria Elizabeth Rush
Celine Nabil Saade
Katrin Safrynyuk
Evelyn Melissa Salazar
Stephanie Salazar
Anas Sallam
Mina Sami*
Giselle Alejandra Sanchez Huerta*
Eduardo Enrique Sanchez
Elias Sanchez, Jr.
Francesca Soraya Santos
Gabriel Luis Fernandez Santos
CUM LAUDE †
Samantha Marie Santos
Sherwin B. Santy
Solmaz Sardari
Buwaneshwari Sathishkumar
Marjan Savadkhohgohanjakani*
Nichole Mary Sayegh
Jon Wayne Scott
Sodavee Seng
Ashima Seth
Ishan Ashit Shah*
Kristeen Luna Shamas
Sepideh Shams Zahraei
Khushaj Mohammad Khalid Shams
Alvin David Shauf
Rita Shidid*
Abanob Ayman Shehata
Sofanit A. Shiferaw
Janice Shih
Andrew Taehwan Shin
Jonathan Howard Shipley
CUM LAUDE
Justin Shon
Hailee Rae Silva
CUM LAUDE †
Heather Shea Snyder
Sina Sobhani
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Kayla P. Soleta
Hanyu Song
Linfei Song
Andrew Mengli Sorn*
Edison Gabriel Sosa
Christian Daniel Soto
Rozan Sotoodeh
Heusny Sou
Joseph Anthony Spaziano
Jordan Montana Stone
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Shiqi Su*
Xilin Su
Abhinand Melukute Sudarshana
CUM LAUDE
Justin Jeffrey Sue
Mitchell Ryan Sugi
Abigail Hsin Yee Wu Sullivan
Haolan Sun
Zachary Stevenson Swamer
Terrance Franc Sy
Jennifer Rama Szwed
Mellica Tabatabaepour
Daim Anwer Tabba
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Serf Tyler Tagarao
Melody Sayeh Taghdis
Daniel Garcia Talavera
Sharan Tamang
Karl Bryan Agustin Tan
Bailey Pol Tang
Jordan Nelson Tang
CUM LAUDE †
Suet Yan Tang
Carlos Andres Tapia
Yume Sonia Tateo
CUM LAUDE
Jacqueline Marie Taylor
Ethan Teng*
Anna Ter-Grigoryan
Cory H. Thach
Theresa Linh Thai
Joshua Thao
Mia Yanmon Thin
Biruptap Singh Thind
Manreet Kaur Thind
Myint Myat Thu
Jessica H. Tin
Luo Macleran Tomlinson, Jr.
Bao Ton That
Celine Tuong-Nhi Ton*
Timothy That Ton
CUM LAUDE
Corey Atsushi Tong
Jaclene Amber Torres
Priscilla Connie Torres*
Brian Dat Tran*
Erik Dan Long Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Jonathan Anhduy Tran
Katherine Hieu Tran*
Kevin Hoaibao Tran
CUM LAUDE
Khanh Mai Tran
Lauren Ha Trinh Tran
Mien Thi Tuong Tran
Minhnhann Thi Tran
Nghi Tran
Ngoc Tran
Sabrina Haylee Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Sean Van Tran
Sereeke H. Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Tiffany Tran
Tran Ngoc Tran
Trung Quoc Tran
Brandon Jason Trang
Peter Anthony Trejo*
Brandon Quoc Trieu
Phuong Nhu Trinh
Tien Trinh
Hayden Rock Troun
Christian Trueman
Andrew Dong Truong
Annie Dong Truong
Nguyen Minh Truong
Tri Minh Truong
CUM LAUDE †
Terri Anne Tsui
Jashryl Busano Tutor
Keiziah Kate Tagud Ugalde
Briania Ultereras
Marida Um
Hafsa Umerani
CUM LAUDE †
Jasmine Lapid Urata
Manal Tahir Usmani
Pouria Vadipour
CUM LAUDE †
Gino Faustino Valarao
Arturo Valdez-Ramos
Michael Rene Valenzuela
Adrian Ernesto Vallejo
Jasper Van
CUM LAUDE †
Maggie Doan Van
Sarina Xiong Wang
Vanessa Huynh Vanuy
Abigail Rose Vara
Reuben John Varghese
CUM LAUDE
Michaela Regina Perez Vasquez
Jorge Vega, Jr.
Sienna Alyssa Velazquez
CUM LAUDE
Lakshay Verma
CUM LAUDE †
Jesse Lee Vice
Abigal Vicente
Nestor Daniel Villegas Ibanez
Jolene P. Viramontes
Andrew Pham Vo
Brandon Zarate Vo
CUM LAUDE †
Kelvin Bao Vo
CUM LAUDE †
Lisa Vo
Brandon Paul Volpa
Christine Tam Vu
Khoa Dang Vu
CUM LAUDE †
Melissa Tuyet Hong Vu
Parker Thong Vu
Thao Thi Thanh Vu
Tiffany Vu*
Tommy Tran Vu*
Emily Vuo*
John Wahidy*
Bintao Wang*
Cameron Yoshi Wang*
Dahui Wang
Jiahao Wang*
Minwei Wang
Nicholas Wang
Penny Wang
Shaye Wang
Xuejie Wang
Ya Wang*
Zicheng Wang
Ziwei Wang
Alexandria Charles Washington
Stephanie Marie Weber
Chen Wei
Sammi Wes Weiss
CUM LAUDE †
Oren Gabriel Wellner
David Lee Whaley
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Drenna Jei Inoviso Wilson
Kristopher Lance Wing
Jessica Rachel Winokan
Lesley Wong
Sally Happy Wong
Meimei Woo
Brian Jacobi Wood
Eric Wu
Julien Wu
Fei Xiao*
Huaiyu Xie
CUM LAUDE
Minglong Xu
Miaoqiu Xue
Rachael Yan
Jady Avin Yang
CUM LAUDE †
Ruiqiao Yang
Sijia Yang
Kian Michael Yazdan
CUM LAUDE †
Shahabeddin Yazdanpanah
CUM LAUDE †
Caitlin Mae Ye
Elise Yi
Kevin Yin
Joanne Hayoung Yoon
Jonathan Wang Young
Elaria Samir Youssef
Radonna Yu
Yongyi Yu
Julian Alexander Zana
Alex Zeng
* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Exercise Sciences

Jacob Anthony Castaneda
Jonathan Jordan Dickinson
Estefania Flores
Jasmin Murao Francisco
Jacqueline Lydia Frizzi
Summer Kathleen Hill
Gloria Viqlyn Huynh

CUM LAUDE †

Eloise Eunhee Hwang*
Loren Risshin-Chen Iwasaki
Vichayada Kanchana
Kassie Yuan Kao
Spenser William Kaplan

CUM LAUDE †

Kristi Hyun Ju Kim
Shana Stacy Kong

CUM LAUDE

Stephanie Min Law

CUM LAUDE †

Jasmine Thai Lu

CUM LAUDE

Sarah Elizabeth Lucchesi
Jinnen Masri
Gracie Irene Meeks
George Rafaeq Mina

CUM LAUDE †

Abdulsattar Mohammed

CUM LAUDE †

Daniel Alexander Montoya
Armaan Naghdi
Hannah L. Nguyen

CUM LAUDE †

Hoang-Lan Kim Nguyen

CUM LAUDE †

Marie Minh Thu Nguyen
Michelle Thao Nguyen

CUM LAUDE †

Daney Salazar Oandasan
Gabriel Humberto Ochoa
Marvin John Paguio

CUM LAUDE †

Sundeep Kaur Pahal
Andrew Matthew Palacios
Colin Richard Petree
Jannie Phung
Pavneet Kaur Randhawa
Alexandre Rodriguez
Alicia Sherents
Michael Christopher Sherwood
Hayden Andrew Simonson
Rachon Sveiss
Misty Annly Tabora
Brynn Lotta Thayer

CUM LAUDE †

Natalie Ann Tobin*
Peter Sergeyevitch Teretiakov*
Kevin Matthew Truong-Balderas
Rahul Raj Tuli

CUM LAUDE †

Priyali Ashwinkumar Vaghasia

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Siavash Javad Valafar

CUM LAUDE †

Elizabeth Villicana*
Ryan Wang
Jason Thuc Vu
Anusha Yaseen
Sabra A. Yip
Fatima Yusuf

Microbiology and Immunology

Nuha Ibrahim Alomari
Angelika Gabrielle Panganiban

Biology/Education

Mahaam Aziz Ahmed
Elizabeth Jane Andrews
Brenda Avila*
Alyssa Paige Avilez
Jabra Daoud Baddour

CUM LAUDE †

Malia Rae Bautista
Ladan Bigdeli*
Kasey Lemuel Bishop*
Crisyille Blanton

CUM LAUDE †

Rudy William Mamanta Cabanella

CUM LAUDE

Hy Duong
Rheem Abbas Fawaz

CUM LAUDE †

Pamela Shi Ru Fung
Jessica Joseph Gabra
Nicolette Remuka Geller

CUM LAUDE

Nicholas William Gossett

CUM LAUDE †

Andre Lewis Grande
Dianna Claudia Hidalgo

CUM LAUDE †

Quan Thuy Huynh
Erin Elizabeth Jackson

CUM LAUDE †

Tyler Andrew Jaques
Anja Phyllicia Johnson

CUM LAUDE †

Zainab Khan
Eashan Reddy Kotha
Amber Tuvan Le

CUM LAUDE

Joshua Hongan Le

CUM LAUDE

Andrea Leonor
Shane Robert Mahoney
Alexandra Elena Maluf
Kieran Sky McCluskey

CUM LAUDE †

Abanoub Markourious Mikhail
Mary Elizabeth Rosales Moll Lee*
Paul Merage School of Business

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Business Administration

Tyanna Clarissa Adjie
Samaa Mazen Al-Moukdad
Jaiden Krystine Alba
Mozzam Rashid Ali
Miguel Angel Alvarez-Franco
Alen Ashikian
Ananth Ashok
Jessica June Baca
Vanessa Elisa Banh
Yehan Bao*
Anya Batmanian
CUM LAUDE †
Deric Jackson Beatty
Jingxian Bi
Lacey Renee Bratten
Brandon Neal Brunckhorst
Wendy Cai
Summer Rae Cain
Chen Cao
Nhan Hoai Cao
Kimberly Breann Castillo
Rainey Hang Chak
Eric Chan
Kristen H. Chan*
Lokpui Robert Chan
Man Ho Chan
Harry Singh Chandi*
Annie Chen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Ashley S. Chen
Chi-Yang Chen
Haoyu Chen
CUM LAUDE †
Jingting Chen
Michael Minghao Chen
Muhua Chen
CUM LAUDE †
Siming Chen
Wei Chen
CUM LAUDE †
Xiang Chen
Yingxi Chen
Yuhan Cheng
Alex San Cheung
Linda Jen Heng Chin
May Chiu
Samantha Michele Cho
Steven Joon Choi
Carina Chou
CUM LAUDE †
Teal Siemlee Chou
Ivan Leo Chu
CUM LAUDE †
Martin Tatsunori Chu-Tachikawa*
Vincent Yi Shin Chuang
Vivian Hui-Ting Chung
Maxwell Gino Clark
Hannah Bee Cooper
Christopher Paul Cordes
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Cameron Javier De La Torre
CUM LAUDE †
Ryan Michael Deck
Michelle Deng
John Ryan Fernando Tran Designers
Kimberly Phuong Ngan Do
Yvon Le Doan*
Cammy Du
Kyla Du
Paige Lilian Dumaguin*
Rachel Ann Dunkin*
Mirna Elaasar
Ivet Guadalupe Estevez
Sasha Ettekul
Qiao Yi Feng
Tanya Ferrero
Cody Antonio Fujimoto
Anthony Gallardo
Ariel Omar Gamez
Yiqing Gao
CUM LAUDE †
Luis Enrique Garcia
Steven Michael Garrett
Vahan Mathew Gekchyan
Aryan Nick Ghanadan
Chelsea Misa Ginz
Vivian M. Gip
CUM LAUDE †
Reyes Jose Gomez
Nicholas Anthony Gonzales
Rosa Ivette Gonzalez
Kimberly Rose Grant
Stephen M. Grunke
Ran Gu
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Oumi Guan
Shuling Guo
Jasmine Gutierrez
Sara Hamza
Kenneth Han
Yanjie Hao
Hope Madonna Hart
Danielle Dauglash Heredia
Jose Alonso Herrera-Gonzalez
Jacyob Evan Hinojosa
Tomohide Douglas Hishinuma
Emily Noel Ho
Richard Minh Hoang
Lisa Hong
Tiger Hong
CUM LAUDE †
Hayden Lyman Hosick
CUM LAUDE †
Jui Chen Hsia*
Peggy Hsieh
Ya De Htun
Ruijian Hu
Angel Chu Qian Huang
Jixian Huang
Jocelyn Huang
Zishan Huang
Lia Jenna Ikeda
Hyun Chun Jang*
Alexander Jason
Jimin Jeong
Nathan Corey Johnson
Ga Young Jun
Jonathan Kang
Vicken Hrag Kejejian
Abdolhamid Khatibzadeh
Christina Haelin Kim
Pilsung Kim
Marisa Kiyomi King
Chaitanya Sanjay Kore
Sabrina Kouchar
Aaron Kuo
CUM LAUDE †
Andrew Sean Kusnoldi
Gina Kwon*
Kaung Wai Yan Kyaw
Steven Minh Tan Lac
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Yan hua Lai
May Hien Lam
CUM LAUDE †
May Hien Lam
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Melody Kieu-Diem Lam
Stephanie Nicole Lambrinidis
Aaron Lau
Allison M. Lau
Rachel Valerie Lau
Brandon Christopher Le
Loc My Le
Ngoc Thi My Le
Tan-Thuong Le
CUM LAUDE †
Irene Hye Jin Lee
Isaac Heewon Lee
CUM LAUDE †
Jessica Huan-Yeu Lee
Kathryn Wan Lin Lee
Michael Lee
Sarah Sung Hey Lee
David Sui-Tim Leong
Jennifer Sharon Lew
Guoquan Li*
Hong Chao Li
Jichen Li
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Pefen Li
Qi Li
Vivian Wei Li
Anan Liang
Bo-Cheng Liao
Jingyang Lin
CUM LAUDE †
Shenghao Lin
Zhenghan Lin
CUM LAUDE †
Abigail Lira
Jiajun Liu*
Qimei Liu*
Yuyu Liu
Olivia Wing Lok
Jeffrey Yin Lu
Jiaxue Lu
Xinghuan Lu
Anel David Luevano
Jesus Rigoberto Luis-Mendez, Jr.
Mai Le Tuong Luong
CUM LAUDE †
My Huong Luong
Nicolle Catherine Luszcak
Xi Lyu*
Haixiang Ma
Yuqing Ma
Kristina Rana Macaluso
CUM LAUDE †
Jasmín Martinez Sanchez
Julio Martinez*
Daniela Mayoral
Fatima Aziz Mian
Megan Oshiro Milne
Diana Lucia Monterroso
Samantha Morales Lopez
Edgar Felix Morales
Muneeb Moulvi
Aileen Carolina Munoz
Alexis Munoz
CUM LAUDE †
Kylie Kei Nakada
Renee Joelle Navarro
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Melanie Jan Ng
Ivy Tuong Ngo
Jennifer Yo Ngo
Brian Thai Nguyen
Chau Thi Ngoc Nguyen
Duy Thanh Nguyen
Emily Trammanh Nguyen

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
School of Education

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Education Sciences

Safa Sarah Abassy  
CUM LAUDE †
Diana Alma Acosta  
Caroline Rose Adams  
Hyewon Ahn  
CUM LAUDE †
Osman Gazi Akkus  
Stephanie S. Albuquerquke  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Christina Nicole Alderson  
Jordy Alonso*  
Christina Alvarez  
Andrea Gonzalez Aparicio  
Rachel Kristina Cascac Aricheta  
Andrea Ayala  
Ivana Sol Ayala-Lavasansipour  
CUM LAUDE †
Audrey Bae  
Karina Elizabeth Baeza  
CUM LAUDE †
Ruben Balbuena  
Leidy Anahí Barajas Cisneros*  
Sarahí Barba  
Liliana Bataz  
Emily Suzen Beltran  
Daniel Mariano Benavidez  
Esme O'Shea Claire Bernier  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Michael McClure Biedermann  
Amanda Noel Bishop  
Anahi Bolanos

Aydin Attila Yolar  
Nicole Anne Yonan  
Salmun Ahmad Yosafi  
Kristina Yotofiva  
Emily Mai Theresue Young  
Katelyn Ann Young  
Jeremy Andrew Yu  
Xutung Yu  
Kody Ko Yueh  
Leonel Zaragoza  
Aiqi Zhang*  
Chenlong Zhang  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Kiting Zhang  
Qian Zhang  
Wesley Alexander Zhang  
Xuanguang Zhang*  
Xinyi Zhang  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Xuan Zhang  
Zongyi Zhang*  
Ting Zhao  
Jiazhi Zheng  
Guangying Zhou  
Jianing Zhou  
Miaoyan Zhou*

Magna Cum Laude †

Nicholas Tam  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Lhanz Henrikson Tan Tan  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Albert William Tang  
Kenny Tang  
Olivia S. Tang  
Yinlu Tang  
Ziwei Tang  
Sevag Avo Tchorbajian  
Steven Mourad Terterian  
CUM LAUDE †
Sahrina Kimnghi Thai  
Anik Tondon  
Timothy William Toto  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Hien Minh Tran  
Nhat Tran*  
Quyen Doan Tran  
CUM LAUDE †
Thanh Van Kelly Thi Tran  
Tiffany Tran  
Mariah Ysobel Escobedo Tria  
CUM LAUDE †
Julie Le Trinh  
Jacob Scott Trogue  
Stanley Wen Tseng*  
Wei-Yun Tseng  
Keani Taylor Turangan  
Kevin Ung  
Franz Gillian Terribias Valerio  
Karen Raquel Valles  
Trevor Joseph Van Beurden  
Amanda Marie Villalpando  
Bryan Thien Vo  
Claudia T. Vu  
Cenyi Wang  
CUM LAUDE †
Teng Wang  
Sharon Wen  
CUM LAUDE †
Ziling Weng  
Willy Renata Wijaya  
Jasen Oliver Williams II  
Kendall Chrystene Wilson  
Trevor Bradley Wise  
Alex Martin Wong  
Chak Ting Wong  
Jacklyn T. Wong  
Jason Le Wong  
Jillian Gumleang Wong  
Lianne Vivian Wong  
Tiffany Elizabeth Woo  
Dominic Anthony Wright  
Angel Wu  
Hannah Wu  
Jaqi Wu  
Wenxi Wu*  
Yongwei Wu  
CUM LAUDE †
Terri X. Xin  
Yinxin Xiong  
Zhicheng Xiong  
CUM LAUDE †
Limin Xu  
Deborah Hou-Ling Yeung  
Zhaoli Yin

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Hannah Rose Kaplan Kopp

Elvira Mares

Patricia Marin

Cinthya Del Carmen Martin

Amanda Nicole Martinez

Yvonne Sarahi Martinez

Valerie Ashley Martinez

Cristal Martinez-Ramirez

Rumsha Masood

Juan Luis Mata

Hannah Marie Mateus

Alden Lee Maynor

Griffin Cole Mazur

Marlina Kaya Lovely McNamara

Andrea Kristell Medrano*

Estefania Mendez

Kimberly Menendez

Tiffany Seokli Min

Alonso Montes*

Yahaira Inez Montoya

Ju Yeon Moon

Samantha Morales Lopez

Jazmín Morales

Mariáh Morales

Brenda Morales-Pivaral

Krismay Morena

Jamie Moreno*

Laura S. Moreno

Omar Moreno

Ivan Murillo

Alkebaer Nadila

Christian Guibeem Nam

Rocio Esmeralda Naranjo

Mindy Thuy-Oanh Ngo

Cynthia Vy Nguyen

Elaine Hien Nguyen*

Kristin Kim Nguyen

Michelle Lynn Nguyen

Nancy Huyhn Nguyen

Sarah Trang Nguyen

Thao Huu Bao Huong Nguyen

Ariana Felicitas Nieves

Keely O'Donnell-Boyd

Megan Joy O'Kelley

Jenny Jihye Seo

Natalie Anne Seidemann

Crystal Ying Peng

Karla Peraza

Anaiz Perez*

Jeremy Andreas Pfaehler

Katherine Song Pham

Nancy Pham

Sabrina Chau Pham*

Vivian Quynh Vi Pham

Joann Sayuri Phoumyong

Gabriella Nicole Pierandozzi

Alexis-Nicole Ledesma Pineda

Stephanie Portillo

Jordan Mai Rhodes Potter

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Alejandra Pulido*

Angelica Yazmin Pulido

Elisabeth Estolano Punzal

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Peijing Qiao

AO Qin

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Xueyun Qin

Kimberly Nicole Quan

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Walter Ramirez

Vivian Polanco Rangel

Ernest James Devin Otto Dimitri

Rankin

Dr. Jovan Rayfield

Samuel Gacias Refuerzo

Huanrui Ren

Alan Resendiz-Delacruz

Bianca Daryn Reyes

Kenneth Shawn Reyes

Morgan Grace Rice

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Karla Rios

Sheila Rios

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Jahren Jiao Rivera

Latiara Sharie Evett Roberts

Jessica Rocha

Victoria Rocha

Juan Saludor Rodriguez Davalos*

Theresa Ann Rodriguez

Joshua Patrick Roehrig

Rosa Maria Rojas

Wendy Rojas

Brenda Berenice Rosas

Esmeralda Rosas

Kymberlee Elizabeth Rosas

Sabrina Amin Routhier

Bridget Bowen Ruth

Erika Marie Sae

Ali Saengsawang

Bianca Marisa Saenz

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Leeann Selene Saenz

Angelica Salceda

Janine Arianna Samaniego

Odorico Devan San Nicolas

Abigail Sanchez Ortega

Diana Sandres Martinez

Abigail Sanchez Ortega

Jette Suyenn Pham

Vita Thelma Sari

Kayli Anne Savage

Natalie Anne Seidemann

Jenny Jihey Seo

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Aerospace Engineering

Phillip C. Adler
Mark Anthony Santos Arancel
Elin Baghoomian Dolatabadi
Drake David Baldwin
Elvis Edwin Banuelos

Benjamin Perry Bynum∗
Ronald Daniel Cabuang
Jiahui Cao

‡ CUM LAUDE

Brandon Wesley Chan
Gregory Jung Won Chang
Christopher Leland Chen
Matthew Chiu
Masahiro Alvin Cho
Caitlyn Amanda Copeland
Thomas Baey Critchfield
Amir Khayashar Dabiri-Asgari
Malek Safwat Darwish∗
Branson William Davis

‡ CUM LAUDE

David Isaac Del Real
Evan James Depoorter
Alejandro Diaz
Gwyneth Iris Diaz
Max Thomas Fields
Maximiliano Salvador Flores
Pedro Frias Vargas
Aaron Garcia∗
Youssef Afrayim Georgy
Hayk Ghazaryan

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Cameron Jamie Goedingshaus
Fernando Kevin Gonzalez
Isaac Valentin Gonzalez
Bryce Joseph Greene
Rohit Parag Gupte
Erick Demetrio Hernandez
Rosalia Hernandez
Austin James Ho
Elbert Chang Ho
Jordon Bradley Howell
Joseph P. Hylak

‡ CUM LAUDE

Daniella Guadalupe Jimenez
Leonardo Jimenez
William Jo

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Cole Alexander Johnson
Farivar Khaki∗
Jacob Michael Bambridge King
Nikolaus A. Kolb
Hien N. Le
Limin Li
Matthew Christopher Lin
Carlos Orlando Macias
Edwin Madrigal
Michael Patrick Maher
Matthew Merrill McMurtry
Tony Moc

‡ CUM LAUDE

Alejandro Montiel
Bari Munir
Justen Jeffery Muscat
Mammamadin Namazimzadeh∗
Issac Ortega
John Michael Paden
Daniel Wayne Parker
Miten Narotambhai Patel
Shyam Ashok Patel
Nikita Olegovich Prokhorov

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

James G. Provins
Tyler James Ramberg

‡ CUM LAUDE

Jordan Marcos Rodriguez
Sebastian Robert Rosiak
Anthony Khalil Saikali
John Roux Sevilla Salvador
Jacob Michael Samson
Forrester Joel Sherrick
Adetola Temitope Soymeni
Christopher Tejeda Vejar
Daniel Tikhimirov
Brandon Toledo
Viet Q. Tran
Nicholas Michael Uebel
Richard Amos Benjamin Umboh

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Sriram Velmanikanadan
Botao Yi
Arman Zargaryan

Biomedical Engineering

Ehsan Alipourjeddi

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Jorge Angon
Rionel Gapasin Arias

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Jade Victoria Bankson
Grant Harrison Barnes
Aditya Anil Bhandari∗
Janet Blancas Alonso∗
Julianna Maria Bordas
Silin Cai
Maria Alejandro Caiucedo∗
Leilani Camara

‡ CUM LAUDE

Steven Yone-Shun Chang

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Fangyi Chen
Jiangning Cheng

‡ CUM LAUDE

Nikole Seed Chetty
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Nathan Chiang
Brandon Alexander Chin
Jessica Si-Jing Chin
Kenny Kahlung Cho

‡ CUM LAUDE

Nick Yen Chow
Mayra Isabel Contreras
Jennifer Cortez
Klaudia Cymerska
Salomee Darbazi
Juliana Alexis De Carvalho
Brandon Sina Dehdashtian

‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Christopher Elias Elhosni
Edward Dack Fahman

‡ CUM LAUDE

Ryan Scott Falk
Raymond Pak Leung Fong
Gregory James Garcia
Mary Gamboa Garcia

‡ CUM LAUDE

Christopher James Hoke
Glaubensklee
Julien Goavec
Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

Bibek Babu Adhikari
Trejon Lee Adams
Mehdi Abbas
Computer Engineering
Hao Zheng
Cum Laude †
Hayson Hanxi Zeng
Chenxu Yao
Angie Jingwen Yan
Chenxu Yao
Hayson Hanxi Zeng
CUM LAUDE †
Hao Zheng

Computer Engineering

Mehdi Abbas
Trejon Lee Adams
Bibek Babu Adhikari

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

†† Magna Cum Laude
Gianna Isabelle Marquez Mascardo
Benny Mei
Sophia Odeth Minaya
Jonathan Moc
Thien Hang Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Meta Novitia
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Sergio Marloqueno Panjoo Suci qui
CUM LAUDE 
David Dang Khoi Pham
Kenney Nhu Khiem Phan
Chalida Pisuraj
Chun Hei Poon
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Gabriel Quach
Jack Victor Ramirez
Christian Rodriguez
CUM LAUDE 
Priyanka Saba
Muhammad Danial Siddiqi
Varun Singh
Jonathan Solis
Dexter Giano Suherman
Yubin Sun
TIMOTHY HOANG THAI TA
CUM LAUDE 
Rieli Janine Kalani Tjan
Victor Van Tran
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Carol Mariam Varkey
Gustavo Adolfo Velazquez
Andy Truong Vo
Wenzhuo Wang
Sammy Li Wong
Xiongze Xiao* 
Alexander Choi Yamamura
Owen Kai Yang
Shengyu Yang
Chi Nuo Yen* 
Yuanke Zhang
Yihua Zhou*
Yuanke Zhang
Chi Nuo Yen*
Shengyu Yang
Owen Kai Yang
Shengyu Yang
Chi Nuo Yen* 
Yuanke Zhang
Yihua Zhou*

Environmental Engineering
Serena Louise Ausili
Andrea Carlos-Carlos*
Samantha Ruth Carlson
Oliver Ray David
Eduardo Gamez, Jr.
Juan Carlos Guzman
Chungheyon Han
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Chak Yin Jeffrey Lee*
Jenson Lee
Mansi B. Patel
Conor Cesario Rodriguez
Sonoma Saito
Steve Shamy*
Eduardo Gamez, Jr.
Summa Cum Laude 
Wadieh Nagib Sobh
Chau N. Tran
Khoa Dang Tran
Cecilia Valle
Wei-Chien Wang
Tong Zhang*

Materials Science Engineering
Alexander Emmanuel Alvarado
Leonel Victor Filart Atienza
Jeremy Vu Bui
Walter Shiu-I Ching*
Brenda Marie Cruz
David Jose Garcia
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Yiran Gu
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Somya Mao Hu
Gurbir Singh Jha* 

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
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Junho Tao*
Diana Terska
Mariah Alexandria Theologidy*
Reese Garrett Tobaben
Brandon Hingmond Tong
Kiet Q. Tran
Long H. Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Philip Chambers Trembath
Hannah To Trinh
Eric C. Tseng
Alec Jesus Vaca
Efrain Valtierra
Alec Haig Vartanians
Jayson Christopher Estrella Viado
Frank Vu
Huy Vu
Sean Matthew Wang
Connor Garrett Watson
Connor Grant Whitten
Brock Harrison Wigner
David Yang Xiao
Zhou Xu
Dayi Yang
Botao Yi
Noah Jaejooon Yim
CUM LAUDE †
Patrick Sami Youssef
Mingqing Yuan
Simon Zhen
Xinyi Zhong
Yangbo Zhou

Kevin D. Pham
Jennifer Alexandria Williams

Asian American Studies
Manuel Demetrio Deleon III
Mimi Eang
Nhoylani Dolores Malaluan
Cynthia Vy Nguyen
CUM LAUDE †
Ernest Gabriel Gonzales Olivar
Songyue Zhang

Chinese Studies
Sydney Rae Leong
Qimin Liu
Yue Shen
Nicholas Leo Wang*
Jiaqi Wu
Chongqing Zhao
Zoushui Zhou*

Classics
Gabriella Morgan Doty
Robert Anthony Guerrero
Sophie Luna Claire Hope
Philip Alan Wilkinson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †

Comparative Literature
Ivon Araceli Guitrón
CUM LAUDE
Samantha Herrera
Eric Seguritan Johnston
CUM LAUDE
Edward Leroy Jones III
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Michaela Chiemi Krum
Magna Cum Laude
Austin M. Lemon*
Madison Noelle Mackenzie
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Nicole Marie McCarthy
CUM LAUDE
Yanit Rajesh Mehta
Kathleen Monica Persinger
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Joseph Patrick Riccio
Emily Jane Romero
Lesly Vallejo Lopez
Yvette Corina Vargas
CUM LAUDE †
Sandy The Yong

East Asian Cultures
Nicole Chang
Joshua Anthony Gonzales
Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra Marie Guillaume
Gwyneth Gabrielle Kaminski
CUM LAUDE
Won Young Kim
Brittany Nichole Landess
Yuan Tian
Jing Zhang

English
Emily Ruiz Aguilar
CUM LAUDE †
Yanis Ait Kaci Azzou
Momal Rubab Akbar
CUM LAUDE †
Benely Evelyn Amaro
Giovanni Arias
Michael R. Armand
Abigail Aductory
CUM LAUDE †
Lilly Sharon Ball*
Hugo Birrueta
Amanda Noel Bishop
Anthony Thomas-Fuentes Cano
Alexander Licerio Cardona
Elizabeth Ceja
Cindy Sinea Chen*
Kallista Cheung
Sangwoo Samuel Chong
Anna Louise Christensen
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Michael Cirigliano
Ronald Michael Corbin
CUM LAUDE †
Marlissa Diaz Davis*
Elizabeth Jean Donaldson
Erin Amanda Duray
CUM LAUDE
Allison Rebecca Economou
CUM LAUDE
Neekta Eftekharzadeh
CUM LAUDE †
Rana Khaled Elhossamy
Jailyn Celene Fierro
Anika Flores
Danielle E. Flores
Ryan Valentine Fornoles
Jason M. Fratus
Wei Gao
Nicholas Paul Gardner
CUM LAUDE
Lisa Keiko Garguena*
Marie Josephine Gill
Matthew Patrick Glenn
Amanda Jordan Green
Campbell Leigh Healy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Jasmine Huerta Lara
Steven Huerta
Sonny Makaella Jefferson*
Jennisa Mariko Johnson
CUM LAUDE
Shannon Claire Joyce
Andrea Juarez
Diego Cuauhtemoc Juarez
Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra Marie Kaessinger
Nicole Hae Mi Kim
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Yeana Lim Kim
Elizabeth Anne Knypstra
Long Ton Kyle
Albert Thai Le
Jacob V. Le
Jennifer Joanna Leal
Marcus Edward Lewis
Miguel Angel Lopez
Shantrell Sherice Lumpkin
Maya Shalhevet Lyubomirsky
CUM LAUDE †
Karina Mercedes Martinez
CUM LAUDE †
Michael Paul Masangkay
Racquel Marie McAndrew
CUM LAUDE †
Eunice Medina
Yanit Rajesh Mehta
Sophia Mendez Gonzalez
Estefania Mendez
Juan Carlos Mendoza
Jose Meza
Kiera Michelle Mobley
Karina Estela Molina
Alice Thuy Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Kelly Nguyen
Xuan Nhu Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra Nicholle Olah
Stephanie Marie Osborne
Diana Isely Pablo-Ramirez
Danielle Pegan
CUM LAUDE
Sabrina Christine Pinkney
Misha Rani Ponnuraj
CUM LAUDE
Gregory Steven Porter
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Natasha Qussiny
Nikolas Eugene Rudulovich
Rachel Lynn Randall
Vivian Polanco Rangel
Jewel Rios
Stephanie Danielle Rosado
Rachel Emily Rubschlager
Ivanna Nicole Russell
Melissa Anne Salcedo
Milonne Marie Saleh
CUM LAUDE
Eric Luis Sanchez
Juliann Marley Sandoval
Diana Sandres Martinez
Alexandra Sanchez
Sasha Yelena Seagull
Eve Ruby Sheldon
Sarah Sherif Maurice Shokry
Trent Ryan Simon
Lori A. Sinanian
Bernadine Tan Sobingsobing
Magna Cum Laude
Roxane Sencarrs
CUM LAUDE
Kristie Song
Emma Josephine Springer
Emmalee Victoria Ann Sproul
Magna Cum Laude
Paulina Lynn Suarez, Sr.
Victoria May Surace-Aguirre

School of Humanities

BACHELOR OF ARTS

African-American Studies
Ariana Rochelle Bolton
Magna Cum Laude
Tara Bao Tran Bui
Chipasha Mulenga
Daniela Velazco
Magna Cum Laude †

Art History
Skye Tarrah Altamirano
Magna Cum Laude †
Robert Angeles
Celeste Armenta
Joaquin Cardenas, Jr.
Jihye Choi
Min-Ju Chung
CUM LAUDE †
Carol Howard Kent
Magna Cum Laude †
Amanda Gina Lao
Vivian Phuong Le
Jeffrey Mak
Risa Ogiwara
Jenna Christine Pachal
Venezia Nicole Peralta

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

Matthew Jeffrey Sweetman
Heba Ghassan Swidan
Vahid Tabanro
CUM LAUDE
Arthur Gabriel Tapia
Selena Torres
Hoang Kim Tran
Ryan Hoang Tran
Cindy Ung
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jessica Oliva Vaisz
Elsa Papi Valent-Croci
CUM LAUDE †
Angela Nayeli Vazquez
Viviana Lizette Venegas*
Gabriela Ines Villagomez
Ryan Z. Viloria
CUM LAUDE †
Analysa Marie Vivanco
Amy Von
CUM LAUDE †
London Dominic Webster
Dilusha Minoli Weerasinghe
Ariel Saphire Diana Welch
Tyris Williams
Christian Anthony Winston
Jenna Seraphine Won
Grace Isabella Wood
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Jiaxin Xie
Nancy See Xiong
Brittany Nicole Zendejas
Tongtong Zhao
European Studies
Valerie Eugenie Orozco
Katarina Marie Scheck
Film and Media Studies
Michelle Rose Aclan
Maribel Alexandra Agredano
Bayan Al Taha
Medina Ali
Ingrid Alexandra Allen
CUM LAUDE †
Shant Alec Araradian
Alejandra Araujo*
Alan Esau Arvizu
Erin Alison Baker
Andrew Weston Beard
Ian Boggs
Max Bush
Isaac J. Campos
Elizabeth Carol-Marie Carlisle
CUM LAUDE †
Andy Chan
Shaun Jacob Chattath
Yifan Chen
Wonlee Choi
Kristie Chu
Jovany Cobian
Wenny Alyssa Rose Agullana
Deocampo
Nicolette Diaz
Vanessa Leslie Daro Diaz
Shiyu Ding
Jiaman Du
Jocelyn Noheimi Duarte
Richard King Dulay, Jr.
Stacey Gongon Evangelista
Emily Dawn Farinella-Collinske*
Kenneth Eddie Flores
Adrienne Elaine Yosores Gabr-dilla
Monica Elizabeth Gonzalez
Sofa Margarita Gonzalez*
Yao Guo
Marc Domingo Holliday
Hanna Hong
Kevin Chen Hong
Eva Hsia
Jin Huang
Junwei Huanga
Nianci Huang*
Michael Leland Hue
Doobee Jeong
Thoren Campbell Jorgensen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Peipei Ju
Anthony Ryan Kalmeta
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Huinang Kang*
Ayako Karasawa
Megan Caroline Keefe*
Mia Marie Knight
Albert Thai Le
Karen Quynh Le*
Elizabeth Lee*
Janice Sojin Lee*
Ju Eun Lee
Rubli Dorotea Lemus
Beatrice Ignacia Levica
Hongyu Li
Mingyang Li
Xueshi Li
Yiming Liao
Haomin Liu*
Kyle Christopher C. Liu
Yingshan Liu*
Yujia Liu
Yuqi Liu
CUM LAUDE
Tony Lopez*
Nona Huynh Ly
Dominique Joy Agor Manahan
Yu Mao
Melissa Andrea Mariano
Cameron Yen Marsden
Melissa Amanda Martinez
Yanit Rajesh Mehta
Colin Adam Miller
Colton Reid Miyasato*
Jenevieve Denise Morehouse
Natalie Danielle Myers
Corey Cao Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Wenqin Ni
Katherine Elaine Nichols*
Cristian Alan Noriega
Ernest Gabriel Gonzales Olivar
Armando Osorio
Ailen Fabiana Pak
Tianai Pan
Krystal Kimberly Parker*
Gregory Steven Porter
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Jingxiang Qu
Dylan Matthew Quintero
David Paul Ramirez
Mia Lucille Espinosa Ramos
Jenna Amber Red
Yuci Ren
Jesus Reyes
Mychal Stephanie Robinson
Natasha Rodgers*
Sarah Melissa Rodriguez
Jose Leonardo Romero*
Jordan Maxwell Rubin*
Tatum Gage Rudow
Syrus Sadvandi*
Kevin Rivas Salazar
Christian Alfonso Sanchez
Julio Cesar Sanchez
Michael Aaron Sarkisian
Ryan Jacob Shannon
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Rongsen Shao*
Yuzhou Shao
Peixuan Sheng
Hui Shi
Juliette Elizabeth Stelley
Taylor Suzanne Stonerock
Christopher Earle Story
Zijian Su
Daleykis Domenica Teran
George Tsung
Carrie Chiehyu Tu
Jeanie Dalsun Ur
Elsa Papi Valent-Croci
CUM LAUDE †
Yvette Corina Vargas
CUM LAUDE †
Alejandro Vega
Miguel Vega, Jr.
Daniela Velazco
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Chengcen Wang*
Jiale Wang
Yinan Wang
Zi Yi Wang
Yuhong Wen
Jonathan Edward West
Karl Michael White
Paxton Kohl Wright
CUM LAUDE †
Lina Wu
Wenjing Wu*
Hanyu Xiao
Jing Xue
Yu Yin
Angela McDonald Yoshida
Lin Yuan
Ziyan Zhang
Chongqing Zhao
Yixuan Zhao
Zhexuan Zhao
Jialai Zhou
Xingtong Zhou
Zhi-Peng Alan Zhuang
French
Ilhem Berkane
Deryn Grace Harris
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Shawnah Izzabelliah McFarlane
Andrea Cecilia Porras
Milonne Marie Saleh
CUM LAUDE
Itati Avila Villanueva*
Tongtong Zhao
Gender and Sexuality Studies
Matthew Alan-Leonard Burstyn
Michelle Ester Cisneros
Yvonne Gonzalez
Jennifer Jimenez*
Stella S. Kim*
Makayla Dhyan Macedo
Michelle Jennifer Martinez
Jaqueline Patricia Medina
Silvia Yamile Navarro Hernandez
Diane Nguyen
Jairus Cedric Pacelor
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Patsachon Rayne Pothong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Sarah Melissa Rodriguez
Elizabeth Marie Snyder
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
German Studies
Seth William Dalmas
Victoria Fuentes
Jocelyne Martina Nunez
Global Cultures
Jane Priscilla Abert
Avery Bolt
Courtney Leann Franco
Allison Rachel Greenlea
CUM LAUDE †
Norma Elena Hernandez
Vivian Phuong Le
Lyric Elise Mayer
Hana Miyabayashi
Gabriela Itzel Quiros
Karen Alondra Villasano
Global Middle East Studies
Leila Hassan Awad
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Eliza Anne Partika
CUM LAUDE †
Chloe Taranee Sobhani*
History
Allene Acosta
Seaver Jack Anderson
Alexa Archeiga Cuevas
Michael R. Armand
Leila Hassan Awad
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Carlos Bastida, Jr.
Joseph Alan Blackman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Celeste Angelica Calabrissi
CUM LAUDE †
Hunter Browning Carr
Stephanie Castaneda
Kenneth Allen Chambers
Jose Chavez Ayala
Alexia Conدارas
Derek Charles Conrad
Alejandro A. Crespo Rios
Nathan Dang
Nakoma Allen Diaz
Ian Michael Drewno
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mimi Eang
Jeffrey Eng* 
Mackaela Brynée Esslin
Brian Clemente Felix
Jesse J. Galvan
Desiree Elysse Garcia
CUM LAUDE †
Laura Yanet Garcia
Julia Idalis Gonzalez
Elizabeth Acuna Gutierrez
Robert William Hanel III
Ryan Naiem Hannosh
Shayne Akarin Hanpanit
Maricruz Hernandez Cabrera
CUM LAUDE †
Johnathon David Ho
CUM LAUDE †
Auboni Hossain
Shih Yuan Huang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Candice Marie Johnston
Thoren Campbell Jorgensen
Magna CUM LAUDE †
Arian Karimi
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Ryan Jihong Kim
Joshua Alexander Kralik*
Titus Kar-Hon Lam
Jiaqi Li
Lauren Nicole Limbach
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Saúl Lopez-Pulido
Justin Nicholas Macaluso*
Samuel Jacob Majewski*
Hector Mariscal, Jr.*
Jesse Mendoza
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Melissa Mendoza-Campos
Jocelin Meneses
Karla Denisse Milcich
Denisse Mootzema
Martin Thanh Cong Nguyen
Michelle Lynn Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Xuan Nhu Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Emma Marie Noble
Phumanee Nosavan
Ricardo Isaac Ornelas*
Andrew Matthew Ortiz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
David Antonio Palacios
Justin Michael Parsio
Huy Gia Pham
Harry Bennett Chester Puchalski
Harrison Vu Quach
Cristian Roman
Robert Arathorn Rowe
Christian Alfonso Sanchez
Richard Austin Sarkisian
Michael William Schneider
Alexandra Michaela Singca
Chloe Taraneh Sobaani
Nicole Francine Souders
Joseph Jay Spadafore
Lingran Sun
Vincent Francis Teneriello
CUM LAUDE †
Tristan Jacob Todd
Juliana Vargas Leal
Mariana Velazquez Cuevas
Alyssa Jo Villasenor
Tram Mai Vu
James Fredrick Walraven
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Brett J. Weisberg
Adam Edward Wong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Justin Yang
Yunhan Zhang*
Japanese Language and Literature
Deanna Nicole Doumas
Seung Won Jin
Julie Tran
Samantha Nicole Wathen
Dallas Makena Yamane
Korean Literature and Culture
Andrew Kim, Jr.
Juyoung Kim
Literary Journalism
Allene Acosta
Jenna Sue Berry
William Robert Blume
CUM LAUDE
Isaac J. Campos
Helena Otiléa Carlson*
Delia Elizabeth Cruz Kelly
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Henry Curi, Jr.
Gabriella Morgan Doty
Alexander Armond Forghani
Matthew Kenny Gavilanes
Oriana Gonzalez
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Reed Ryley Grable
Deryn Grace Harris
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Anna Hong
Talia Mariam Housik
CUM LAUDE
Audrey Gabrielle Kemp
CUM LAUDE †
Joshua Jay Lapraim
Miguel Angel Lopez
Omar Moreno
Xitlalit Evelyinne Moreno
Jared Ross Morrison*
Daisy Mabel Murguia
Akane Okumura
Marie Pak
Esme Murie Park
CUM LAUDE †
Eliza Anne Partika
CUM LAUDE †
Dannica Chelsie Postor Ramirez
Alexandra Peyton Rellly
Ning Ren
Jacqueline Liliana Rivas
Daniela Shohik Shamilian
Ian Henry Samuel Silver
CUM LAUDE †
Emma Josephine Springer
Lingran Sun
Daleyasis Domenica Teran
Han Kim Truong
CUM LAUDE †
Hannah Jane Whitley
Brittany Nicole Zendejas
Philosophy
Doru Alexandru Avram
CUM LAUDE †
Avi Behar*
Natalia Lee Belarmino
Nolan Zoltan Berge
Maleeha Ayaz Bhadki
Yash Rajesh Bhosale*
John Patrick Brunson
Emily Joy Bussard
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Josue Nathanael Castillo*
Brian Anthony Castro
Moises Cruz De Lira
Prithvi Ravi Devidasan*
Alisa Egecioglu*
Danilo Asdrubal Escobar Guzman
Ardeshir Farimani
Ottomel Eiliseo Garcia
Andrey Aleksandr Geydebrekhov
Derek Quang Trung Giap
Paulina Evelyn Guajardo
Isaiah John Hunter
Zhuanan Jiang
Stephon X. Jones
Vibhav Kapoor
Alexander Morris Lampert
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Michael Zhao Lee
Nina Huynh Ly
Jach Cole McKeown
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Samantha Anne Mills*
Andy Leonel Montenegro
Zuhurr Shayei Moosavi
Mindy Faith Nguyen
Zachary Ngoc Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Imelda Tamusui Mary Patu
Da Lync Mae Pelaez
CUM LAUDE †
Adrian Perez
Peter Pineda
Negin Pourvasei
Nikita Olegovich Prokhvor
Makaya Joy Rabago
Samuel Arno Rath
Tatvana Renee Saba
Akhilesh Shridar*
Carlo Robbert Silvestre
Ramiro Sosa
Arshil Sulyaman
Annabelle Lynn Tada
Juliana Mun Tam
Yuan Tian
Gelsey Nayeli Trujillo
Zhehao Yang
Religious Studies
Elizabeth Carol-Marie Carlisle
CUM LAUDE †
Zahrah Ziad Kabbara
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Spanish
Juan Carlos Bolivar Llanas
Lesly Paola Chavez
Elissa M. Cobian
Kimberly Nicole Dan*
Kimberly Guadalupe Escalante
Itzel Lucero Garcia Roman
Guadalupe Garcia*
Alejandra Grande Rodriguez
Sarahi Hernandez
Daniela Yoanna Bolanos Herrera
Samantha Herrera
Christian Giovanni Jauregui
CUM LAUDE †
Jennifer Jimenez*
Alejandra Melody Juarez*
Araceli Lopez
Jessica Mares
Andrea Kristell Medrano*
Brenda Morales-Pivaral
Daisy Mabel Murguia
Christopher Jacobo Napoleon*
Amber Lynn Naqvi
CUM LAUDE
Ahtiziri Itzel Olivares Sarabia
Angelica Yazmin Pulido
Luis Miguel Ramirez
Alan Resendiz-Delacruz
Cristian Roman
Hoang Kim Tran
Natali Vargas Rojas
Diana S. Vidales
CUM LAUDE †
* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Computer Game Science

Andrew Joseph Abenoja*
Muhammad Hasan Albyayti
    CUM LAUDE †
    Harris Finn Barber
    Victoria Barinova
    CUM LAUDE †
    Maxwell Alexander Chan
    CUM LAUDE †
    Kevin Heng Chao
    Kevin Tyler Chase
    Min Woo Choi
    Xavier Lo Lim Chua
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE
    Gavin Matthew Dent
    Ava Rave Derevlany
    CUM LAUDE †
    Jiahao Ding
    Gregory Thomas Duarte
    Lindsey Tmboc Duong
    Luke George Falcone
    Gabriel Fuentes*
    Gwyndolyn Gerlits
    Benjamin Robert Gibson
    Jackson David Greaves
    Brendan Michael Green
    Randall Stuart Grover
    Diego Angelo Guzman
    Ariana Sakura Hansen
    Henry Felipe Hernandez
    Jing Hu
    Wei Huang
    Christopher David Jabs
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    David Edward Jamgocial
    CUM LAUDE †
    David George Jenkins
    Kyle Jin Jones
    Sean Tsukasa Kim
    Michael Corbin Kirk
    Avinesh Kompella
    Alexander N. Koufakis
    Enjie Lei*
    Yiyun Li
    Yuqing Li
    Darren Jungmin Lim
    Shaolong Lin
    Zhenxiao Liu
    Ken Liu
    Zongde Liu
    Ace Jack Lowder
    Luis Felipe Luna
    Diana Lizeth Melgarrejo
    Hongyi Meng
    Ariana Doris Mertz
    Huizi Miao
    Ana Vy Nguyen
    Yijiang Peng
    Karen Van Pham*
    Shaun Anthony Prince
    Zhongtai Quan
    Dishanth Shankar Reddy
    Suraj Surendrapratap Singh
    CUM LAUDE †
    Julian Sollozo, Jr.
    Jake Everett Terpening

Destin Curtis Trang
    CUM LAUDE †
    CYNTHIA TSAO
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    BLAKE YOSHIKI WAKASA
    WIWIN EKAPUTRA WIJAYA
    CUM LAUDE †
    SHUZHAN XIE
    KAI FAN
    YINGLIN XU
    KAI YAN
    LI ZHANG
    YAOGEN ZHANG
    JIAPENG ZHAO
    WEIYAN ZHU
    CUM LAUDE †

Computer Science

Karla Greta Abad-Torres
    CUM LAUDE †
    JUAN ARTURO ABARCA
    RICHARD ERVIN CARILLO ABSIN
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    DOMINIQUE BRAVO ADAPON
    JARED LINDSAY AGLE
    CUM LAUDE †
    ANIMESH AGRAWAL
    NGUSUM AKOFU
    MHD ANAS AILAYA
    JAN ANTHONY ANITA ALITAGTAG
    JONATHAN E. ALMENDAREZ
    ANDREW MICHAEL ALSUP
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    NOMIN AMGALAN
    JULIAN ARTURO AMIRIAN
    ARMAM AMJAD
    DAANYA SUNIL ANAND
    RYMMY SEBASTIAN ANDRE
    SIR GERALD ABAI ANDES
    BRADON NALANIEWALU FRENCH
    APANA
    JOSHUA JIAN WEN ARIAS
    CUM LAUDE †
    NIKITA ARIVAZHAGAN
    CUM LAUDE †
    AMITESH ARORA
    ANISHA ARORA
    CUM LAUDE †
    AARON NOEL ARROYO
    MARQUES MASATOMO ASATO
    RASIKI BHALCHANDRA ATHAVALE
    CUM LAUDE †
    PARAMDEEP SINGH ATWAL
    CYNTHIA AU
    NAREK AVAGYAN
    ALEXANDER BRAXTON AWEST
    CUM LAUDE †
    HEDYEH HIMA AZIMI
    PAUL EMANUEL BADALIAN
    DAYUE BAI
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    TANVEER BAINS*
    ERICK FRANCISCO BALLESTEROS
    GAUTAM BANURU
    JOSEPH FRANCIS JAMORA BARBOSA
    CHRISTOPHER ROY BARCLAY
    CHRISTIAN JEFFREY BARRETT
    JAUHAR SHABBIR BASRAI
    BENJAMIN RABIN BAUER
    HANNAH RAE BECAN
    TYCHO Y. BELLERS
    VEERAL KISHOR BHAGAT
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    TEJASH RAJESHBHAI BHAKTA
    KRISHEN BHAN
    CUM LAUDE †
    DILISHER BHAT
    SHIVANI MINESH BHATT
    YASH RAJESH BHOSALE*
    GLADYS QIANPING BIAN
    AAQIB A. BICKIYA
    CUM LAUDE †
    BYAN MICHAEL BLAIR, JR.
    BRYCE EDRICK KOBER BLANTON
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    SAMUEL MARTIN BORDET
    JEDIDIAH DARIELL BOWO
    CUM LAUDE †
    ANDREW JOHN BRACKENBURY*
    HALLEY JANE BRADT
    ANDRIANA INEZ BRAGANZA
    ELIZABETH KELLY BUDI
    CUM LAUDE †
    EILEEN ROSE ANANNI BUENAFLOR
    JASON MATTHEW MACANDILE BUGALON
    CUM LAUDE †
    CECILIA YEN LINH BUI
    CUM LAUDE †
    DAVID QUANG BUI*
    DENNIS BUI
    JONATHAN HOANG AN BUI
    KEVIN BUI
    JASON MINH-LE BURGER
    AMANDA MIJA BURKART
    CUM LAUDE †
    HANNAH NOELLE BURNETT
    DAVID JORDAN BUTLER
    MARK JOSEPH BONUEL CALABIO
    JUSTIN DAVID CAMACHO
    SJAARK ALTMAN CAMPBELL
    KRISTEN CAN
    JOSHUA CAO
    ALEXANDER JULES CARADAR
    CAMERON RILEY CASTANARES
    WILLIAM ROBERT CASTELLI
    CUM LAUDE †
    BRIAN EDWARD CAULFIELD
    MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
    JOHN JOSEPH CAULFIELD IV
    JOHNNY FELIPE CEJA
    MIN SUNG CHA
    ERIC CHAN*
    RONA CHAN*
    TIMOTHY GABRIEL CHAN
    MARCELLA BENEDICTA CHANDA*
    MAHEJA NANDINI CHANDU
    HWEEHSN SHIKAINA CHANG
    LUCAS ALEX CHANG
    SEAN TENJIN CHANG
    JAYSON LI-XIN CHAO
    CUM LAUDE †
    KASEN BJ CHAQUE
    LUIS PEDRO CHAVEZ-Pelayez
    AORAN CHEN
    BEN CHEN

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
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Business Information Management

Yasir Farouq S. Aldiaijan
Joel Austin Baldo
Justin Chan
Xingrui Chen
Sonich Chhan
Manying Cui
Meghan Gaur
Bryant Kalim Gunaman
Rodrick Julian Hill, Jr.*
Zhongtian Hu*
Yuanxi Huang
Tri Minh Huynh
Ankit Jain
Chenqing Ji
Ashley Ju
Jason Ernest Kahn
Jeong Heon Kim
Kelly J. Kosasih
Quynh Danette Le
Euisun Lee
Rodrigo Ismael Leyva
Fandy Ai Yun Li
Julianne Toa Li
Mucong Li
    CUM LAUDE †
    Jianwei Liu
    Lu Liu
    Shi Hua Liu
    Xiao Liu
    Yinan Liu
    Zhiyan Ma
    Abbas Ali Mamdani
    Tejas A. Mandayam
    SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
    Katrin G. Martinez
    Rebecca Mai Mindel
    CUM LAUDE †
    Justin Jungwoo Na
    Qingyang Peng
    Guillermo Ignacio Sanchez Lamas
    Taryn Shen
    Yiming Sun
    Mandy Hisyu Tsai
    Alfianto Pramana Widodo
    Zijian Xu
    Juanjuan Yan
    Tyler Shi-Jie Yin
    Tiffany Myung-Jin Yu
    Qiangying Zhang
    Chuyun Zou

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
UCI COMMENCEMENT 2020 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

Changqi Chen
CUM LAUDE †
Ethan Phillip Chen
Fangze Chen
Jessica Chen
Jingyu Chen
Linchuan Chen
Liyan Chen
Qi Hong Chen
CUM LAUDE †
Richard Chen
Sixian Chen
Steven Chen
Susan Chen
Suzanna Chen
Xiaolin Chen
Xiaoyin Chen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †

Jiecheng Deng
Nehal Sanjay Desai
Kulraj Singh Dhalwal
Neeraj Prasanna Dradhamdhikari
Mantej Singh Dheri
Elyssa Jane Kamalii Dietz
Zachary Taylor Dufuria
Jrei Rosal Dimano
Jiayi Ding
Shijie Ding
Yubo Ding
CUM LAUDE †
Bryant Nguyen Dinh
Ilene Do
Angelo Dominic B. Domingo
Hengxuan Dong†
Austin Craig Douglass
Michael Robert Douglass
Sean Conner Dowdle
Luke Andrew Doyle
Jaxin Du
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Quanzhen Du
CUM LAUDE †
Michael Ran Duan
Ran Duan
CUM LAUDE †
Sebastien Philippe Dular
Sebastian Bogdan Dumbrava
Antonin Dmitri Durtchean
Vinay Easwaran
Chloe Sofia Enceno∗
Kevin Akira Endo
Jeruel Engo
Lucas Anthony Erb
Katreena Ibanez Erickson∗
Luis Alberto Escobar-Pozo
Anthony Ray Esmeralda
Allen Fann
Farshad Farassati
Patrick Ryan Farrell
Ryan Samuel Feigenbaum
Derek Feng
CUM LAUDE †
Lixiong Feng
Qiren Feng
Noah Miguel Ferrer
Farnaz Foolad
Kiarash Foroohar Pak
Shahin Fotowat∗
Justin Evan Fu
Yuan Fu
CUM LAUDE †
Yuming Fu
Julio Cesar Fuentes
George Andrew Gabrich
CUM LAUDE †
Brett Taylor Galkowski
CUM LAUDE †
Humberto Gallegos-Alvarez, Jr.
Eric Martin Gamarra
Alexander Joshua Gammell
Pelin Gan∗
Dante Eleonardo Ganaway
Connor Ethan Gasaway
Joshua Jay Gatmatian
Natasha Gawande
KEVIN GE
CUM LAUDE †
Zicheng Geng
Jaren Russell Gerdes
Artur Ghahrekbhakaryan
Saif Faisal Ghazi
Benjamin Robert Gibson
Matthew Lawrence Gill
Mario Steven Gomez
Anna Goncharova
Michaela Cristina-Faith Gonzales
Martin Gonzalez, Jr.
Alejandro Gonzalez-Nunez
Diego Gonzalez-Rodriguez
Madhumitha Govindaraju
Diana Teresa Grande
Nathaniel Richard Grimm
CUM LAUDE †
Ran Gu
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Calvin Guan
Matthew A. Guerrero
Bryant Kalim Gunaman
Suchita Gupta
Salvador Jose Gutierrez
Parsa Peter Hadidi
Timothy Hakobian
Guangrun Han
Xinyue Han
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Xinyao Hao
Mithil Chandra Hari∗
Areba Shahab Hazari
Guanyang He
CUM LAUDE †
Houhong He
Kathleen Leon He
Jakob Calvin Herman
CUM LAUDE †
Guillermo Ernesto Hernandez
Conner Roland Hinkle
Anne Akemi Hirata
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Julie Ho
Andrei Homentcovschi
Sehwang Hong
Yeon Jae Hong
Timothy Clayton Hoover
Logan Daniel Horstkotte
Jialiu Hou
Calvin Hsieh
Kenneth Hsu
Sharon Chee-Ron Hsu
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Sheng-Wei Hsu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Chaoyuuan Hsueh
Chanye Hie
Haotian Hie
Xiao Hie
Yuqi Huai
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Alan Yu Huang
Chad King Huang
Jiachen Huang
Madison Guotai Huang
Philip Huang
Qiaoan Huang
Shaoyi Huang
Xinrong Huang
CUM LAUDE †
Eddie Bao Huynh
CUM LAUDE †
Jennifer Le Huynh∗
John Huynh
Katherine Uyen Huynh
Soyoon Hwang
Tatsuro Ide
Dohoo Im
Gilbert Indrajaya
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jason Christopher Ink
Nicholas Alexander Innabi
Shaheryar Iqbal
Arielle Jasmine Michelle Fern
Irada
Alexander Iskander
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Dianne Ison
John Charles Jackson III
Kausthub Raj Jadhav
Ryan Thomas Jaimes
Meganah Jain
Siyun Ji
Shuxin Jiang
CUM LAUDE †
Xiaolei Jiang
Yueqing Jiang
Shinji Jimba
Abigail Paula Jimenez
Junyong Jin
Muizz Jivani
Minhyeong Joe, Jr.
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Bradley Evan Johnson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Danielle Renee Johnson
CUM LAUDE †
Forrest G. Johnson
Liza Ann Joseph
Andrew Juarez
Rodrigo Emmanuel Juarez
Kenny Deland Jue
Julio Cesar Julao
Devin Alexander Kadrie
Jason Ernest Kahn
Emily Eunhee Kang
Heejin Kang
Sujin Kang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Vibhav Kapoor
Anzor Karaf
Nicholas Van Karins
Arya Kashani
Subhi Katabi
Kunal Dilip Kathuria
Ryan Matthew Kato
Sahil Ashish Katreck
Vahagn Kaumrjayan
Srinath Suresh Kausheeka
Andy Huynh Kha
Swapnil Hemant Khodaskar
Pooya Khosravi
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †

† Degree anticipated summer 2020
∗ Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

Pratima Ashutosh Khunte
Daniel Kim
Daniel Euncheong Kim
Edward Kim
Jae Hyung Kim*
Jae Seong Kim
CUM LAUDE †
Joon Kyung Kim
Sharon Na Yeon Kim*
Haven Michael King
Kaitlin King
Gregory Alan Knight
Eunbin Ko
Joanna Terri Ko
Dexin Kong
CUM LAUDE †
Shawn Kooklan
Aparna Krishna
Thejashri A. Krishna
Bisher Kudaimi
Lavanya Kuk kemane
Apurva Surendra Kulkarni
Pranav Kumar
Uddeshya Kumar
Catherine Kung
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Andrew Yul Kwon
CUM LAUDE †
Andrew Benjamin Laird
Anna Minh Lam
Howard Lam
Rachel Sing Hing Lam
Simeon Joseph Lam
Brandon Lavigne
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Danielle Nicole Lavigne
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Andy Loc Thien Le
Dillon Hoang Dai Le
Edward Son Le
Huy Duc Le
Irvin Vu Le
Joyce Yan Le
Richard Le
Theresa Le
Victor Le
Joshua James Lebow
Abraham Chung Fai Lee
Brandon Michael Lee
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Bruce Seok Lee
Chai Eun Lee*
Chak Kwong Lee
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jeongran Lee
Kevin Dong Won Lee
Kitaek Lee
Michelle Lee
Raymond Tien Lee
Shao-Yu Lee
Timothy Gwangyong Lee
Walter Donghyun Lee
Won Joon Lee
David Kyle Legg
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Jarrod Pui-Yi Leong
Justin Kinwa Leong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Martin Ka-Chai Leung
Rachel Wing Tung Leung
Chenhao Li
CUM LAUDE †
Chenlin Li
Dennis Tom Li
Dongheng Li
Eric Jiawei Li
Gary Li *
Ivan Wei Xian Li
Justin Zeyu Li
Kevin Michael Li
Qiu Li
Yixuan Li
Yuchen Li
Zhao Feng Li
CUM LAUDE †
Ziheng Li
Thomas Tiger Lian
Westin Jiatao Lian
Lucy Liang
Xinhao Liang
CUM LAUDE †
Shun Ming Liao
Dohyuk Lim
Hongyun Lim
Jonathan Lin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Justen Yin Lin
Maxwell Yo Lin
Shaogeng Lin
Timothy Yu-Hsien Lin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Xiaotong Lin
CUM LAUDE †
Yi-Hung Lin
Morgan Huizheng Ling
Tiffany Ruey-Jen Ling
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Anthony Leo Lisa
Emma Elizabeth Lisowski
Taylor Oh Littau
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Abby Wench Li Liu
Brian Liu
Bryan Liu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Chong Liu
Haosong Liu
Heyao Liu
Huilai Liu
Jiaoshuo Liu
Runze Liu
Yuxin Liu
Jeremy Neil Castillo Lleva
Kevin Loc
Jamie Emily Loeber
Mauricio Lomeli, Jr.*
Justin Oudomdara Lonh
Donovan Romy Chikara Lopez
Joseph Robert Lopez
Taylor Lang Lopez
Bowen Lu
Chia Chun Lu
Sijie Lu
Ting-Chieh Lu
Calvin Wei Kin Lui
Norton Koon-Hin Lui
Alyssa Grace Yan Lum
Andrew Tomas Luna
CUM LAUDE †
Ruoyu Luo
Yilun Luo
Bao Nguyen Luong
Michael William Lusher
Anthony Kai Luu
Jackie D. Luu
Kim Tu Anh Luu
Nay Lwin
Hoa Quoc Ly
Tevin Ly
Jonathan David Lyle
Zeshi Lyu
Fei Ma
Natalie Loreen Ma
Raymond Ma
Yunlu Ma
CUM LAUDE †
Zhiyan Ma
Cameron Bradley Madberto
Shubham Mahajan
Maha Shaff Malik
CUM LAUDE †
Justin Maly
Daniel Mardiroussi
Jared Tyler Marshall
CUM LAUDE †
Logan Parker Worden Massola
Jacob Martin McAuley
Yishan McNabb
Joseph Del Rosario Medina
CUM LAUDE †
Keanna Zaiza Medina
Gautam Mehta
Giovannique Alesix Mendoza
Mendez
Ramon Mendoza Nava
Angel Mendoza
CUM LAUDE †
Vichet Meng
Joseph David Messerschmidt
Huizi Miao
Martin Bruce Miller
Earl Christopher Valentino Mirano*
Shayan Mirzaee
Priscilla Moc
Dahial Monastyrsky
Reynaldo Anthony Montano, Jr.
Jonathan K. Moon
Rohit Nair Panikar
Sandy Lei Pan
Cole Thomas Panning*
Ryan Kempe Parel
Alex S. Park
Chansoo Park
Mijae Park*
Shin Young Park
Edgar Ivan Partida
CUM LAUDE †
Andrew Passiakov
Tylar Agustin Patchen
Niralee Patel
Vishal Rajeshkumar Patel
Zabrina Anjelica Patterson
Trevor J. Nelson
Steve Jonathan Ng
Terry Ng
Tinko Ka Main Ng
Kevin Khoa Ngo
CUM LAUDE †
Phat Ngo
Benjamin Thien An Nguyen
Britney Quynh Nguyen
Can D. Nguyen
Chau The Nguyen, Jr.
Damon Nguyen
Dang Khoa Nguyen
Danh Thanh Nguyen
Isabelle Tonnu Nguyen
Jean-Paul Minhquyen Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jimmy Nguyen
Joseph Huy Nguyen
Kevin Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Khoa Thanh Anh Nguyen
Kyle Nguyen
Marshall Hoang Nguyen
Michael Khang Nguyen
Michelle Nguyen
Michelle Mai Anh Nguyen
Paul Anh Nguyen, Sr.
Philip Dai Nguyen
Sky Nguyen
Tam Minh Nguyen
Thu My Giang Nguyen
Tiffany Nguyen
Tommy Phi Nguyen
Daniel Mitsuura Nimori
Peter Chang Joon Noh
Benjamin Nolpho
Keith David Nuzzolo
Nicolas Juan Obias
Reniel Ocampo Ocampo
Zarin Tasnim Ohiba
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jeffrey Lance Omidvaran
Edgar Otxiveros
Andres Orozco
Francisco Javier Ortiz
Meghan Teruko Osato
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Peter A. Ossipov
Wenyu Ouyang
CUM LAUDE †
Sandy Lei Pan
Rohit Nair Panikar
Cole Thomas Panning*
Ryan Kempe Parel
Alex S. Park
Chansoo Park
Mijae Park*
Shin Young Park
Edgar Ivan Partida
CUM LAUDE †
Andyrej Perik
Vishal Rajeshkumar Patel
Zabrina Anjelica Patterson
Cesar Raul Pena
Rosetta Hanako Pendleton
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Rahul Pendyal
Deone Can Peng
Hui Min Peng
Gabriel Sebastian Peraza
Adrian Perez
Jefferson Matthew Apuya Perez*
Jack Michael Pfeiffer
Danny Huy Pham
CUM LAUDE †
Diana Mai Pham
Hieuhuy Truong Pham
James Pham
Lillian Diem Pham
Tony Pham
Christopher Donald Plonowski
Elizabeth Yii Leh Pok
CUM LAUDE †
Benjamin Louie Ponce
Fernando Ponce, Jr.
Ravi Brannon Ponmalai
Magdalena Katarzyna Popov
Kevin Pranoto
Alyssa Joy Perea Prodigalidad
Nigina Pulatova
Adam James Puro*
Sarah Qader*
Yuxiang Qian
CUM LAUDE †
Zehang Qian
Anna Qiu
CUM LAUDE †
Shiyu Qiu
Farbod Rafezy
Farid Syed Rahman
Rajan Rahman
Amurag Rai
Jaynti Raj
CUM LAUDE †
Musawwar Dewan Mohammad
Raja
Arik Mohammad Rakibullah
CUM LAUDE †
Roberto Ramirez Perez
Sergio Ramirez II
Carlos Alberto Ramos Rios
Prateek G. Rao
Pejal Rath
Jordan Alexander Rayfield
Matthew Lee Reingold
Tyler Michael Reynolds
Tyler James Richardson
Michael William Robertson
Bryan Rocha
Chris Rodriguez
CUM LAUDE †
Mario Rodriguez
Marisa Roldan
Breanna Jeanine Sales Roncal
Mackenzie Ros
Wesley Allen Rudie
Tuong T. Russell
Andranik Saakyan
Emil Walid Sabri
Marina Sadek
Jasmin Safa*
Tanner David Saffert
Faizah Saiduddin
Armando Keene Salcido III
Marissa Yvonne Salcido
Omar M. Saleh
Ryan Benjamin Salim
David Samaan
Tristan John Negadas Samonte
CUM LAUDE †
Bryan Anthony Sanchez
Ralph Lemuel Lopez Santos
Aleksandr Anatoly Savchenkov
Nicholas Allen Sawyer
William Richard Schallock
Alexis Denise Scheerer
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Nicholas Andrew Schneider
Neil Takoda Schultz-Cox
Christian Tejada Segulman
Justice Bayley-Hesketh Segura*
Andrew Wesley Self
Lidya Stephanie Sentosa
Jatin Sethi*
Ashna Ketan Shah
CUM LAUDE †
Moxit Vatsal Shah
Neil Parag Shah
Nisarg Mitang Shah
Eric Hou Yin Shen
Jerry L. Shen
Noah Jason Yian Lin Copon Shen*
Achala Padmavathi Shenoy*
Daniel Zhao Shih
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Andrew Woo Shih*
Richard Shing
CUM LAUDE †
Manasi Mangesh Shingane
Aref Shiran
Alexander Konstantinovich
Shmakov
CUM LAUDE †
Bradley Manfred Shood
Yangyu Shu
CUM LAUDE †
Nicholas Paul Sidaris
Kamran Saleh Siddiqui
Jacob Louis Brooks Sigismonti
Ryanne Justine Egplim Sim
Ketan Singh
Prabhjot Singh*
Vivawast Raj Singh
Spencer Raymond Stut
Ryan Hwang Sivoraphonh
Wyndal Trent Skarsten
Brian Christopher Slaughter
Christopher David Sloan
Henry Gordon Smith
Jacob Erik Smith
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jacob Daniel Song
Brandon Shang-Jian Soo Hoo
Dieliza Sopi
Kenzo Devon Spaulding*
Nicholas Quinn Stefanko
CUM LAUDE †
Gene Clarence Strickland, Jr.
Andrew V. Su
Jinghao Su
Szu-Hua Su
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Yizhi Sun
CUM LAUDE †
Zexi Sun
Raymond Le Ta
Dan Christopher Landinig Tablac
Adrian Madrgal Tafolla
Conghui Tan
CUM LAUDE †
Gary Tan
Jeff Tan
Johan Aldric Lameyra Tan
Sidney Jee Kang Tan
William C. Tan*
Aina Lois Tancinco
Bonnie Tang
Kaipo Yutaka-Fernandez Tani*
Sophia Tao
Yingda Tao
Kevin Kenan Tarhan
Joshua Cameron Tavassolikiah
Aiden Jason Taylor
Pierce Tryston Taylor
Jonathan Tedjo
Brandon Ramon Teran
Ricky Van Thai
Tammy Thai
Jonathan Thamrun
Raven Christopher Thio
Aaron Theodore Thomsen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Bryon Nicholas Tranaka
CUM LAUDE †
Davis To
Angelica I. Mac Sison Toledo
Daohang Tong
Kevin Viratt Touch
David Huy Tran
Hieu Trung Tran
Hoan Duy Tran
Huy Minh Tran
Jimmy Tran
Justin Hieu Tran
Kevin Carl Tran
Khoa Tan Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Matthew Tran
Roseanne Kim Tran
Thong Le Tran
Tiffany Tran
Tracey T. Tran
Viet Dai Tran
Vincent Vinh Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Amanda Trinh
Eunice Tuhinna Trinh
Aaron Truong
Kevin Cong Truong
CUM LAUDE †
Vinh Bao Truong
Cynthia Tsao
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Tingwei Tsao
Chi Leung Tse*
Serena Chia Yan Tse
Alison Nicole Tsai
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Rafael Dizon Tuazon
Daniel Abdias Turcios
Dhruv Deepak Upadhay
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Santiago-Rickson Langam Uriarte II
Juan Pablo Urzua, Jr.
Krishna Manhar Vachhani*
Noemi Xtitalic Valadez-Monarrez
Alejandro Chi Valdes
CUM LAUDE †
Kyle Anthony Vance
Jacob King Vandrunen
CUM LAUDE †
Kamesh Vedula
Joseph Ryan Verdugo
Miguel Angel Verdugo, Jr.
Raghav Verma
Billy Anthony Villa
Max Alexander Villa
Salvador Villalon, Jr.
Jerson Alcones Villanueva
David Villasenor
Derek Roy Villavicencio
CUM LAUDE †
Juwin Teopaco Viray
Alex Steve Vladimirov
Thien-Thanh Duc Vo
Chelsea Vong
CUM LAUDE †
Daniel Vong
Johnny Chong Vong
Alexis Lauren Vu
Duong Hoang Vu
Karen Thu Vu
CUM LAUDE †
Minh H. Vu
Derek Thi Ngiet Vuong
Victoria Vuong
Lucie Jinju Wagner
Ryan Y. Walsh
Tyler Jameson Walters
Aipu Wang
Albert Wang*
Baihao Wang
Beini Wang*
Cassie X. Wang
Jiaxiant Wang
John Wang
Junlin Wang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Siuye Wang
CUM LAUDE †
Taik Wang
Tianjiao Wang
Wuchi Wang
Xuan Wang
Yifei Wang
Zhiwen Wang
Zixi Wang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Hibah Wasim
Daniel Wexler
Noah Daniel Whitehouse
Zachary Gavin Wiesenthal
Luke Jye-Ren Williams
Magna Cum Laude †
Axel Sudirdja Wirawan
†
Spencer Jackson Wittrock
Garrett William Wolfe
Cum Laude †
Brandon Tyler Wong
Evan Garrett Wong
Kyle Andrew Wong
Magna Cum Laude †
Neil Ken Wong
Sing Wong
Tedrick Wong
Amornthep Nashlie Wongsanguan
Yao
Adam Michael Woods
Cum Laude †
Deyu Wu
Henry Wu
Cum Laude †
Jason Jong-Chi Wu
Jiaqian Wu
Shiqi Wu
Cum Laude †
Yizhuo Wu
Yuan Xia
Cum Laude †
Yongxu Xian
Kaiyao Xiao
Jenny Xie Ngi
Cody Deming Xu
Hui Xu
Jiaohao Xu
Cum Laude †
Jieka Xu
Kuangzhe Xu
Yingyi Xu
Zirong Xu†
Siddharth Yadav
Alexander Vasilyevich Yakovlev
Ryu Yamada
Rikako Yamamoto
Magna Cum Laude †
Kai Yan
Chenhao Yang
Paul Junho Yang
Cum Laude †
Tianqi Yang
Wenbo Yang
William Yang
Yingyu Yang
Cum Laude †
Zeen Yang
Yuhan Yao
Cum Laude †
Yohana Tania Yap
Allison Sulin Yeo
Mustafa Emre Yesilyurt
Leonard Jong Yi
Gordon Yin
David Yip
Thomas Yip
Joshua Grant Yolles
Hongming Yu
Leyang Yu
Liangze Yu
Sihaoyi
Catherine Seachin Yuan
Maxine Tzechee Byuan
Ye Yuan
Freniel Chester De Guzman
Zabala
Yitan Ze
Magna Cum Laude †
Ao Zeng
Alex B. Zhang
Haoyan Zhang
Cum Laude †
He Zhang
Huixin Zhang
Jiahang Zhang
Kaixin Zhang
Runqi Zhang
Magna Cum Laude †
Shiling Zhang
Wanjing Zhang
Winfeld Zhang
Cum Laude †
Xincheng Zhang†
Yan Zhang
Zhexin Zhang
Ziyang Zhang
Summa Cum Laude †
Andy Jay Zhao†
Yingjie Zhao
Cum Laude †
Yize Zhao
Chloe Zheng
David Jiale Zheng
Tiancheng Zheng
Magna Cum Laude †
Xue Ying Zheng
Jun Zhong
Macklin Zhong
Zhicheng Zhong
Peng Zhou
Qirui Zhou
Magna Cum Laude †
Tianyang Zhou
Yinan Zhou
Magna Cum Laude †
Ziang Zhou
Andre Zhu
Weiyan Zhu
Cum Laude †
Yicheng Zhu
Bruce Douglas Zitelli
Cum Laude †
Computer Science and Engineering
Dylan Gideon Agiman
Cum Laude †
Mina Medhat Kamel Bedwany
Eric Albert Hongxiang Cai
Yulim Chang
Kamyar Dabiri-Assgari
Serena Thao Ngoc Minh Do
Trevor Nguyen Doan
Iman H. Elsayed
Davis Keung Furtukawa
Narges Goshayeshi Safa
Radu Handolescu
Magna Cum Laude †
Brandon Chris Hawi
Jiayu He
Eric Hernandez
Kohsuke Thomas Hirano
Weiyu Huang
Agnes Jang
Jasper Kaur
Jasper Kit-Yue Lam
Sidney Lau
Cum Laude †
Dylan Charles Leighton
Yuzhao Liu
Ryan Lu
Fernan Lukban
Cum Laude †
Brandon Truong Luong
Richard Ryan Marroquin, Jr.
Davit Melkonyan
Christopher Hoang Nguyen
Danny Phong Nguyen
Hieu Khac Nguyen
Thuong Hong Nguyen
Kevin Zhang Norgaard
Cum Laude †
Joseph Jeffrey Osborne
Carlos David Puentes II
Summa Cum Laude †
Monish Ramadoss
Ria Rana
Judith Dilini Rupasinghe
Olga Shigapova
Christopher Derrell Stevenson
Umesh Nunu Tanniru
Brian Lee Tom
Cum Laude †
Danny Quoc Anh Tran
Jens Tuyls
Magna Cum Laude †
Michelle Vasquez
Nima Vasseghi
Vincent Joel Agoncillo Villacorta
Lev Vinogradov*†
Huy Duc Vo
Annie Xu
Cum Laude †
Tianyi Yang
Ruyan Yue
Magna Cum Laude †
Jiali Zhang
Data Science
Taneisha Kaur Arora
Cum Laude †
Athanasios George Bakis
Summa Cum Laude †
Tom Young Choi
Longxiang Dai*†
Tristan Duy Dam
GREGSMRN Singh Dhillon
Caleb Guan
Samreen Imran
Sanghun Kim
Anjali Krishnan
Summa Cum Laude †
Tu Kha Lam
Yongze Lin
Yindi Ma
Raymond Khang Nguyen
Tien Thao Nguyen
Caleb L. Pitts
Cecilia Jin Qian
Cum Laude †
Chinmay Viraj Raut
Summa Cum Laude †
Junyi Ren
Xiaochi Song
Magna Cum Laude †
Yang Tang*†
Shawna Tuli
Sanjith Venkatesh
Jacky L. Wang
Ting-Ruen Wei
Cum Laude †
Di Wu
Mengchen Xu*†
Hanwen Ye
Magna Cum Laude †
Chi-Ray Yi
Tingjue Yin
Yajie Zhang*†
Yongheng Zhang
Informatics
Simran Ahuja
Niljan Shamin Al-Amin
Jason Orlando Almaraz
Cum Laude †
Kijea An
Emma Louise Anderson
Cum Laude †
Roselle Lou Jallores Ardosa
Ahaz Asim Bhatti
Trinity Joyce Blackmon
Matthew Robert Buscemi
Kayla Nicole Carrera
Muhammad Chaaban
Lok San Gordon Chan
Priscilla Jamie Chan
Shannon Chan
Cheyenne Marie Chavez
Quier Chen
Matthew Young-Jae Choi
Soros Chokanaratetwong
Yung-Chu Chuang
Jonathan Lei Clinton
Jonathan Cornel
Ryan Gragasin Cox
Cory Matthew Cunnan
Juwan Michael De Jesus
Alonso De La Torre Vega
Alexander Piczon Diaz
Yang Ding*†
Sarah Christine Faille
Roland Anthony Fernando, Jr.
Jocelyn Yethel Flores Franco
Dean Francis Gella*†
Dipanjali Rani Ghosh
* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation: will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
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Yeyang Gu
Rui Hao
Talia Joy Hattub
Balpreet Singh Hehar
Alan Vinh Hoang*
Brendan Jeremy Arauiza Hoffman*
Jungin Hong
Felicia Hou
**CUM LAUDE**†

Siyyu Hu
Danny Huynh
Joseph In-Seung Kwong
Niket Shirish Jadhav
Ankit Jain
Danni Ji
Siyun Ji
Zhengyu Jin
Dara Jovkar
Daania Kalam*
Hailey Antonia Karter
Udit Kaushik
Ryan Le Kha
Nihar Khare
Zoyah Mariam Shahnawaz Khatri
Michelle Lac
Alice Lee
Aiyuan Li
Lantiing Li
**CUM LAUDE**†
Zheng Li
Haowen Lin
Zachary Roland Little
Fang-Yu Liu
Yusong Liu
Justin Jee-Ken Lock
Vincent Ly
Julia Christine Lydick
Ennis Shawn Macht
Paula Martinez
Kavi Raj Mathur
Sarah Khan Memon
Maricel Gonzales Mendiola
Derek Frank Minno, Jr.
Luis Fernando Monzon
Tyler J. Mos
Ayah Ismail Mehsin
Om Ramnik Mungra
Daniel Shigeru Nakasone
Akshita Pratap Nathani*
Jessica Hieu Nguyen
Justin Hoai Nam Nguyen
Kathlyn Anh Thy Nguyen
Kelly Anh Thai Nguyen
Khoi Ngoc Nguyen
Peter Hoang Nguyen*
Sam Nguyen
Tiffany T. Nguyen
**CUM LAUDE**†

William Eugene Ryder
Fuchen Shi
Omar Munir Simjee
Yejoo Song
Bolun Sun*
Anna Rachel Takei
Satyam Tandon
Cameron John Tibbetts
Harry Dharmawan Tjahja
Melissa Milagros Torres
Julie Ngoc Tran
Phuc Thien Trinh
Duc Hoa Truong
Mandy Hsinyu Tsai
Barath Vedantham
Joshua Torio Veloria
Nevin Quoc Vo
Ethan Chuong Vu
Heman Wong
Lillian Wang
Xiang Wang
Tiffany Saelinh Wong
Ruowan Yang
Ryan Zahrni

**Software Engineering**

Noah Kibiro Alston*
Jose Fernando Andrade Toro
Jevvard Francisco Barro
Darrel Christopher Belyen
Minghui Chen
**CUM LAUDE**†

Jessica Lucinda Cheng*
Andrew Christopher Chien
**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**†
Vincent Hui Ching Chow
Don Cung
Vincent Hoang Dang*
John Ian David
Azmeh Khan Durrani
Reymundo Martel Estrada
Yu Fan
Kevin Kyle Florio
Hannah Pauline Sanidad Hag
Fragante
Roman Michael Geluz
Yingshan Guan
Michael C. Hernandez
Yuqi Huai
**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**†
Thu Anh Huynh
Apon Islam
Garik Vladik Khachatryan
Andy Cha Kim
Joshua Chung Wei Kuan
Ki Min Lee
Andrew James Leon
Jeramim Leong
Yiyan Li
Zhen Li
Yishou Liu
Yu Lu
Melissa Ann Lum
Huy N. Luong
Bridgitte Nguyen Ly
Alessandro Lumiel Maclaine

Robert Xavier Maldonado
Hiejmel Rey Rosal Mercado
Anh Ngoc Lan Nguyen
**CUM LAUDE**†
Allen Marcus Navarro Pascibigan
Matthew Ryan Piazza
Marilol Rodriguez
Micah Gordon Rutrough
**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**†
Chauncy Demitiro Xavier Sapien
Maha Nazish Sheikh
Zhongjie Shen
Kuljit Singh*
Cass Ka Tao
Minh Cong To
Swan Toma
**CUM LAUDE**†
Jonathan Hoang Tran
**CUM LAUDE**†
Omar Valenzuela
Sanjith Venkatesh
Tyler Ken Vu
Nina Nha Vuong
Jackson Wisdom Wickman
Di Wu
Zhehao Xie
Yingyu Yang
**CUM LAUDE**†
Haitao Ye
Wei Jie Zhang
Christopher Jiayi Zhao

**Sue and Bill Gross School of Nursing**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**Nursing Science**

Ryan Alexander Batten
**CUM LAUDE**†
Elizabeth Ann Bostwick
Dion Dinh Bui
Emily Jane Carvajal
Yu To Chan
Catherine Michelle Cheng
Amalyne Chongchareun
Julia Andreea Ciobanu
Crystal Espinosa
Kethzia Jazmin Higuera
Tiffany Marie Hillegaart
Vianh Hoang
**CUM LAUDE**†
Kenny Huang
Stephanie Huynh
**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**†
Chihiro Ichikawa
Samia Khan
Mebin Martin Kuriakose
Weng Sam Lam
Kimberlee Ann Legget
Samantha Liu
Micaela Kristen Lum

Brittany Arika Lynn
Alana Kaulani Lynn
**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**†
Julie Nhung Nguyen
Krystal-Lauren Mellisa Nguyen
**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**†
Kevin Armando Nolasco
Anthony Obinna Nwagwu
Patricia Lidiana Osuna
Summer Joy Pagaduan
Nnavin Anastasia Pot
Tiffany Quach
Christian Joseph Renteria
Cecilia Isabel Ruelas
Marina Elissa Ruiz
Kelly Dayoung Ryoo
Emmanuel Raphael Castillo
Santray
Karoline Anciau Searing
Caeli Noelani Solis
Ryan Christopher Son
Adam Richard Timms
Melanie Yee Tram
Kelly Van Anh Truong
Brook Rachel Wilson
Hue Won Woo
**CUM LAUDE**†
Kelly Wu
**CUM LAUDE**†
Sarah Jhiyun Yoon
Luz Marilyn Zobell

**Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**Pharmaceutical Sciences**

Ivann Romera Agapito
Kevin Aguirre
**CUM LAUDE**†
Amiel Jandy Aguilar Angelo
Kamar Arabi Katbi
Luna Futsum Araya
Vallance Wa-Lun Au-Yeung
**CUM LAUDE**†
Mirna M. Bebawi
Mareena Biju
**CUM LAUDE**†
Alex Bui
Elaine Hien Bui
Ryan Huy Bui
Lisa Jiyun Byun*
Stephanie Calvo
Christelle Eileen Ty Chan
Henry Brandon Shiu-Hong Chan
Bailey Nicole Chan
Justina Chang
Waree Changpradith
Kenneth Khai Chau
Kiki Jiaqi Chen

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
School of Physical Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Environmental Science and Policy

Alexander David Aguirre
Ashley Sapphire Alamo
Emily Andreas
Shawn Christopher Archbold
McKenna Ashleigh Coffey
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Zhaoting Ding*
Javier Miguel Gonzalez
Patricia Ebona Haigh
Brandon Paul Hrycak
Yuchen Huang*
Thomas Liao
Qiyu Liu
Chassidy Manlapid
Alexandra Olivia Martin
CUM LAUDE †
Ashly Anahi Mendoza
Isabella Dahl Mudge
Suvam Supratik Patel
Karlo Rene Peralta*
Erica Regina Reyes
Rheana Marie Kho Robles
Mariela Esmeralda Santamaria
Nicole Kiabeth Sierra Mejia
Aasiya Syed
Zhaoyi Wei*

Environmental Science

Amberly Marie Briones
Adam P. Brubaker
Justin Eric Cahatol
Jorge Luis Cordova
Jiaxin Du
Jack Yi Fong
Anastasia Grant
Carlos Guzman, Jr.
Jacob Han
Amanda Lynne Jacobsen
Xingyao Jia
Janet Hong Lao
Jenny Liu
Greg D. Lu
Jazzmyn Mariah Luna
Fernando Medina
Volkan Olcken
Yisen Qian
Loreanna Dizon San Pedro
Noelle Carolyn Stark
Cheyenne Christine Rain Sullivan
Tiffany Tamhuong Tran
CUM LAUDE †
Treasure Jada Trinh
Hanyang Wang
Jinneng Yang
Brenda Zambrano
Shilei Zheng

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Applied Physics

Artemio Alanis, Jr.
Danny Waleed Attiyah
CUM LAUDE †
Lisset Sarai Ayala
Bowan Chen*
Samuel Leightling Dolan
CUM LAUDE †
Brian Charles Fox
CUM LAUDE †
Charlie S. Han
Trevor Haralson
Lan Jiang
Yulisa Jimenez Ramon
Sunghwi Lee
Brandon Christopher Alexander Metcalf
Chengqing Qu
Frank P. Ramirez
Shawn Q. Sanders*
Qihang Shi
Christina Ann Stonier*
Xinru Xiao
Jaimi Xing
Zeyuan Ye
Sihong Yuan

Chemistry

Rahmat Zaki Bin Abdullah
Christian Aceves
Imran Ahmed
CUM LAUDE †
Sydney Ezeqge Aima
Brian Steve Almeida
Jorge Angon
Patricia Manlapat Aquino
Shareen Naomi Ashby
Jose Julian Avila Sanchez
Bobak Bagheri
Chandler Barbera
Zarlasht Baschshi
Tiziano Giorgio Bassi
CUM LAUDE †
Danielle Sayuri Bauer
CUM LAUDE †
Emily Eileen Beard
Ramina Bidarian
Roshni Biswas
Daniel Thomas Bouman
Carlos Enrique Carranza
Hyojun Cha
Rebecca Chavez
Kai Chen
Lu Chen
Tianle Chen
Maggie Chiang
Noubar Michael Chorbajian
Mark Daniel Christian, Jr.*
Jin Wook Chung*
Daniel Cornejo
Omar Cornelio

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation: will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Matileen Grace Cranick  
Bethanie Giselle Curiel  
Janelle Ayana Custodio  
Huanhuan Dai  
Kristine Dayrit  
Jacob Nash Deis  
Rolando Del Real Del Real  
Christian Lascamana Dela Cruz  
Gabriel Diaz Cardon  
Katelyn Ky Duyen Dinh Nguyen  
Lucas Martin Djeu  
Yeye Cao Doss  
Diana Duong  
**Cum Laude**†  
Kevin Alberto Duran Rosas  
Natsuko Egawa  
**Magna Cum Laude**†  
Jordan Nicholas Ehrman  
Claire Rebecca Engelmann  
Andrea G. Fernandez  
Jorge Luis Fernandez  
Timothy Thomas Fong  
Alexandra Garabedian  
Christopher Ervin Garcia  
**Cum Laude**†  
Abdelrahman Salaheldin Idris  
Elena Jean Helm  
Katia Ali Hatem  
**Orla Brighid Hannon***  
Adrianna Jocelyn Gutierrez  
**Cum Laude**†  
Yiran Gu  
**Summa Cum Laude**†  
Adrianna Jocelyn Gutierrez  
Orla Brighid Hannon***  
Katie Ali Hatem  
Elena Jean Helm  
Abdelrahman Salaheldin Idris  
Harini Mayu Isoda  
**Cum Laude**†  
Arvin Izad  
Amber Jimenez*  
Jackeline Jimenez*  
Kiarra Sheanah Stacey Jones  
Nancy Khai  
Neda Rezvan Khoshatefeh  
Ashley Orina Kwok  
Mai Yen La  
Intanon Lapkriengkri  
Christopher Manh Le  
**Cum Laude**†  
Khao Manh Le  
Seung Hwan Lee*  
Alexis Michele Leuluai  
Dennis J. Li  
Wenqi Li  
Luis Angel Licon Beltran  
Mohaob Nashat Louis  
**Summa Cum Laude**†  
Annie Lu  
Lizbeth D. Luna  
Andrew Luu  
Shane Robert Mahoney  
Anaegis Mardian  
Matthew Greer Marshall  
Christopher Aaron Martinez  
Omar De Jesus Martinez  
Francis Joefterson Mayo  
Christian Mendez  
Jennifer Diana Mendoza Perez  
**Brianna Albertina Metzger***  
Tomas William Mitchell  
Luke Henry Molitor  
David Estevez Mora  
Vanessa Yen Moy  
Emmanuel Moya Cruz  
Kelvin Ngo  
Anh Minh Nguyen  
Anhvu Duc Nguyen  
Cherry Nguyen  
Huong T. Nguyen  
My Van Thi Nguyen  
Nancy Hoangkim Nguyen  
Thomas Duong Nguyen  
Vinh Huu Nguyen  
Zuomin Nian  
Renyong Pan  
Abraham Daniel Paz  
Kelsi Marie Pelletier  
Gabriela Maria Perez  
Nhat The Pham  
**Magnacum Laude**†  
Giai Dong Phan  
Noleeann Misty Phinouwong  
Enrique Pineda  
Jonathan Gabriel Ada Pinlac  
Christine Julia Powell  
Chieh-Ting Pu  
Yi Qiao*  
Yianyin Qu  
**Magnacum Laude**†  
Shunsen Ren  
**Cum Laude**†  
Elida Rendon  
Juan Carlos Rios  
Salma Ashley Robles  
Danielle Christine Rocco  
Fatemeh Safizadeh  
Cindy Saliba  
Selina Sanchez  
Madeline Sands  
Buvaneshwari Sathishkumar  
Sakura Sabrina Schweizer  
Pauniz Shabakesaz  
Ziuye Shen  
Dylan Tuan Son*  
James Steven Stupin  
**Cum Laude**†  
Sang Mi Suh  
Vince Han Lin Swe  
Srbuhi Terityan  
Quang Vinh Thuy Thai  
Quynh Ton*  
Lodi Toon  
Anh Ngoc Tran  
Kim Le Thien Tran  
**Summa Cum Laude**†  
Ashley Truong  
Camille Anne Rivera Uy*  
Michael Rene Valenzuela  
Daniel Vite  
Thuy N. Vu  
**Cum Laude**†  
Jeremy Wakeen  
Shengdong Wang  
Shilin Wang  
**Magnacum Laude**†  
Teng Wang  
Jada Malinda Ward  
Stuart Lawson Webb  
Emma Leigh Wilfong  
**Summa Cum Laude**†  
Xin Xia  
Karen Ye  
Hyunjung Yoo  
Seyoung Yoon  
Bolei Zhang  
Anna Huixing Zhou  
**Earth System Science**  
Anton Amadeus Abejcuco  
Nelli Asatryan  
Mary Joyce Dupay Aves  
Amir Ayati  
Anisha Ajay Bafna  
Connor Jay Bart  
Joseph Connor Basile  
Yicao Cao  
Alexander Gordon Carr  
Stephanie Castaneda  
Matthew Nathaniel Chan*  
Samuel Leighiling Dolan  
**Cum Laude**†  
Kevin Alberto Duran Rosas  
Isabel Ulsyssa Espinoza  
Wuyang Gao  
Rosendo Simon Garcia  
Paola Gerardo  
Patricia Ebona Haigh  
Hao Han*  
Guadalupe Heredia Perez  
Esmeralda Hic  
Jordon Bradley Howell  
Brenna Taylor Hummitzsch  
Jillian Marie Kardell  
Miri Khalaf  
Tatiana Anais Koyoomjian  
Haley Huyen-Duanh Lam  
Minghao Li*  
Haoxin Lin  
Victoria Sinai Madrid Galicia*  
John Martinez, Jr.  
Trenton Blake McColl  
Bodie John Mitchell  
Anna Natasha  
**Cum Laude**†  
Wei Chen  
**Cum Laude**†  
Yulin Chen  
Yuying Chen  
Zhipeng Chen  
**Magnacum Laude**†  
Jingya Cheng  
Xiaoou Cheng*  
Yicheng Chi  
Stephanie Ching  
Yeowhwa Choi  
Ruth Cortes  
Amanda Hadi Dabbous  
Longxiang Dai*  
Kayla Alexia De Jesus  
Meichen Deng  
Arshdeep Singh Dhillon*  
Xiaolin Ding  
**Cum Laude**†  
Zilong Ding  
* Degree anticipated summer 2020  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter  
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† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
Program in Public Health

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Public Health Policy

Jamilla Yasmine Abugazia  
Dianne Acosta  
Manuel Acosta  
Angeline Rheitta Agaiva  
Jakob Thomas Avelino Agatep  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Jesus Emmanuel Aguayo Llamas  
Michelle Agustin  
Stephanie S. Albuquerque  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Noah Steven Alegraño  
Brandon Nguyen Alexander  
Robin Diaz Alas  
Ani Alvdzhyan  
Valeria Alvarez-Diaz  
Pearla Ruby Ordenez Anguiano  
Eslly Giselle Arellano  
Annette Arenas  
Isis Yambilhet Arevalo  
Sabra Marie Arias  
Byanka Armenta Manzo  
Alexis Eneth Artounian  
Morsal Sahar Asefi  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Jessica Avendano Mata  
Edith Maite Avila  
Vanessa Aviles  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Behrod Baghai  
Maely Eysie Baglin  
Clarissa Barragan  
Irene Barragan  
Nadia Barrios-Davila  
Michaela Ann Bassig  
Paul Michael Bidas  
Joel William Bonilla  
Jacsha Carlyn Lugod Bravo  
Rebecca Marie Brower  
Marquesa Allison Bryce  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Kim Ngan Thi Bui  
Lauren Lennea Butler  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Karen Guadalupe Cabrera  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Yu Cai  
Kirstin Abigail Caspe Catapang  
Jordan Ryan Zeta Ceballos  
Francisco Javier Cerda, Jr.  
Stephanie Chavez  
Aleesa Mae Chavez  
Jesus Gerardo Chavez  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Jose Luis Chavez  
Paola Chavez  
Cameron Thomas Chaw  
Jasmine Chen  
Siyen Chen  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Sokanha Choeu  
Eulises Cibrián  
Katherine Melissa Cortez Aguilar  
Alyssa Erin Cowie  
Cassidy Logan Cox  
Jeremy Brian Crisostomo  
Eileen Dai  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Kaitlyn Ngoc-Han Danlighthorn  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Erika Masangkay Dario  
Sven V. Davidson III  
Romainne De Guzman  
Lizette De La Cruz  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Victoria Isabelle De La Cruz  
Jade Nicole Debarry  
Maica Shaina Leonardo Della Cruz  
Christine H. Do  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Jasmine Hanh Phuong Donaldson  
Pengyue Dou  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Julissa Duarte  
Nichole Vendivilh Dungo  
Daniel Jacob Duran III  
Iman Ashraf Elobhary  
Ehsan Elyasi  
Griselda Encarnacion  
Martha Julia Encarnacion  
Wendy Karen Enriquez-Villalva  
Vanessa Espanar  
Anthony Michael Espinoza  
CUM LAUDE  
Denae Marie Esteban  
Malia Lani Evangelista  
Stacey Gonong Evangelista  
Zenith Azad Farin  
Guadalupe Felix  
Sandra Cecilia Figueroa-Villaruel  
Audrey Madison Francis  
Fabiane Maria Friden  
Felix Gamboa Perez  
Miguel Garcia Maldonado  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Mariah Renee Garcia  
Yolanda Garcia  
Danielle Grace Garrido  
CUM LAUDE  
Damaris Abigail Garza  
Stephanie Garza  
Sharon Gil Gomez  
Krystal Gay Glover  
Robin Goharchin  
Fahima N. Gohil  
* Degree anticipated summer 2020  
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
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Mario Leandro Abrego
Jamilla Yasmin Abugazia
Rahmeh Ali Abushanab
Mariam Akram Abusharar

cum laude †

Stephanie Acevedo
Shirleen Achieng
Melissa Acosta Jimenez
Mykela Sinsuat Agoo*

Kristen Nicole Agoncillo*
Michelle Agustin*
Sabrina Akbarzadeh*
Mohamad Alajalani

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †

Tannaz Alavi
Renee Alberro*
Yabisa Abreham Alemu
Sarah Amin Alhassan
Sarah Abdulsattar H. Alkhatib
Julissa Alvarado
Angela Renee Anderson
Madelon Bautista Ansay
Rio Aoki
Julian Bill Loveranes Apostol
Aida Edith Araujo
Arely Lissette Bonilla Lopez
Sarah Halah Helmandi

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

† Cum laude †

Enrika Asuncion
Mary Raafat Attia*
Vanessa Avelar*
Mariel Germino Baconawa
Thy Khanh Banh
Bruce Bello
Natalie A. Belmonte
Amell Tawfiq Bishara
Tahmina Islam Biswas
Anthony Bond
Arely Lissette Bonilla Lopez
Joel William Bonilla*
Beeta Boushehri
Hailee Danielle Brox
Kimberly Xuan Bui*
Michelle Thy Dan Bui
Gerardo Calderon
Kristen Paulina Canones*
Christopher Albas Carbone, Jr.

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †

Enrika Asuncion
Mary Raafat Attia*
Vanessa Avelar*
Mariel Germino Baconawa
Thy Khanh Banh
Bruce Bello
Natalie A. Belmonte
Amell Tawfiq Bishara
Tahmina Islam Biswas
Anthony Bond
Arely Lissette Bonilla Lopez
Joel William Bonilla*
Beeta Boushehri
Hailee Danielle Brox
Kimberly Xuan Bui*
Michelle Thy Dan Bui
Gerardo Calderon
Kristen Paulina Canones*
Christopher Albas Carbone, Jr.

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †

Enrika Asuncion
Mary Raafat Attia*
Vanessa Avelar*
Mariel Germino Baconawa
Thy Khanh Banh
Bruce Bello
Natalie A. Belmonte
Amell Tawfiq Bishara
Tahmina Islam Biswas
Anthony Bond
Arely Lissette Bonilla Lopez
Joel William Bonilla*
Beeta Boushehri
Hailee Danielle Brox
Kimberly Xuan Bui*
Michelle Thy Dan Bui
Gerardo Calderon
Kristen Paulina Canones*
Christopher Albas Carbone, Jr.
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

° Degree anticipated summer 2020

School of Social
Ecology

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Criminology, Law and Society

Austin Corbett Abernathy

CUM LAUDE

Barbara Elia Acosta

Patricia Espiritu Advincula

Katerina Agopii

Kassandra de Jesus Aguilar

Yasmine Aguilera

Laura Kathleen Aiken

Rita Eliza Akhian

Angela Eleni Alam

Genesis Cassandra Alfaro

Hadeel Tarreq Alkordy

Cristina Alonso Mecinas

Veronica Alonzo

John Paul Alva

Maria Natalia Alvarado Landeros

Arturo Alvarez

Ayarel Alvarez

Crystal Sabrina Alvarez

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Joel Allen Ambrose

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Thalia Stephanie Amexcua

Allison Marie Anaya

Pearla Ruby Ordonez Anguiano

Grace Claire Aparicio

Jasmine Aragon

Isaac Thomas Archer

Kendra Brex Arello

Alanna Renee Argun

Arianna Arias

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Kareena Brienne Arroyo

Aaron Armando Arteaga

Taylor Madison Asciak

Victoria Renee Austin

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Taylor Bree Avila-Burgueno

Marcella Monisa Avilez

Seth David Bache

Eric Thomas Bader

Alexandra Jasmine Baires

Evrone Quennie Banh

Tatyanna Barajas

Lily Katherine Barnes

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Joshua Everett Barrios

Kevin Bastani

Madison Allys Batchelor

Cyrille Rivere Bautista

Juan Alejandro Bautista

Aarian Beiti

Tanya Beltran

Matthew Anthony Benitez

Michael Mike Benliyan

Allison M. Young

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Matthew Anthony Benitez

Michael Mike Benliyan

Natalie De La Paz Berrizos

Bhavikaben Dinesh Kumar Bhagat

Siraj Birla

Jacob Maxwell Boarnet

CUM LAUDE

Breana Akikah Bowens

Danny Bravo-Trujillo

Louis Brent

Carlos Alberto Brito

Jodan Janhielle Brown

Amanda Alyssa Burch

Joan Bustamante

Daniel Cacho

Emily Isabel Cadena

CUM LAUDE

Tyler Lee Caldwell

Irvin Callejas

Cindy Nicole Camacho

Jeffrey Bigcas Cando

Arva Christopher Cangarlu

Joaquin Cardenas, Jr.

Jonathan Michael Cardenas

Thomas Paul Carey

Elizabeth Carol-Marie Carlisle

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Joseph Paul Carlsen

Tiano Sone Carson

Dalton Lee Carter

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Deejane Simone Carter

Meg Elizabeth Carter

David Jeremy Casas

Paula Jazmine Casian

Roxana Isabel Casillas

Karina Castillo

Odalis Guadalupe Cedano

Fiora Chan

Pablo Chavarin, Jr.

Nadia Guadalupe Chavez Martinez

Cindy Sinea Chen

Dominique Krystal Chen

Zhaojun Chen

CUM LAUDE

Amanda Kam Yan Cheung

Gerlin Chill

John Yohan Cho

Annais Jeeyu Choi

Sophia Lynn Cimino

Sabrina Nadine Claro

Syncere Lanasja Jarde Coleman

Alyssa Ashlyn Conkle

Kyle Douglas Connette

Jennifer Lindsay Coury

Jaiden Lauren Cox

Alejandra Cruz

Priscilla Nicole Cuellar-Rocha

CUM LAUDE

Paulaette Rae Cullen

Jingran Dai

Angela Darbinian

Kaitlynn Marie Davisco

Angel Cielo De La Fuente

Jon Nathan Malbede Deauna

Marianna Ester De Cid

CUM LAUDE

Sarah Joanne Del Valle

Ryan Anthony Dela Rosa

Veronica Perez Delgado

Riley Jane Desmarais

Alison Yasmeen Diaz

Erik Diaz

Ivan Diaz

Trina Marie Diaz

CUM LAUDE

He Dong

Brenda Dorantes

Drayton Brooke Doyle

Edwin Duran

CUM LAUDE

Winevere Oreana Duron Aragon

Joseph Dyer

Marissa Katherine Echelberger

CUM LAUDE

Clarissa Anne Echevarria

Neeka Eftekharzadeh

CUM LAUDE

Dana Ann Eggleston

Bassam Salah Elsherif

Hayley A. Engel

Abbie Tuazon Enrriquez

Kangho Eom
UCI Commencement 2020 • Undergraduate Degree Candidates

Jose Guzman

Guyony Audrey-Anne Jacqueline Janin

Brandan Gutierrez

Isabel Guillen

Nicolas Gutierrez III

Audrey-Anne Jacqueline Janin

Guyony

Alex Steve Guzman

Jose Guzman

Kristin Beatriz Guzman

Eric Esam Habeeb

Tatyana Lynae Hamlett*

Charlie S. Han

Tomás King Handelsman*

Caroline Elise Harlow

Lora Haytaian

Elen Mattan Heissler

Brianne Marie Herbilla

Maricruz Hernandez Cabrera

Maximiliano C. Hernandez Diaz

Caitlin Hernandez

Gerardo Porfiro Hernandez

Jennifer Fernanda Hernandez

Marcela Lisseth Hernandez

Miranda Taylor Hernandez

Norma Elena Hernandez

Valeria Hernandez

Kimberly Herrejon

Valeria Guadalupe Herrera

Jenesis Hidalgo

Ashlan Sage Hilden

Vincent Joel Holguin

Cassandra Marie Hom

Jonathan Tomoyoshi Honda*

Janet K. Hong

Richard Jaehen Hong

Jahiani Rashad Hakeem Howard

Nico Ruth Huaman

Danielle Mary Huesgen

Jonathan Tony Hui

Alyssa Marie Huizar

Zana Mamta Hundal

Christian Lance Hunter

Carla Mae Bisquerra Ignacio

Aaron Neal Contrano Ikan*

Omar Daniel Islas

Alejandra Jeronimo

Clifford Jiang

Javier Jimenez

Lilit Lilia Jinanian

Deven Arriana Johnson

Kenneth Ryan Jones

Steven Juarez

Megan Elizabeth Kalantar

Natsumi Kimberly Kanashiro

Grace Kang

Kate Younghyun Kang

Justin San Kao*

Leandra Kede Yomo

Vahe Khachikyan

Jihyun Kim

Lois Ye Hoon Kim

William Shui-Lun Kwan

Sarah Amanda Lam

Marine Achieng Lando*

Jose Manuel Lara

Valerie Monique Larrea

Amber Taylor Laskey

Sherlock Keith Lau

Calvin Le*

Ngoc Nhu To Khanh Le*

Quang Tri Le

Thao Thanh Le

Andrea Joo Hee Lee

Brian Joomoo Lee

Emily Mon-Yee Lee

Joseph Lee

Justin Lee

Kurtis Lee

Rachel Olivia Lee

Danielle Leonides Leyva

Melody Leyva

Francesca Uy Limoanco

Constance Sophie Lin

Shih Wei Lin

Tzu-Wen Lin

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Victor H. Lin

Shanshan Liu

Arianna Marita Lizaldi

Benjamin Heung Yang Loew

Juan Manuel Lopez Solis

Giovanna Paola Lopez

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Ivan Lopez

Jennifer Jacqueline Lopez

Prisciliana Lopez*

Silvestre Lopez

Victoria Karina Lopez

Jose De Jesus Lopez-Cota

Stefana Elaina Lotempio

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Jordan Michele Lousarian

Daniel Seferino Lozano

Yixuan Lu

Jared I.K. Lum

Miyi Lyn

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Landon Mattheus Macias

Miles Turner Madison*

Jessica Magana Juarez

Nune Mamyan

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Chassidy Manlapid

Jason Valcon Marbun

Vanessa Guadalupe Marquez

Elizabeth Anne Martinez

Erika Jesely Martinez

Jacyln Taylor Martinez

Jesus Alejandro Martinez

Marlena Ivana Martinez

Stephanie Samantha Martinez

Nupur Marwaha

Benjamin Laurence Matsalla

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Hayley Autumn Mayne

Griffin Cole Mazur

Rhiannon Sara McCart

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Ta’Ja Renae McCoy

Lindsey Karina Mena

Marissa E.N. Meraz

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Erin Leeanne Meredith

Karen Elisa Meza

Xiomara Gabriela Mier

MELINA REECE MILBURN

Ruth Paola Motezumra Murillo

Astrid Yanira Munroy

Christopher Manuel Montano

Leslie Monteroza

Austin Leonard-Cole Montoya

Aimee Jihae Moon

Ye Jun Moon

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Annai Morales

Jasmine Guadalupe Morales

Leslie Ann Morales†

Michelle Morales

Jesse Moran, Jr

Sebastian Kasey Moreno III

Marissa Moronez*

Diana Ruby Munoz

Edgardo Munoz

Jake Michael Murphy

Inyeb Na*

Tala A. Nasser*

Yamiex Nava

Wendy Pamela Navarro Bojorquez

Briana Navarro

Talen Nyrie Nazarian

Madison Alaria Newsom

Yasmine Neyoy*

Albert Buu Loc Nghiem Vu*

Tai Nguyen Walker

Chuong T.V. Nguyen

Claire Tram Nguyen

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Kayla Nguyen

Lyn Linh Nguyen

Vivian Tu Nguyen

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Leanne Nguyen-Phuong

Alicia Noriega

Veronica Michelle Norris

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†

Rachel Monserrath Nuno-Sanchez

Mary Rose Pangangan Ocampo

Josue Toscano Ochoa

Irina Yadira Ojeda

Ahtziri Itzel Olivares Sarabia

Marisol E. Oliveras

Jonathan Ordóñez-Esteban

Alex Orozco

Jacqueline Ortiz

Carlos Alberto Osorio

Ruby Osorio

Anna Juanita Pacheco

Jorge Luis Palacios

Andrea Itzel Palmer

Olga Pankiv

Courtney Jj Park*

Nicole Park*

Sojeong Park

Corina Parra-Ortega

Courtney Jj Park*

Nicole Park*

Sojeong Park

Carina Parra-Ortega

Linda Parsamian

Azucena Pedroza

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

Psychological Science

Patricia Espiritu Advincula

Syeda Aqsa Afzal

Francis Dave Severo Aguilar*

Rabia Jamal Ahmed

Elsy Evelyn Alvarado

Alexandra Michelle Amador*

Andrea Gonzalez Aparicio

Sharon Arciga

Yesenia Renee Arias

Michelle Nadine Arutyun*

Noah James Badgett

Juan Alejandro Bautista

Isaac Singh Bista

SUMMA CUM LAUDE †

Alexis Roxanne Blacketer

Shannon Nicole Boe

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Tylor Hunt Boots

Rosemary Elizabeth Borgerding

Katja Breccelnik

SUMMA CUM LAUDE †

Laura Nicole Cabebe

Isaac Daniel Calderon

Maximilian Carrillo

Anshuman Ajit Chiplunkar

SUMMA CUM LAUDE †

Josephine Anna Lim

Kayte Sterling Long*

Aja Wei Loo

Yesenia Nathali Lopez

Jessica Lopez-Cano

Katherine Fullenlove Lucas

Fatima Lutfi

Jolene Ngoc Mai

SUMMA CUM LAUDE †

Stephanie Sevena Maldonado*

Yasamin Manesh

Joel Manzo

Stephanie Samantha Martinez

Cristal Martinez-Ramirez

CUM LAUDE †

Cindy Mata*

Juliana Marie Maylahn*

Kelsey Shannon McAbee

CUM LAUDE †

Dana Karen Callanta Mendoza

Marissa E.N. Meraz

CUM LAUDE †

Christina Maria Meza

Jasmine Nicole Mijares

Courtney Michelle Monaco

Sarah Nichole Moore*

Ana Elena Morales-Galvan*

Marissa Moroney*

CUM LAUDE

Serena Louise Moses

CUM LAUDE
Psychology and Social Behavior

Diana Abdelrahim
Savannah Morgan Abdulrazzak*
Brianna Elizabeth Abendroth
Brianna Elia Acosta
Nilufar Adabzadeh
Galicano Baltazar Afable
Daniel Aghekyan*
Paloma Aldana Aguilera
Matthew Julian Akhavan-Kim
Sally Crystal Alcocer Medina
Genesis Cassandra Alfaro
Victoria Alferez-Dickerson
Maria Soledad Almaraz Rodriguez
Daniel Reynaldo Almeciga Rozo
Maria Natalia Alvarado Landeros
Crystal Sabrina Alvarez
Magna cum laude †

Samantha Nicole Ammann
Allison Marie Anaya
Jocelyn Andrade
Tiffany Frances Anguiano*
Sara Andrea Antos
Gilbert Aquino
Precious Josephine Araujo
Cum laude †
Teodoror Ryan Arbolante III*
Kendra Brix Arellano
Annette Arenas
Alanna Renee Argun
Arianna Arias
Cum laude †
Rodolfo Arias
Ashley Bianey Arreola
Taylor Madison Asciak
Bella Attalla Attalla
Victoria Renee Austin
Summa cum laude †
Hagop Abedikian
Marcella Monisa Avilez
Zimnya Ayala
Ivana Sol Ayala-Lavasaniour
Magna cum laude †

Emily Victoria Ayers
Magna cum laude †
Audrey Bae
Diana Bahena
Shannon Bak
Alexandra Jasmine Baires
Adrian Balakumar
Leslie Balderas
Magna cum laude †

Yara Balouk
Cum laude †
Evonne Quennie Banh
Jamie Estiel Barnes
Lily Katherine Barnes
Cum laude †
Juanita J. Batey*
Nicole Uy Batoy
Cyrille Riviere Bautista
Renya Bazikian

Jessica Elizabeth Belauzarang
Matthew Anthony Benitez
Jocelyn Bermudez
Maleeaa Ayaz Bhadki
Star Bhullar
Galina Birko
Amanda Noel Bishop
Nayiri Boghossian
Faith Olubunmi Bonire
John Andrew Botello
Louis Brey
Rosa Imelda Briceno
Aaleah Nicole Brown
Valerie Mae Brown
Toshia L. Brownstein
Julieann Xuan Nguyen Bui
Marlo Elizabeth Cabrera
Isaac Daniel Calderon
Lani Montoya Calingesan
Irvin Callejas*

Amanda Elizabeth Calvillo
Tania Camp
Diana Campuzano Santamarla
Miriam Del Roci Candelario
Sandoval
Cum laude †

Jaqueline Arcos Carballo*
Genesis Denise Cardenas
Lindsay Lee Cardona
Jaylne Cardoza Miranda
Maritza Cardoza
Samentha Tennesa Carpio
Karissa Nicole Carreon
Ana Gabriela Carrillo
Gabriela Marie Carrillo
Sally Carrillo*

Jessica Sara Casas
Christopher Daniel Casey*
Laura Lizbeth Casillas
Kimberly Desire Caspeta
Karina Castillo
Jean Alexander Catalan
Rebeca Ceballos
Cum laude

Kaylee Janice Cebrelos
Isaac Neftali Ceja
Gildardo Celis
Rebeca Marciana Chagoya*
Crystal Hoii Jing Chan
Cum laude

Hin Wai Agatha Chan
Roman Cong-You Chan
Christina Eunyong Chang
Cum laude †

Haoyue Chang
Ish Mohit Chaudry
Marianne Chavez
Cum laude †

Haitham Hazem Chehabi
Cynthia Chen
Dominique Krystal Chen
Courtney Teresa Cheng
Magna cum laude †

Colleen Christine Chi
Cum laude †
Justin Chiang

Aaron Cho
Cum laude †
Soo Bin Cho
Cum laude
Chae Won Chong
Najlaa Choudhry
Vichea Tony Chouem
Cassie Chung
Cum laude †

Tyler Andrew Cicciarelli
Olivia Marciea Cichocki-Bartlett
Sophia Lynn Cimino*
Amada Laura Cipres
Summa cum laude †

Allyson Joy Clark
Cum laude†

Sabrina Nadine Claros
Caitlin Ashlie Console
Lorena Contreras
Elizabeth Linnette Cook
Mitzy Diana Cortes
Alejandra Cruz
Diana Cruz
Rheynelly Delos Reyes Cuaderno
Priscilla Nicole Cuellar-Rocha
Cum laude

Guiyu Cui
Elisa Sophia Custodio
Isabella De Carli Da Costa Lima
Eileen Dai
Magna cum laude

Jingran Dai
Nathaniel Allen Dalerio
Rainbow Ngoc Dao
Jennifer Guadalupe De La Cruz*
Martin De La Cruz-Alvarado
Angel Cielo De La Fuente
Yerit De La Rosa
Karina Su Jan Dea
Cum laude †

Marianna Estel Del Cid
Cum laude †

Alondra Liliana Del Real
Shulan Deng
Cum laude

Xinwei Deng
Magna cum laude

Christina Vanessa Desage
Riley Jane Desmarais
Jasveen S. Dhalwial*
Harsimranjeet Kaur Dheri
Erik Diaz
Jessica Din⁠*"n

Amy Chau Do
An Ha Tuong Do
Huy Nguyen Doan
David Sunny Doanle
Clarissa Alvarez Domingo
Angelica Vanessa Domínguez
Emma Lea Dorn
Summa cum laude †

Drayton Brooke Doyle
Magna cum laude †

Sophia Yda Dugan
Justin Michael Dunkin
Magna cum laude †

Vivian Duong

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Carla Vivian Gonzalez-Diaz De Leon
Carla Vivian Gonzalez-Diaz
Carla Vivian
Carla Vivian
Carla

Germaine Youssef Ibrahim
Michael John Ibrahim
Elina Ishkhanyan

CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE

Richard Santiago Godinez II
Naomi Fay Gingras
Amanda Elizabeth Gille
Androniki Sophia Gialis
Jonathan Ghebrial
Andrey Aleksandr Geydebrekhov
Hayley Rebecca George
Jelicka Mari Mababangloob Gatus
Antonina Mariel Garza
Yahaira Garcia

CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE

CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE

Joseph Dyer
Marissa Katherine Echelberger
Johanna Pim Erren
Leslie Escalante
Nicole Roya Escobar
Daina Adaena Espinoza
Diego Alejandro Espinoza
Gabriela Esqueda
Margarita Evaristo
Yelda Falahabwazi
Sadie Blue Gonzalez
Natalie Renee Gonzalez

Magna cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude

Rolan Dac-Thien Huynh
Cheryl T. Huynh
Amber Lynn Huynh

Magna cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude

Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude

Evelyn Mendoza
Brenda Lepe
Megan Kelsey Lewis
Jiacheng Li
Helay Liang
Daisy Licon
Elijah S. Lim
Francesca Uy Limonaco
Stewart Michael Afable Limon
Victor H. Lin
Jiani Liu
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
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Jaime Mendoza
Dee Dee Hua Meng
Paul Alexander Mericle
Karen Elisa Meza
Yajaira Meza-Alcantar
Rene Riley Marin-Polit
Daniel Masahiro Milton
Eileen Angel Mirabal
Alejandra Miranda
Hannah Dahn Mixson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Colton Reid Miyasato
Ruth Paola Moctezuma-Murillo
Beatriz Fernandez Molina II
Pamela Monsivais
Johanna Stephanie Montesinos
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Jonathan Monzon
Cinthia Mora
Maria Guadalupe Mora
Leon Denis Silva Moraes
Giselle Morales
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Krismay Morena
Laura S. Moreno
Stany Brianne Moreno
Danielle Rae Moulas
Fernanda Mozio Burgos
Jazmine Munoz
Cecilia Murillo
Ivan Murillo
Saibandhavi Mutte
Tina Nafir
Jordan Kayla Noguchi Nakanishi
Wendy Pamela Navarro Bojorquez
Briana Navarro
Maura Elizabeth Neilson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Madison Nicole Nelson
Yasmine Neyor
Tiffany Tho Ngo
Trisha Ngo
Ana Nguyen
Diem Anh Lam Nguyen
Don Duong Nguyen
Hoai Thinh Thi Nguyen
Kayla Nguyen
Lyn Linh Nguyen
Peter Trong Hieu Nguyen
Sang Kieu Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Sapphire Thiuen Huy Nguyen
Selene Bich Nguyen
Sharon May Tram Anh Nguyen
Tammie Thienn Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Tiffany Thuy Nguyen
Vi Dan Nguyen
Yenny Nguyen
Tamra Lea Nicklin
Jamie Leanne Fradejas Nicolas
Kimia Nowbari
Keely Margaret O'Loughlin Camp
Christine S. Oh
Elizabeth Nicole Ojeda
Iurma Yadira Ojeda
Ogbulorie Okorokwo Okorie
Sabrina Ruby Olea
Michelle Renee Ortiz
Sean Hermie Datuin Osilla
Irena Yiran Ou
Lucia Pacheco Godoy
Emily Yoonji Paek
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Haley Haeji Paek
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Jeremy M. Paek
Juleanne Nario Palad
Stephanie Palafoux
Olga Pankiv
Paulina Paredes Cienera
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Jaden Marie Teresita Paredes
Elena Eunyoung Park
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jin Hee Park
Matthew Jonghyun Park
Sojeong Park
Song Hyun Park
Tony Young Park
Simran Kaur Pasricha
Janet Patino-Cordova
Micaela Cruz Penazzi
Rosemary Perdomo
Alora Alissa Perez
Amanda Victoria Perez
Daniel Marcos Perez
Ernesto Elijah Perez
Eugene Xuanvinh Pham
Kevin Lynh Pham
Winnie Phan
Jazmin V. Pina
Danielle Renae Pinedo
Bahar Pishdadian
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Ashley Crystal Plandano
Jason Edward Pollock
Kelsee Taylor Pottorf
Giselle Prado Sanchez
Melissa Preciado
Lezlie Prudente
Jacquelyn Yareth Quinones
Xina Quinonez
Jennifer Alejandro Quiroz
Andrea Elizabeth Ramirez
Luis Miguel Ramirez
Olivia Ramirez
Ino Lorenzo Fernandez Raz
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Aida Raquel Recinos Ibarra
Devanie Marie Reitan
Sarah Rendon
Nicolas Enrique Renovales
Nancy Jennifer Rivas
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Jharen Jiao Rivera
Mariana Rivera
Maribel Robles
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Karen Yvette Rodas Barrios
Breanna Rodriguez
Jessica Guadalupe Rodriguez
Johnathon Rodriguez
Rosemary Chrystal Rojas
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Gladys Romero
Meredith Elizabeth Romero
Pamela Romero
Monique Chantel Romo
Sabrina Amin Routher
Krista Sadiwa Ruvivar
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Daisy Guadalupe Ruiz
Hiroto Ruiz
Ana Berenice Ruvalcaba
Jeremiah Theresse Aquino Sabas
Tina Sadoghihanzadeh, Jr.
Arlene Salamanca
Angel Salazar
Racquel Salazar
Yesenia Saraí Salazar
Rafy Safwat Salib†
Thomas James Sallie†
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Janine Arianna Samaniego
Abigail Sanchez Ortega
Danny Sanchez
Jordan Reanne Sanders
Ashkon Sarlak†
Tiara Theresia Satyadharma
Eman Raul Saulat
Kayli Anne Savage
Jonathan Christopher Savarese
Emma Rose Sazio
Sarah Pauline Scott
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Sabrina Bridget Scuro
Hannah Renee Segal
Pedro Serrano
Ceyenne Settles
Melika Shamim Shafiee†
Afrak Ali Shah
Ava Bibi Shakh-Cocks
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Sumila Shanya
Fangyu Shen†
Fanbo Shi
Sydney Sky Shickler
Mingyu Shim
Aunnika Doris Short
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Xinrou Shu
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Aylenne Torosio Sicaivos
Kathy Arsani Sidarous
Simran Singh
Corey Elisabeth Skeldon
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Patricia Skidmore
Saad Sohail
Tamara Solano
Breanna Lett Solis
Eugene Son
Linfei Song
Caitlin Camila Langda Soriano
Joanna Soriano
Sierra Elena Soto
Heather Lynn Stantial
Jamie Ellen Stapp
Shance Latreece Stall
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Ella Mary Stepanian
Danielle Marie Strickert
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Daphne Su
Tawnee Lynn Sullenger
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Rebecca Alison Surnow
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Branda Tian Sun
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Jinging Sun
Zijun Sun
Jaimie Yuriko Suwa
Vivian Marie Swaha
Amari Denise Sylerester
Jennifer Rama Szwed
Daim Anwer Tabba
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Veronica Lum Ong Tan
Khaimyn Jahrayl Tantay
Alan John Tantiwassadakran
Ana Laura Tecuana
Graciela Tellez Torres
Chynah T’aisija-Yiwan Thomas
Emily Tiet
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Anmarie Destiny Torres
Arlene-Angelique Aguirre Torres†
Kristianah Bree Torres
Destinee Diana Torrez
Annie Yen Tran†
Anshel Nhucoc Tran†
Cindy L. Tran, Sr.
Diane Doan Tran
Elise Isabel Tran
Jenny Yian Tran
Mikah Anh Tran, Sr.
Gelsey Nayeli Trujillo
Erin Alison Truong
Trang Minh Truong
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Joseph Tseung
Sabrina Marie Tubb
Grace Jeehee Um
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Jennifer Ung
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Phu Thien Uong
Christopher Ethan Upchurch
Savannah Marie Valdez
Thalia Valdez
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Shalom Valdivieso
Emma Elizabeth Valencia
Zayra Valencia
Diego Gonzalez Valenzuela
Kennedy R. Valenzuela
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Barbara Valladolid†
Lesley Stephany Vallecillos
Shanya Carol Van Blarcom
Ceasar Mitchell Varela
Alondra Alejandro Vargas
Melissa Vasquez
Liliana Vazquez
Nicole Gabriella Ventura
Shannon Sarah Verdi†
* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Social Ecology

Dayo Ciun-Dara Abels-Sullivan
Brittany Lee Ann Aguirre
Shanie Diamond-Cynthia Alexander
Daniel Reynaldo Almeciga Rozo
Isabelle Alina Anillo
Maritza Lizbeth Arroyo
Christopher James Boyd
Nayoj Kau Krar
Emily Isabel Cadena
CUM LAUDE†
Ziflaty Stefania Calderon†
Valeria Lastenia Camat
Jonathan Michael Cardenas
Meg Elizabeth Carter
Sofia Perez Castelan†
Andre Louis Castro
CUM LAUDE†
Barbara Jean Coward
Alyssa Erin Cowie
Elisa Sophia Custodio
Nathaniel Allen Dalero
Yerit De La Rosa
Veronica Perez Delgado
Lauren Brenna Di Ruscio
Grecia Isabel Diaz
Denae Douglas†
Hayley A. Engel
Sergio Escobar†
Kazaros George Eskichyan
Rosa Isela Flores†
Anna Nicole G. Gadon
CUM LAUDE†
Noe Garcia Rodriguez
Aimee De Jesus Garcia
Thelma Josephine Garcia
Rosana Gomez Salcedo
Calixto Andrew Gomez
Marilyn Nolasco Gomez
Gerardo Gonzalez, Jr.
Yolanda Gonzalez†
Carla Vivian Gonzalez-Diaz De Leon
CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Ngan Ha
Tatyana Lynae Hamlett†
Camden Grant Higgison
Blake Alexander Bruce Hollis
Julie Hwang
Sonny Makaela Jefferson†
Emily Mon-Yee Lee
Evan Anthony Leonard
Xiaohua Liang
Giovanna Paola Lopez
CUM LAUDE†
Vanessa Dioselin Macias
Diana Madrigal
Brittney Martinez
Jesus Alejandro Martinez
Rhiannon Sara McCart
CUM LAUDE†
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Yanitza Del Carmen Medina
Abyranna Joy Mills
Astrid Yanira Monroy
Nancy Moso-Aguilar
Brandi Ann Moy
Shu-Kuei Mu†
Adriana Nava-Lopez†
Caroline Nguyen†
Alex Orozco
Jennifer Lizzette Ortiz
Yae Eun Park†
Jasmine Michelle Paxtor
Melanie Amber Perez
Rosemary Esabella Perez†
Jasmine Quyinh- Nhu Pham
Kevin Lynh Pham
Madeleine Mae Ferrer Razo
Orlino Campos Refuerzo, Jr.
Josiah Daniel Remo
Christopher Reyes
Claudia Rocio Reyes
Kevin U. Rincon†
Angelina Marie Rivera
Victoria Rocha
Fatima Lizbeth Rodriguez
Janizette Serrano
Jessica Lynn Singletary
Vicki Diaz Stern†
Bailey Marie Stewart
Sailin Sun
Arianna Jelsey Romanini Tilbury†
Michelle Torreblanca
Iris Aileen Toscano
Daniel James Tran
Ellen Vo Trinh†
Alexa Minh Thinh Truong
Yueh-Hsuan Tsai
Ruby Valencia
Maricel Valenzuela
Alexander Drake Viera
Elaine Huyhn Vo
Mylen Walker
Nadia Medhat Wasef
Yunzhao Wu†
Logan Harrison Wyner
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Albert Richard Yee
Anya Yu
Xiaochuan Zhao†
Jiahua Zhou
Yuwei Zhu

Urban Studies

Jared Benjamin Agins
Faisal Khalid A. Alsaeedi
Kareena Brianne Arroyo
Edith Maite Avila†
Lindsay Lee Bennett
Andrea Vasquez Bolanos
Christopher James Boyd
Henry David Chavez Giron
Lancelot Conan Comrie†
Hollyyanne Cara Durand
CUM LAUDE†
Denae Marie Esteban
Emely Michelle Faburrieta
Sammy Fejleh
Brayan Gabriel†
Peng Gao

Alexis Garcia†
Richard Garcia†
Marcella Gomez
Gonzalo Gonzalez Calvario
Andrea Gonzalez
Gianna Grace Gonzalez†
Anastasia Grant
Nicole Marie Green
Jose Guzman
Sophia Hassanzada
Tianyi He
Maria Esther Hernandez†
Ana Karen Herrera†
Valeria Guadalupe Herrera
Andrew Thomas Janey
CUM LAUDE†
Seong Woo Jang†
Zifeng Jiao†
Yue Jing
Howard Min Sung Kang
Daniel Patrick Kesicbasian†
Tae Hun Kim
Gevork Joe Kirpichyan
Elijah Viloria Lapid
Adriana Eleanor Lara
Tyrus Truc Le†
Jeannette Rosalisa Leon
Nicholas Dylan Levi
Diana Lorena Leyva†
Alondra Lopez
CUM LAUDE†
Unique Lopez
Xiao Luo
Juan Carlos Maldonado Alvarez
Marissa Martinez
Cade Daniel McNamara†
Ezra Steven Monroy†
Karla Nailea Monroy
Adrian Moreno
Junghui Noh†
Luis Angel Ojeda
Celia Itzel Ortega
Mariela Judith Padilla
Bianca Talin Pansian
Junghyun Park
Mildred Elizabeth Perez
Jasmine Quyinh- Nhu Pham
Natasha Lee Phan†
Orlino Campos Refuerzo, Jr.
Camri Brace Robinson
Laura Alejandra Rodriguez
Darlene Janel Rowe-Trejo
Brianda Guadalupe Ruiz Chavez
Nely Samanta Santos
Elizabeth Savin†
Run Shi
Stephanie Tan
Eduardo Tapia
Travis Ventura Trejo
Andrew Vidal†
Elizabeth Villanueva
Briana Michel Viniegra
Adam Edward Wong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Wenchao Xu†
Sophia Christine Ynami
CUM LAUDE†
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Anthropology

Talin Abramian
Cristian Aguirre
Danny Younis Ali
Keau Clark Lacap Bacani
Raman Singh Bal
Tanya Michelle Bertone
Kaely Bravo
Emily Judith Canales
Thao Mi Thi Cao
Yalitza Carrillo

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Melissa Castellanos
Elizabeth Linnette Cook
Margarita Nicole Corena
Cesar Jothguel Corral
Jordan Mikalya-Eli Cruz
Ricardo Cruz
Mary Connie Elise Veloso Custodio

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Cathy Hoang Dang*
Edith De La Paz
Ponteja Melody Dorojoud*†
Brehn Shad Erskine
Norma Elia Flores
Sarah Elizabeth Frasco
Tara Nicole Freeman
Daphne Alanna Gallegos*
April Godinez
Jessica Olga Goessler
Mayra Guerrero
Lawrence Joseph Harvey
Erika Liset Herrera
Sandy Shanelle Hi
Vivian Nguyen Ho*†
Bryan Viet Hoang
Alejandra Jeronimo
Megan Ashley Yayoi Jin
Deven Arriana Johnson
Arian Karimi

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Maryam Alqadhi*
Esmeralda Almazan
Vanessa Alcaraz
Mark Raymond Alajar
Vanessa Alcaraz
Juan Carlos Alcazar
Esmeralda Almazan
Maryam Alqadhi*

Zayd David Alshoushi
Daniela Amezquita Espinoza
Jessica Nhu-Thao An*†
Sijing An
Jorge Anaya
Eduardo Andrade
Javier Junior Angel
Inkeng Suzie Ann
Michael Charbel Aoun
Ithzel Samantha Arvizu
Jesse Magdy Asaad
Mohamad Kareem Assasa
Edwin Augusto
Andrew Justin Avila*
Sunghwon Bae
Pu Bai
Oriana Priscila Ballard
Rijul Banerjee

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Hongyu Chen
Han Chen
Eric Ke Chen
Han Chen

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Tal Ben-Ami
Maylin Estefania Bernal
Shayne Jesse Bernstein
Aditiya Anil Bhandari*
Vishaal Singh Bhardwaj
Jianming Bi
Shuai Bian
Hannex Xiaowei Bina
Derek Kevin Bornkamp
Alyssa Danielle Brizuela
Owen Danforth Brown
Alexander Hoang Bui
Sasha Fernandez Bui
Brandon Bunk-Jensen
Jingwen Cai
Yiyang Cai*

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Shirley Minyi Chao*
Peirong Chao
Chen Chao
Kyle Keoni Chang
Justin Chang
Kyle Keoni Chang
Amy Chan
Tommy Hiu Chun Chan
Victoria Ka Pik Chan

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Aditya Anil Bhandari*
Jiayue Ding
Rohan Sanjeev Dhirar*
Pamveer Singh Dhatt
Kimberly Elizabeth DeYoung
Rohit Sanjeev Dhirar*†

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Rafael Raul Delgadillo
Brian Roger Delavina
Jessica Nhu-Thao An*†

MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Rafael Raul Delgadillo
Brian Roger Delavina
Jessica Nhu-Thao An*†
Chloe Chi Nguyen
Jimmy Chinh Nguyen
Kevin Anh-Huy Nguyen
Kim Thu Thi Nguyen
Linh Phuong Nguyen
Marilyn K. Nguyen
Minh Anh Nguyen
Nancy Huynh Nguyen
Theodore Nguyen
Theresa Phuong Nguyen
Thuy Thanh Thu Nguyen
Tri Manh Nguyen
Vi Minh Thu Nguyen
Brandon Kazuyoshi Nishijima

*MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Janessa Lourdes Paredes
Anuj Deven Patel
Ian Michael Paulsen
Jialei Pei
Luiz Christian Penay
Tianbo Peng
Yihao Peng
Cristian Alexander Perez
Alvis Tuan Pham
Nina Pham
Michelle Thuy Phan
Patrick Thai Phan
Apple Phimmason
Muychin Phou
Luis Eduardo Pierrezz
Brian Roheen Pohyar
Mark Vladimir Prizmic
Ethan Jeremiah Puente
Yuwen Qiu

*MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Simran Ketan Rajani
Marko Rakonjac
Briana Alexis Ramirez
Carlos Antonio Ramirez
Daniel Ramirez
Osvaldo Ramos
Brandon James Randall
Riley James Reid
Haoze Ren
Nathaniel Lee Reyes
Juan F. Robles, Jr.
Daniel Rodriguez
Vincent Timothy Rodriguez
Zhiquing Rong
Adaisel Rosales
Angeles Rubio

Tatum Gage Rudow
Xue Rui

*MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Brian Hyunwoo Ryu
Sam Akbar Saffari-Kermani
Matthew Morgan Salazar
Felipe Samuel Salvatierra
Eric Luis Sanchez
Luis Angel Sanchez
Marco Antonio Sanchez, Jr.
Karla Jessenia Sarmiento
Julian Saucedo
Aakanksha Savla
Juni Seah
Emmanuel Seifu
Samantha Gabrielle Agonias
Semilla
Jihyun Seo
So Min Seo
Choun Seok Seol
Antonio Sepulveda, Jr.
Francisco Javier Sepulveda
Pippin Pyit Sha
Mohammed Shabaz
Yuan Wang
Yuqing Wang
Jennifer Shao
Nabin Shen
Taryn Shen
Yanning Shen
Ying Shen
Yingying Shen
Yu Shi
Yuxin Shi
Hanford Shieh
Jason R. Shihata

*MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Izida Shu
Taranastha Singh
Sean Michael Siouty

*MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ashley Marie Smith
Charles Jeremy Sommer
Tim Giwoong Son
Jason R. Shihata

*† Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
### Chicanos/Latino Studies

Brittney Analyse Bayardo  
Natalie De La Paz Berrios  
John Andrew Botello  
Jasmin B. Eguino  
Laura Isabel Correa  
Alberto Duo  
Natalie Elena Espanta  
Keanu Hawk Gallardo  
Kristen Celeste Garcia  
Mayra Guerrero  
Guadalupe Elizabeth Hernandez  
Melissa Hernandez  
Esmeralda Hic  
Jazmin Cristal Ibarra  
Genesis Lucero Lopez  
Alondra Luna  
Joel Manzo  
Ana Elena Morales-Galvan  
Lesley Marizol Noguera  
Sarah Ann Osborne  
Genesis Paiz  
Eric Daniel Perez  
Teresa Ramirez  
Stephanie Danielle Rosado  
Emmanuel Sanchez  
Diana Vazquez  
Christian Zuluaga

### Economics

Abbas Akbar  
Samuel Ernesto Ayala  
Jennifer Arredondo Hernandez  
Brandon Arellano  
Esteban Moises Andrade  
Eunjung Bae  
Robert Baez-Silva  
Jennifer Bae  
Robert A. Baez-Silva

---

* Degree anticipated summer 2020

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter.
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Diya Bahri
Irene Barragan
Antoine Thomas Barthe
Akash Kumar Bhatia
Harjot Kaur Bhullar
Charles Isaac Brody
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Jeremy Custodio Bunda
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Matthew Alexander Cahill
Danen Cai*
Jiahe Cai
Jordan Vincent Canino
Hongbo Cao
Jason Tian Fu Cao
Lyu Ye Cao
Qixuan Cao
Yanrong Cao
Joshua Carator
Dulce Noemi Castillo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †

Joseph Enrique Castro
Aaron Justin Garcia Catarroja
Matthew Nathaniel Chan*
Tony Chau
Derek Kai-Chun Chan
Guoyuan Chen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Haoyang Chen
Derek Kai-Chun Chen
Tony Chau
Matthew Nathaniel Chan*
Aaron Justin Garcia Catarroja
Joseph Enrique Castro
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †

Dulce Noemi Castillo
Yuqi Hu
Yiming Hu
Ming Hsin Hsueh
Heidi L. Hsu
Jingjing Hou
Jingkang Hong
Jialong Liang
Youshang Liang
Zipei Liao*
Jiaxin Lin

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

International Studies

Ayesha Omar Abdallah
Ashley Morgan Aveces
Lily Akaraphanth*
Danea Mohammed Al-Tikriti
Gloria Sarahi Albiter*
Kurumi Ando
Julian Bill Loveranes Apostol
Tiffany Rosario Argomaniz
Amira Attia
Kang Hyun Bae
Oriana Priscila Ballard
Daneen Lauriane Leodones
Baquing*
Michael Jesus Becerra
McKenna Rose Ahounui Bediamol
Steven Benites
Jordan Scott Bentley
Ruijie Bi*
Galina Birko
Diane Nguyen Bui
Gian Pierre Sergio Burga
David Edward Caldwell
Jordan Ali Calvin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Paloma Valentina Carrillo-Gallegos
CUM LAUDE †
Kevin Joon Chang
Amber Chen
Colin Congxuan Chen
Perry Bae-Yu Chen*
Ruixiang Chen
Szu-Yu Chen
Wenjue Chen
Xi Chen
Leticia Xian Class
Victoria Espiritu Colby
Maria Elsyha Angela Pabatao
Comia
Songyu Dai
Michelle Christina De Anda
Selena Elizabeth Delgado*
Brandon Christopher Dere
Semah Saleh Said Derenkay
Reece Garrett Disney
Zhao Shengtong Dong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Brooke Hope Dunn*
Alisa Egocioglu*
Mostafa El-Harazi
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Cynthia Esmaili
Ambyr Janae Evans
Xingjian Fang
Yujie Feng
International Studies
Brandon Isaac Garcia
Guadalupe Garcia*
Paola Garcia
Yvonne Gonzalez
Jingchen Guan
Christine Marie Guarino
Shiyu Han

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yifei Han
Affaf Selma Hassane
Callum John Heasley
Sarahi Hernandez
Jaqueline Jazmine Herrera
Jasmine Herrera
Courtney Dru Hicks, Jr.*
Andrea Hinojosa Villalobos
Mingi Hong
Chieh-Lin Hsieh
Ming Hsin Hsueh
Xiaomei Huang*
Berna Ilhan Idriz

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
†
Ramiz Firas Jamal
Jimmy Jaeyoung Jang
Melanie J. Jaramillo
Shuyuan Jia*
Luhong Jiang
Kaixiang Jie
Caroline Elizabeth Jones
William Bryant Joudrie
Anotai Kaewya
Christian Ashley Kemmer*
Omair Ali Khan
Injae Kim

cum laude†
Joshua Kim
Keon Ho Kim
Natalene Y. Kim
Joseph Hiroshi Kiuchi

cum laude†
Emily Teig Kjos
Catherine Ko

cum laude†
Merin Elizabeth Kolte

cum laude
Jieying Kuang
Fransisca Zagita Kurniawan
Madeleine Kyeremanteng
Carlos Cecilio Landeros
Irene Hye Jin Lee
Jieun Lee
Jaori Lee
Beijing Li

cum laude
Jun Li
Meiying Li
Minghao Li
Peifen Li
Xinyue Li
Yaqi Li
Yuhan Li*
Zihao Li
Zitian Li
Serina Liang
Sung Ho Lim
Hsiao-Hsuan Lin
Wen-Yun Lin
Xiaohan Lin*
Angel Delgado Lira*
Hsin-Fu Liu*
Yanzi Liu
Zi Xiang Matthieu Lo
Xin Luo
Olivia Renee Lynn
Runci Ma
Szu-Chi Ma
John M. Maina
Maria Lydia Beatriz Kimwell
Mandanas
Mao Mao
Flint Michael McLnnis
Michelle Merida
Savannah Sary Moler
Deeva Monand

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Taylor Ann Montague
Halle June Monte
Immel Alexander Moreira
Natalie Danielle Myers
Aung Htet Naing
Kulsoom Naqvi

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Ara Arman Nersesian*
Anhthai Doan Nguyen*
Adriana Nicanor Jimenez
Marcelle Dominique Nory McCutchan
Fatima Leoniza Ismaili Nunez
David Geoffrey Dy Ong
Amanda Danielle Oseguera
Jung Hoo Park
Welting Peng*
Zhiheng Peng*
Jonathan Peter Polos*
Andrea Cecilia Porras
Xiaowei Qi
Haoxin Qin
Misbah Imran Rafiq

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Zaira Cecilia Rebollar Colin
Jacqueline Liliana Rivas
Evangelina Veliz Rivera
Rosario Rizo
Nicole Theresa Rodriguez
Aira Romero*
Rebeca Alejandra Ruiz
Syrus Sadvani*
Pedrom Peter Salehian
Crystal Natalie Sanchez*
Anthony Shen
Amrita Shergill
Yuko Christine Shimura
Hyunjoon Shon
Javier Silva
Mateusz Smolicki
Feixia Song
Roseanne Fris Soto
Olivia Li Stroud

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Jiawen Zhang
Xiliu Zhang
Zixi Zhao
Xingtong Zhou
Linglin Zhu
Xiao Zhuang

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Mehdi Zolfaghari

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Ziyu Tang

MAGNA CUM LAUDE END

Language Science
Abimaed Hernandez Jimenez
Brynna Nicole Hobart

cum laude†

Zeinab Kachakeche

* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter

Political Science
Ayesha Omar Abdallah
Sharofeddin Rustamovici Abdugaparov
Michelle Abundis

cum laude†
Selena Acevedo

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Ashley Morgan Acese
Tereza Agesyan
Alicia Aguayo
Katherine Michelle Aguilar
Sandra Aguilar

cum laude†
David Gilberto Aguirre
Vasila Ahmad
Faraz Imtiaz Ahmed*
Sami Alakhras
Kobe Brandon Dulay Almoite*
Sammy Alraies
Saul Amaya
Joellen Ambrose

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Karena Anne Andrabado
Luis Alberto Andrade
Amber Monet Appling
Rosanna Parinaz Arjmand
Aaron Nicolas Arellano*
Karen Guadalupe Arellano
Jd Oliver Arevalo Carbalaj
Joseph Paul Arnold*
Jennifer Arredondo Hernandez
Brayan M. Arriaza
Guadalupe Aviles Vital
Alexa Elaine Aziz
Zarina Safa Bahadur

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Soko Sarkis Bambalian
Everett Anthony Beeman
Jonathan Matthew Belasco
Sandra Benavides
Steven Benites
Shivam D. Bhakta
Ruijie Bi*

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Steven Xenos Boparai
Karen Emilia Bonilla Velasco
Gurleen Singh Boparai
Charles Isaac Brody

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Jeremy Custodio Bunda
Alexia Iman Burguez
Laurangel Bustos
Jimin Byun

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Carlos Alexander Caceres
Jonathan Josue Caceres

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Cindy Nicole Camacho
Daisy Cano

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Ash manten Kaur Thind*
Michelle L. Chang

MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Michael A. Cardozo

Language Science
at the end of the final quarter

† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Gopika Jayasankar
Yoonjung Lee
Guillermo Christian Jimenez
CUM LAUDE ♠
Kimberly Dayan Jimenez
Robert Johnson*+ 
Tyler David Jones
CUM LAUDE
Aldo Ulises Juarez*+ 
Joshua Jung Hwan Kang
Cindy Lucia Katila
Hasan Mansoor Khan
Kishan Vijay Khatri
Dong Han Kim
Hannah E. Kim
Joyce Jesungs Kim
Lynette Kim
Won Young Kim
Jessica Michelle King
Nur Kirandag
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Fanhao Kong
Ziyi mei Kou
Bhavneet Kukreja
Dohwan Kwon
Hanna Klaudette Dizon Lagman
Denisse Christina Laguna
Stacy Lynne Lane
CUM LAUDE
Ashley Jordan Lara
John Erick M. Lascano
Danielle Yealin Lee
CUM LAUDE
Seung Youn Lee
Kenneth Leong*+ 
Derek Liew
Jiaxin Lin
CUM LAUDE
Dali Liu
Nancy Rebecca Liu
Nickole Athanazia Livas
Carla Abril Luís
Tritia Irene Luk
Josephine Shayne Lumaquin
Quanmei Luo
CUM LAUDE ♠
Yunshi Luo
CUM LAUDE
Emily Luviano*
Danyang Ma
CUM LAUDE
Yuheng Ma
Katie Mak*
Catalina Maldonado
Joe Anthony Maldonado, Jr.
Courtney Paige Man
Shweta Mani
Diana Mansuryan*
Alejdr Irving Marantz
CUM LAUDE ♠
Juliana Markwordt*
Elvira Mares
Amanda Kimberley Marquis
Yasban Daniel Martinez-Bazan*
Garrett Michael Mauter
Emily Sarah May
Madalyn Rose McCamey-Skarda*
Degré anticipated summer 2020
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Leslie Bridgett Medina-Perez*
Catherine Betsabe Melgar
Ester Mendez
CUM LAUDE ♠
Ayman Donaldro Mendoza
Novelle Josetta Meza
Marian Caroline Letim Miao
Sean Anthony Millet
Jesus Antonio Minjárez, Jr.
McKenna Leigh Miranda
Samia Rokaya Mis
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Taran Muhammadpour*
Kiana Maryam Moin
Cathleen Ann Molloy
Nancy Mora Curiel
Stephanie Murillo Munoz
Keon Nazissimoghaddam
Yamilex Nava
Leanna Marie Neal
Maryanne Nersesyan
Tesla Haley Neumann
Brian Stanley Newcomer
Victoria Uyen-Thai Nguyen Bao
Hannah Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Jessica April Nguyen*
Kimberly Tu Nguyen
CUM LAUDE ♠
Marie Thien An Nguyen
Stephanie Thuy Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Thao Minh Nguyen
Victoria Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Dylan Andrew Nicolaw
Lesley Marizol Noguez
Kaitlyn Grace Norton
CUM LAUDE ♠
Sean Ryan Obligacion
Vanessa Ochoa
Martyna Olejniczak
Jan Alain Rama Olitoquit
Valerie Marie Orozco
Ana Maria Ortiz
CUM LAUDE ♠
Diana Ortiz
Amanda Danielle Osegueru
Angela Y. Ou
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Jessica Naylor Y Pablo
Bianca Talin Pansiosan
Phiyada Panyakakorn
Joon Park
Josephine Jihae Park
Kesar Akash Patel*
Lincoln Pei
Andres A. Pena
Isela Pena
Adriana Catherine Perera
SUMMA CUM LAUDE ♠
Anaiz Perez*
Georgina Perez*
Inessa Petrovsyan
Jovahn Magno-Bao Pham
Kate Giao Phan*
Khu Nguyen Thuy Phan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Nathan Tai Phan
Brenton Phung
CUM LAUDE ♠
Elen Pobgosyan
CUM LAUDE ♠
Kiana Ghasemian Pouya
CUM LAUDE ♠
Cynthia Daniela Preciado
CUM LAUDE ♠
Xuehai Qu
Yunzhi Quan
CUM LAUDE ♠
Bertha Anahi Ramirez
Enrique Medina Ramirez
SUMMA CUM LAUDE ♠
Joshua Andrew Ramirez
Sylvia Ximena Ramirez
Maria Isabel Ramos Martinez
Vanessa Ramos Ramirez
Madison Betty Jean Ramos
CUM LAUDE ♠
Rocio Judith Ramos*
Heinrich Hou-Fua Ran*
Samantha Jennifer Reek
Dazhay Patrick Richmond
Evelyn Marie Rios
Devan Nicholas Rivera
Nathan Alan Robbins
SUMMA CUM LAUDE ♠
Rachel Lualice Robbins
Arianna Rodriguez
CUM LAUDE ♠
Cristian Rodriguez
Theresa Ann Rodriguez
Wendy Janette Rodriguez
Briana Lucero Ruiz*
Stephanie Flores Ruiz*
Gabrielle Rose Ruma
Hana M. Ryow
Madison Klahna Salcedo
Alexis Nicole Saldana
Steve Ronald Salinas*
Aysha Dorotea Samson- Pean
Omar Alexis Sanabria
Julia Michelle Santiago
CUM LAUDE
Bianca Abbey Santos
CUM LAUDE ♠
Brianna Stephanie Sarcos
CUM LAUDE ♠
Mia Chiyono Sasaki*
Stella Star Sayavong
Suhani Shankar*
Angelica Marie Sheen
CUM LAUDE
Jiajun Shen
Yuxin Shi
Kiera Ann Shumway
Yongia Song
CUM LAUDE ♠
Nicola Sogaard Sorensen
CUM LAUDE ♠
Isabel Soto*
Aaron Souskavath*
Zachary Alan Springs*
Chugi Weston Takahashi-Britt
Kimberly Emily Munoz Tamayo*
Zhiling Tang
Samia Temueri
Rebecca Marquez Thompson
Alessandra Carol Tinsley
Josephine Donna Tijira
CUM LAUDE ♠
Yvette Isabel Topete
Kelly Marie Tordone
Alejandra Torres*
Thomas Trac
Cindy Tran
Justin Vincent Tran
Quynh Ngoc Phuong Tran
Edric Truong
Anastasiya S. Ushakova
Jesus M. Valdez
Melissa Giselle Valent
Anthony Daryn Valentín*
Elizabeth Valenzuela
Sabrina Aysa Vanbi*
Stephanie Iretete Vasquez
Meganha M. Venugopal
Ksenia Elena Maria Verches
Erika Verduzzo
Ana Nezly Vicente Jacinto
Kelsey R. Villarco
Justine Vines Villanueva
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Isabelle Riate Villar
Tina Marie Vivian*
Sarah Vo*
Tommy Tran Vu*
Hannah Thuy Vuong
Chloe Wang
Beichen Wen*
Alyssa M. Whetstone
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ashley Elaine White
Jerika Ayanna White*
Charles Jarrett Winter
CUM LAUDE ♠
Ann Lansing Wong
Eden Natalie Wong
CUM LAUDE ♠
Kylee Rose Wragg
Ethan Wu
Lilianne Hsuan Hsuan Wu
Nicholas Wu
Yuyi Xu*
Xuewen Yang
Yuyin Yang*
Zhenkai Yang
Runqi Yuan
Yunsong Yue
Luis Alberto Zambrano
Kaifeng Zheng*
Zili Zhong*
Anqi Zhou
Shengnan Zhu
Winnie Zhu
Yifan Zhu*
Chugi Weston Takahashi-Britt
Kimberly Emily Munoz Tamayo*
Zhiling Tang
Samia Temueri
Rebecca Marquez Thompson
Alessandra Carol Tinsley
Josephine Donna Tijira
CUM LAUDE ♠
Yvette Isabel Topete
Kelly Marie Tordone
Alejandra Torres*
Thomas Trac
Cindy Tran
Justin Vincent Tran
Quynh Ngoc Phuong Tran
Edric Truong
Anastasiya S. Ushakova
Jesus M. Valdez
Melissa Giselle Valent
Anthony Daryn Valentín*
Elizabeth Valenzuela
Sabrina Aysa Vanbi*
Stephanie Iretete Vasquez
Meganha M. Venugopal
Ksenia Elena Maria Verches
Erika Verduzzo
Ana Nezly Vicente Jacinto
Kelsey R. Villarco
Justine Vines Villanueva
MAGNA CUM LAUDE ♠
Isabelle Riate Villar
Tina Marie Vivian*
Sarah Vo*
Tommy Tran Vu*
Hannah Thuy Vuong
Chloe Wang
Beichen Wen*
Alyssa M. Whetstone
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ashley Elaine White
Jerika Ayanna White*
Charles Jarrett Winter
CUM LAUDE ♠
Ann Lansing Wong
Eden Natalie Wong
CUM LAUDE ♠
Kylee Rose Wragg
Ethan Wu
Lilianne Hsuan Hsuan Wu
Nicholas Wu
Yuyi Xu*
Xuewen Yang
Yuyin Yang*
Zhenkai Yang
Runqi Yuan
Yunsong Yue
Luis Alberto Zambrano
Kaifeng Zheng*
Zili Zhong*
Anqi Zhou
Shengnan Zhu
Winnie Zhu
Yifan Zhu*

Quantitative Economics

80
Ernesto Amexcua Medina
Steve Chang
Fangyuan Chen
Minglu Chen
Sijia Chen
CUM LAUDE †
Sumiao Chen
Yulin Chen
Zhipeng Chen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Matthew Chou
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Xiaolin Ding
CUM LAUDE †
Jeffrey Anh Duong
Rouxi Fang
Yichen Feng
Zhiping Feng
Christopher Jason Gonzalez
Shiyao Gu
Jiaqi Guan
Cum LAUDE
Qi Guan
Emmanuel Guillen
Zizhou Guo
Anqi Hu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Shuya Huang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Zhiang Jiang
Jiafu Jiao
Grant Samuel Kauffman
Jiafu Jiao
Ziang Jiang
magna cum laude †
Haoyuan Sun
Hang Sun
Han Su
Hang Sun
Haoyuan Sun
CUM LAUDE †
Minyu Sun
Chi Chun Tan
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Haosu Tian
Jennifer Tse
John David Wahhab
CUM LAUDE †
Huiyan Wang
CUM LAUDE
Wujia Wang
Xie Wang
Xinyi Wang
Yuehan Wang
Zhao Yue Wang
Zicheng Wang
Ziling Wang
Matthew William Wood
Heqi Wu
Qi Ge Wu
CUM LAUDE †
Youran Wu
Yuzhu Wu
Conghui Xie
CUM LAUDE
Chengxi Xu
Jixin Xu
CUM LAUDE †
Jinyu Xu*†
Kuangji Xu
Zeyi Xu
Zichen Xu
Yuanze Yang
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zhonghao Yang
Maojing Ye
Dongyang Yin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Shuting Yin
Chenyao Yu
Zhenyang Yu
Tao Zeng
Feifan Zhan
Yaxi Zhang
Zhe Zhang
CUM LAUDE †
Jinxuan Zhou
Shijie Zhou
CUM LAUDE
Tianning Zhou
Binxin Zhu
CUM LAUDE
Junyu Zhu
CUM LAUDE †
Rongpu Zhu
Zikun Zhuang
Social Policy and Public Service
Gabriela Arreola Zambrano
Fatima Esmeralda Bravo
Jill Ashley Camantigue
Elizabeth Rice Cootsona
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Veronica C. Cang
James Ronald Gerrard
SUMMA CUM LAUDE †
Daisy Hernandez*†
Melissa Hernandez
Vincent Hong
Clara Judith Leopo
Anahi Luna
Katrya Txay Ly
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Irima Lizette Maciel
Rianna Leina Mendoza
Tarra Kristina Meschi
Karla Naelea Monroy
Stephanie Michelle Munoz
Ariana Felicitas Nieves
Cameron Craig Nisbet
CUM LAUDE †
Robyn Jang Noguchi
Vivian Quynh Vi Pham
Karen Michelle Reyes
Reginald Sellote
Cesar Wilian Sepulveda
Harveen Shergill
Joshua Rabanal Taloza
Hunter Nicole Terrian
Diana Vazquez
Carolyne Villaescusa
Shaun Michael Whitecavage
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Veronica Guadaluple Zamora
Social Science
Newton Viet Hoang
Sociology
Carlos Humberto Aguilar
David Gilberto Aguirre
Hyewon Ahn
CUM LAUDE †
Ebeore Joy Akagbeu
Farah Alhazez
Ivy Stephanie Alonso
Claudia Veronica Alvarado*†
Krikor Zohrab Andonian*†
Jennifer Anne Andrabado
Jessica Concepcion Aparicio
Emelin Arriaga
Nara Alice Avakian
MAGNA CUM LAUDE †
Maria Fernanda Bautista
Fatima Esmeralda Bravo
Amberly Marie Briones
Lila Patricia Burck
CUM LAUDE
Kevin Alexander Cabrera
Cesar Daniel Campos
Ryan Alexander Henares Canete
Carol Frances Cannull
Francesca Elizabeth Cano
CUM LAUDE †
Angela Carriedo*†
Mariel Fabian Caslan
Melissa Castellanos
Patrick Castro
Manuel Ceballos
Victoria Lissandra Cerda
Evelyn Isabel Cervantes
Nisha Cha
Brandon Chang*†
Vanessa Chavez
Sean Chen
Tabitha Chen
Xinyue Chen
Yulin Chen
Joanne Cheng
Chaniada Kristy Chhea
Vivian Chiang*†
Eugene Yoo Cho
Yoon Young Choi
Daniel Chung
Marcela V. Cisneros*†
Julia Isabella Colloca*†
Elena Contreras
CUM LAUDE †
Margarita Nicole Corena
Alleen Cornejo
Viviana Cortes
David Cosme
Celia Alva Cotrone
Brandy Chante Coward
Cassidy Logan Cox*†
Andrew Thomas Crotty*†
Juan Carlos Cruz
Laila Maria Delgado
Jagreet Kaur Dhaliwal
Rachel Ann Dunkin*†
Teddy Thanh Duong
John Burton Edgar
Grace Othell Ferrell
Jocelyn Yethel Flores Franco
Kelly Jean Fogarty
Nayariith Rossie Franco Vasquez
Shannon C. Fu
Genesis Lucia Garay
CUM LAUDE
Kristen Celeste Garcia
Stephanie Jocelyn Garcia
Darys Orhis Ghym
Jen May Gip
Jose Agustin Gochez IV
Bianca Gomez
Nicholas Alejandro Gomez
Ailyn Alondra Gonzalez
Karen Janette Gonzalez
Stefon Lee-Bernard Goudeau*†
Alexandre Marc Guenette
Nicole Shayne Andino Guerrero
Adam Julian Gutierrez
Anthony Dionisio Guzman, Jr.
Muna Mohamed Haji Dhagah
Darren David Robert Hamilton
Jerry Han
Sean Christian Ching-Lien Han*†
Sara Hanifzai
Luer Hao*†
Aalayah Danyelle Harrison
Aram Aslayan Harutyunian
Affaf Selma Hassane
Rachel Hawes
Darlene Parras Hernandez*†
Kimberly Hernandez
Paulina Mia Hernandez
Brian Herrera
Daniela Yoanna Bolanos Hernandez
* Degree anticipated summer 2020
† Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded based on cumulative record at the end of the final quarter
Eligible for Honors at Graduation; will be awarded Degree anticipated summer 2020

Yasmine Malekzadeh-Kashani
Emily Quynh-Anh Mai
Alondra Luna
Carla Abril Luis
Xinyu Lu
Esmeralda Lorenzana
Danielle Alexis Lopez
Ashley Nikole Long
Yu Wei Liu
Nancy Rebecca Liu
Nathan Kyle Limcolioc
Andrew Jun Sik Kim
Wenxin Li
Lingsha Li
Luis Alberto Leon
Kimberly Uribe
Maya Simone Valree
Haley Abigail Vaquerano*
Marta Alejandra Vazquez Figueroa
Ana Maria Velasquez
Rosemary Victoria Velasquez
Araciel Velazquez
Melinda Lorraine Villa
Charlize Jae Villamin-De Leon*
Aleah Danielle Villarreal
Tina Marie Vivian*
James W. Welch, Jr.*
Michael Anthony Wilson*
Jessica Rachel Winokan
Natalie Wing Yin Wong
Lacey Marie Wood

SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Jonathan Martin Woods
Eyassu Worku
Yongrong Wu

CUM LAUDE†
Qilin Xie*
Yuya Xu*
Sadies Estela Yanes
Alexander George Yang*
Jingjing Yang
Minzhe Yin
Aishah Ibrahim Yosof
Ingrid Yu
Alexander Yusuf

SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Maria Celeste Zavala
Wenyu Zhang*
Jialin Zhao*
Jiayi Zhou*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Cognitive Sciences

Julia Emily Asher
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Evan McKenzie Campbell
Amber Banker
Ryan Christopher Hehmann

SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Emily Quynh Tu Le

Magna Cum Laude

Carlos Alberto Reyes
Keila Patrice Reyes*
Dashay Patrick Richmond
Karla Rios

CUM LAUDE†
Andreia Marie Ritter
Anthony Spencer Rivers
Henry Dominic Rodriguez
Talia Rodriguez
Rosa Maria Rojas
Ana Isabel Romero
Caroline Cassandra Rosas

Magna Cum Laude

Esmeralda Sanchez
Alexis Nicole Saldana
Ronita Sormphors Sam

Magna Cum Laude

Yvette Marie Sanders

Summa Cum Laude

Jiayi Zhou*
Jialin Zhao*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Cognitive Sciences

Julia Emily Asher
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Evan McKenzie Campbell
Samuel Doong
Jordanne Amber Greenberg*
Zoubour Emad Habhab
Ryan Christopher Hehmann
Elena Kate Hinkle
MAGNA CUM LAUDE†
Hazel Impala Jackson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE†
Emily Quynh Tu Le
Jatin Ketan Momaya
Akshita Pratap Nathani*
Silvia Yamilee Navarro Hernandez
Viet My Tran Nguyen
Marilyn Kazuko Tsuby
CUM LAUDE†

Tyler Michael Walker
Claire Trevor School of the Arts

PHI BETA KAPPA

Nominated 2020
Emma Anne Andres
Leah Jean Booth
Anh Duy Doan
Lauren Victoria Gresens
Diego Cuauhtemoc Juarez
Joanna Yeamo Koo
Hannah Joyce Koury
Anh Tue Ngo
Jennifer Vo Ngo
Nominated 2019
Sonya Wong
Ying Tie
Kyrra Elena Thiel
Isaiah Michael Tadros
Jana Marie Thiel
Lauren Victoria Gresens
Nominated 2020
Priyal Ashwinkumar Vaghasia
Pouria Vadipour
Hafsah Umerani
Rahul Raj Tuli
Calvin Nguyen Trinh
Andrea Nam Tran Bao
Sabrina Haylee Tran
Kevin Hoaibao Tran
Timothy That Ton
Therese Ngoc Thuynhi Pham
Brynn Lotta Thayer
Yume Sonia Tateo
Abhinand Melukote Sudarshana
Jordon Montana Stone
Samaan Naasam
Jordan Montana Stone
Shih Yuan Huang
Junting Huang
Lisa Hong
Mary Elizabeth Lien Lai
Aleah Nicholle Kelley
Mary Elizabeth Lien Lai
Patricia Marin
Hannah Marie Mateus
Cynthia V Nguyen
Kristin Kim Nguyen
Michelle Lynn Nguyen
Keely O’Donnell-Boyd
Megan Joy O’Kelley

School of Biological Sciences

PHI BETA KAPPA

Nominated 2020
Waseem Abdou
Aneeqa Ahmed
Mohamed Alazzez
Seif A. Alshakah
Cassandra Amezquita
Sneha Anand
Crisylle Blanton
Benjamin Anh-Minh Bui
Orlando Bui
Dominic Cao
Jonathan Chao
Abhiruchi Chaulagain
Ryan Kwan Cheung
Ying Lin Chow
Ella Annamaria Csuka
Katherine Huyen Dang
Yanniao Du
Gabriel Luis Fernandez Santos
Arman Ghafari
Nicholas William Gossett
Andrew Issam Haddad
Xinya Hao
Nikhita Hari
Dianna Claudia Hidalgo
Catherine Maianh Hoang
Tiffany Haojane Kao
Spenser William Kaplan
Eric Ryusuke Kawana
Arash Khangholi
Shana Stacy Kong
Vy Thoi La
Kayleigh Shannon Lacy
Hongson Lau
Andrew H. Lee
Matthew Curtis Lee
Mingjuan Li
Guohao Liang
Jasmine Thai Lu
Sklar Francis Lung
Nguyen-Khoi Michael Luu-Trong
John R. Macaulay
Jiana Raja Machhor
Brandon Koichi Maeda
Rudy William Mamanta Cabanela
Kazuma Masuda
Nareg Mehrabian
George Rafeek Mina
Huan Nguyen Minh Le
Sarah Najjar
Annie Tu Ngo
Hannah L. Nguyen
Hoang-Lan Kim Nguyen
Kenny Khanh Nguyen
Lanh Q. Nguyen
Michelle Thao Nguyen
Tony Phuc Nguyen
Victoria Lily Nguyen
Amanda Lauren One
Marvin John Paguio
George Sojan Parampathu
Sonja Parievsky
Poojan A. Patel
Waleed Raed Rashid
Andrew Lucas Sabol
Nicholas Joseph Samaha
Mohammad Sina Shafieinouri
Jonathan Howard Shipley
Celeste Atteh Shoeleh
Hailee Rae Silva
Samantha Leeann Smith
Jordan Montosa Stone
Abhinand Melukote Sudarshana
Jordan Nelson Tang
Yume Sonia Tateo
Brynn Lotta Thayer
Therese Ngoc Thuynhi Pham
Timothy That Ton
Kevin Hoaibao Tran
Sabrina Haylee Tran
Andrea Nam Tran Bao
Calvin Nguyen Trinh
Rahul Raj Tuli
Hafsah Umerani
Pouria Vapipour
Priyal Ashwinkumar Vaghasia
Reuben John Varghese
Lakshay Verma
Khoa Dang Vu
Jady Avin Yang
Kian Michael Yazdan

Paul Merage School of Business

PHI BETA KAPPA

Nominated 2020
Annie Chen
Vivian Hiu-Ting Chung
Christopher Paul Cordes
Danielle Dauglash Heredia
Lisa Hong
Marisa Kiyomi King
Renee Joelle Navarro
Jennifer Vo Ngo
Micky Tuan Nguyen
Ariana Nicole Otero
Niddhi Paresh Rambhia
Yasmeen Samimi
Feifei Shen
Melissa Santos Silva
Yinlu Tang
Timothy William Toto
Quyen Doan Tran
Tiffany Tran
Wei-Yun Tseng
May Le Tuong Luong
Claudia T. Vu
Ziling Weng
Terri X. Xin
Nicole Anne Yonan
Xiuting Yu
Chenlong Zhang

School of Education

PHI BETA KAPPA

Nominated 2020
Stephanie S. Albuquerque
Thecla Hsu Bao Huong Nguyen
Francesca Elizabeth Cano
Siven Chen
Courtney Teresa Cheng
Christine Chi
Hanna Klaudette Dizon Lagman
Aaliyah Danyelle Harrison
Lisa Hong
Junting Huang
Shih Yuan Huang
Salma Larissa Jimenez Campos
Emily Christine Jystad
Aleah Nicholle Kelley
Mary Elizabeth Lien Lai
Patricia Marin
Hannah Marie Mateus
Cynthia Vy Nguyen
Kristin Kim Nguyen
Michelle Lynn Nguyen
Keely O’Donnell-Boyd
Megan Joy O’Kelley
School of Humanities

**PHI BETA KAPPA**

**Nominated 2020**
- Ingrid Alexandra Allen
- Ariana Rochelle Bolton
- Maricruz Hernandez Cabrera
- Elizabeth Carol-Marie Carlisle
- Ronald Michael Corbin
- Neekta Eftekharzadeh
- Kimberly Guadalupe Escalante
- Desiree Elyse Garcia
- Oriana Gonzalez
- Allison Rachel Greenlea
- Ivan Acarci Guirton
- Deryn Grace Harris
- Shih Yuan Huang
- Eric Seguritan Johnston
- Thoren Campbell Jorgensen
- Diego Cuauhtemoc Juarez
- Arian Karimi
- Michaela Chiemi Krum
- Madison Noelle Mackenzie
- Jesse Mendoza
- Nicole Hae Mi Kim
- Alice Thuy Nguyen
- Corey Cao Nguyen
- Cynthia Vy Nguyen
- Michelle Lynn Nguyen
- Xuan Nhu Nguyen
- Zachary Ngoc Nguyen
- Andrew Matthew Ortiz
- Jairus Cedric Pacelo
- Shih Yu Huang
- Xinyi Liu
- Yiran Gu
- Cho-Yi Lin
- Jennifer Yoon

**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**
- Amanda Noel Bishop
- Kristin Beatriz Guzman
- Campbell Leigh Healy
- Janice Ko
- Diana Sandres Martinez
- Elijah Estolano Punzal
- Alejandro Grande Rodriguez
- Jenny Heejin Yoon

The Henry Samueli School of Engineering

**PHI BETA KAPPA**

**Nominated 2020**
- Jiahui Cao
- Mark Allan Emerson Siemens
- Yiran Gu
- Xinyi Liu
- Thien Hang Nguyen
- Natalie Jamei Wu-Woods
- Sophia Christine Ynami
- Steven Yone-Shun Chang
- Mary Gamboa Garcia

**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**
- Steven Yone-Shun Chang
- Christopher Joseph Dipalma
- William Jo
- Pooya Khosravi
- Joshua Evan Miller
- Meta Novitia
- Robert Christopher Sabino
- Austin Tong Si
- Muhammad Danial Siddiqi
- Chau N. Tran
- Natalie Jamei Wu-Woods

Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences

**PHI BETA KAPPA**

**Nominated 2020**
- Julian Arturo Amirian
- Emma Louise Anderson
- Nikita Arivazhagan
- Dayue Bai
- Victoria Barinova
- Jayson Li-Xin Chao
- Leming Cheng
- Renjie Dai
- Yubo Ding
- Jiaxin Du
- Derek Feng
- Brett Taylor Galkowski
- Kevin Ge
- Xinya Hao
- Anne Akemi Hirata
- Sharon Chee-Ron Hsu
- Yuqi Huai
- Eddie Bao Huynh
- Elyssa Jane Kamali Dietz
- Andrew Yul Kwon
- Elizabeth Yee Leh Pok
- Justin Kinwa Leong
- Chenhao Li
- Lanting Li
- Cecilia Yen Linh Bui
- Taylor Oh Littau
- Justin Oudomdara Lonh
- Rebecca Mai Mindel
- Alexandra Movsesyan
- Abhinav Mupparaju
- Kevin Nguyen
- Tiffany T. Nguyen
- Tristan John Nogadas Samonte
- Edgar Ivan Partida
- Cecilia Jin Qian
- Chris Rodriguez
- Alexis Denise Scheerer
- Ashna Ketan Shah
- Suraj Surendrapratap Singh
- Su-Hua Su
- Yizhi Sun
- Daohang Tong
- Alison Nicole Tsoi
- Jacob King Vandrunen
- Derek Roy Villavicencio
- Jiahao Xu
- Yingyu Yang
- Tyler Shi-Jie Yin
- Yitan Ze

**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**
- Dominique Bravo Adapon
- David Kyle Legg
- Zarin Tasnim Ohiba
- Meghan Teruko Osato

**Sue and Bill Gross School of Nursing**

**PHI BETA KAPPA**

**Nominated 2020**
- Ryan Alexander Batten
- Kethzia Jazmin Higuera
- Vianh Hoang
- Mebin Mathew Kuriakose
- Melanie Tram
- Sarah Jihyun Yoon

**CAMPUSWIDE HONORS**
- Adam Richard Timms
CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Erin Johanna Klasek
Wendy Lee
Kevin Jiajun Xie

**Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences**

PHI BETA KAPPA

- **Nominated 2020**
  - Kevin Aguirre
  - Justina Chang
  - Shawn Alexa Chiuco Rosario
  - Christia Kim
  - Jenny Soohyun Kim
  - Ting Lian
  - Michael Angelo Maglalang Gonzales
  - Ryan Duy Mai Ha
  - Matthew James Munoz Chong
  - Cheng-Yu Wang
  - Choong H. Yoon

- **Nominated 2019**
  - Jordan Nicholas Ehrman
  - Victoria Guan

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Shawn Alexa Chiuco Rosario
Matthew James Munoz Chong

**School of Physical Sciences**

PHI BETA KAPPA

- **Nominated 2020**
  - Jiahui Cao
  - Yiran Gu
  - Wenjie Huang
  - Guillermo Christian Jimenez
  - Chenhao Li
  - Thien Hang Nguyen
  - Daohang Tong
  - Quyen Doan Tran
  - Ziling Weng
  - Yitan Ze

- **Nominated 2019**
  - Jordan Nicholas Ehrman
  - Tianyin Qiu
  - Jin Wei
  - Emma Leigh Wilfong
  - Kyungseop Yoon

- **Nominated 2018**
  - David Kyle Legg
  - Hongqiao Li
  - Zarin Tasnim Ohiba

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
James Jose Chapman
David Kyle Legg
Mohab Nasrat Louis
Shelly Meirovitch
Serena Thao Ngoc Minh Do
Garrett Lyndon Prechel
Alexander Konstantinovich Shmakov
Emma Leigh Wilfong
Patrick Joseph Winters McCarthy

**Program in Public Health**

PHI BETA KAPPA

- **Nominated 2020**
  - Mohamad Alajalani
  - Stephanie S. Albuquerque
  - Jakob Thomas Avelino Agatep
  - Laura Lennea Butler
  - Jesus Gerardo Chavez
  - Siwen Chen
  - Kaitlyn Ngoc-Han Danlinhtong
  - Sabrina H. Deguzman
  - Grace Diep
  - Judith Arian Dimalanta
  - Huong Thu Dinh
  - Christine H. Do
  - Junting Huang
  - Nicole Shireen Kasrazadeh
  - Keana Mostashiri Khodadad
  - Grace Jiwon Kim
  - Niki Mortazavientesab
  - Wendy Thai Nguyen
  - Caitlin Rose Ratanarak
  - Jasmine Kaur Sran
  - Daphne Miranda Thampy
  - Nanour Topalakian
  - Shaun Michael Whitecavage

- **Nominated 2019**
  - Eileen Dai
  - Ravi Singh Sandhu
  - Wendy Trinh
  - Emma Leigh Wilfong

- **Nominated 2018**
  - Thuytien Tran To

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS
Jakob Thomas Avelino Agatep
Eileen Dai
Kaitlyn Ngoc-Han Danlinhtong
Nabha Kamran
Grace Jiwon Kim
Madison Nicole Nelson
Veronica Preciado
Caitlin Rose Ratanarak
Jasmine Kaur Sran
Daphne Miranda Thampy

**School of Social Ecology**

PHI BETA KAPPA

- **Nominated 2020**
  - Patricia Espiritu Advincula
  - Crystal Sabrina Alvarez
  - Arianna Arias
  - Lily Katherine Barnes
  - Maricruz Hernandez Cabrera
  - Elizabeth Carol-Marie Carlisle
  - Courtney Teresa Cheng
  - Colleen Christine Chi
  - Xinwei Deng
  - Edwin Duran
  - Sofia Dyer-Diaz
  - Mariissa Katherine Echelberger
  - Neeka Eftekharzadeh
  - Sofia Guadalupe Garcia
  - Alexia Nicole Guerrero
  - Virginia Michaela Henry
  - Danielle Mary Huysgen
  - Salma Larissa Jimenez Campos
  - Hyelim Lee
  - Helay Liang
  - Mary Elizabeth Lien Lai
  - Chang Lu
  - Nune Mamyan
  - Lisette Alejandra Martinez Torres
  - Veronica Michelle Norris
  - Artid Art Oudanonh
  - Elena Eunyoung Park
  - Bahar Pishdadian
  - Miriam Del Roci Candelario
  - Sandoval
  - Aunnika Doris Short
  - Devora Crystal Siquin
  - Nicole Aline Tackaberry
  - Adam Edward Wong
  - Sophia Christine Ynami
  - Sandy Zhu

- **Nominated 2019**
  - Joellen Ambrose
  - Alexis Roxanne Blacketer
  - Emily Isabel Cadena
  - Priscilla Nicole Cuellar-Rocha
  - Eileen Dai
  - Emma Lea Dorn
  - Kristin Beatriz Guzman
  - Junting Huang
  - Daim Anwer Tabba

- **Nominated 2018**
  - Lauren Alexandra Fillet
  - Thuytien Tran To
  - Emma Leigh Wilfong

**School of Social Sciences**

PHI BETA KAPPA

- **Nominated 2020**
  - Michelle Abundis
  - Abbas Akbar
  - Erin Leigh Alonso
  - Julia Emily Asher
  - Nara Alice Avakian
  - Keith Gerard Barrett
  - Charles Isaac Brody
  - Jonathan Michael Bruce Ellett
  - Francesca Elizabeth Cano
  - Paloma Valentina Carrillo-Gallegos
  - Gabriella Rene Chadsey
  - Siwen Chen
  - Leming Cheng
  - Elizabeth Rice Cootsona
  - Xianzhi Cui
  - Julian Michael Davila
  - Mariah Mackenzie Davis
  - Hanna Klaudette Dizon Lagman
  - Kimberly Guadalupe Escalante
  - Desiree Elyse Garcia
  - Brendan Morgan Gilligan
  - Jane Shen Hagen
  - Aaliyah Danyelle Harrison
  - Wenjie Huang
  - Guillermo Christian Jimenez
  - Zeinab Kachakeche
  - Elyssa Jane Kamalii Dietz
  - Arian Karimi
  - Andrew Yul Kwon
Justin Howtung Lau
Chenhao Li
Xinyi Liu
Juntao Lu
Qianmei Luo
Jordan Robert Lute
Patricia Marin
Jennifer Haide Mendoza
Tarra Kristina Meschi
Sara Morita
Kulsoom Naqvi
An Thien Nguyen
Hannah Nguyen
Michelle Lynn Nguyen
Keely O’Donnell-Boyd
Megan Joy O’Kelley
Artid Ari Oudananh
Alicia Edelmira Panta
George Sojan Parampathu
Adriana Catherine Perera
Kathleen Monica Persinger
Brenton Phung
Kiana Ghasemian Pouya
Cecilia Jin Qian
Ankon N. Rahi
Walter Ramirez
Arianna Rodriguez
Ryan N. Santa Elena
Brianna Stephanie Sarcos
Sasha Yelena Seagull
Deval R. Shah
Jason R. Shihata
Yongjia Song
Joshua Nam Ta
Ali Talib
Fawn Anna Tang-Quan
Megan Yveyur Tao
Mai Tawfik
Therese Ngoc Thuy Nhi Pham
Mariel Kazuko Tisby
Crista Siboney Urena Hernandez
Adrianna Tess Van Wonerghem
Justine Vines Villanueva
Shaun Michael Whitecavage
Charles Jarrett Winter
Eden Natalie Wong
Jiahui Wu
Yiren Wu
Estefany Alejandra Wu Chen
Tyler Shi-Jie Yin
Nicole Anne Yonan
Zhengzhi Zhao
Mehdi Zolfaghari

Bryan Thien Vo

Nominated 2018
Zahrah Ziad Kabbara
Hongqiao Li

CAMPUSWIDE HONORS

Michelle Abundis
Jonathan Michael Bruce Ellett
Elizabeth Rice Cootsona
Brenna Rose Davies
Zhao Xiang Dong
Kevin Esteban-Cermeno
Nur Kirandag
Edith De La Paz
Alek Irving Marantz
Briana Alexis Martin
Kulsoom Naqvi
Kaitlyn Grace Norton
Adriana Catherine Perera
Kathleen Monica Persinger
Jedrick Aquino Redillas
Yvette Marie Sanders
Ryan N. Santa Elena
Michael Aaron Sarkisian
Fatima Noor Shamsi
Sydney Misa Smanpongse
Jose Alfredo Villacres
Charles Jarrett Winter

Nominated 2019
Emilee Claire Alkure
Joellen Ambrose
Jeremy Custodio Bunda
Zhao Xiang Dong
Mostafa El-Harazi
Laura Suzette Eustaquito
Elena Kate Hinkle
Berna Ilhan Idriz
Hazel Impala Jackson
Tzu-Wen Lin
Kimberly Nicole Quan
John Leonard Rios Jr.
Congratulations Class of 2020!

You've made it! You are now a college graduate! As you read this, take a moment to soak it all in. I still remember that moment in Aldrich Park many years ago. Not only was I overwhelmed by joy and pride but also a sense of gratitude. As an immigrant family with scarce resources, I saw the hard work and sacrifices my parents had to make to provide for the family and support my educational endeavors. They knew that a college education was going to be the game changer for our family. I saw the pride in their eyes and huge smiles on their faces as we took pictures together that day. I can tell you today that they were absolutely right! My time at UCI as an undergraduate and graduate student have made all the difference in my career and personal growth. Whatever your journey to UCI, you’ve achieved a great accomplishment that no doubt involved challenges, sacrifices, determination, dedication and tremendous intellect. Relish in this moment and celebrate your accomplishment. Express gratitude for all who have journeyed with you in this endeavor and supported you along the way— your family, friends, faculty and your Anteater community. As you go forward in life, know that your fellow Anteaters go with you and that you will forever be a part of the bold and pioneering Anteater alumni family!

As an alum you will always represent UCI, and I hope you do so with pride. I encourage you to stay connected, remain involved and strengthen your relationship with the university and Anteaters of all graduating classes past and future. The Anteater Network (antnet.uci.edu) is a wonderful way to do just that!

The UCI Alumni network has more than 200,000 members and accomplished individuals who are invested in your success and can help you increase your connection to our alma mater. As an active member of the Alumni Association, you will help continue a tradition that makes UCI and the alumni network itself stronger. Find out how you can leverage the benefits and services of being a member, including our online mentoring platform, The Anteater Network, as well as access to online research databases and UC libraries across the system, career services and networking events for young alumni.

Fifty-five years ago, UCI was established with a vision to become a driving force for discovery and innovation serving our local, national and global communities. You leave today helping to realize that vision.

I invite you to stay connected to your Anteater family no matter where you go in the world. Engage with our UCI Alumni at regional events, participate in our online community and be part of the more than thirty-three chapters and networks across the world.

We are proud of you, Anteater!

Zotfully yours,

Jack Toan ’95, MBA ’02
President, UCI Alumni Association
Proud Life Member
EX-OFFICIO REGENTS

Gavin Newsom  
Governor of California

Eleni Kounalakis  
Lieutenant Governor of California

Anthony Rendon  
Speaker of the Assembly

Janet Napolitano  
President, University of California

Tony Thurmond  
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

REGENTS-DESIGNATE

Eric Mart  
Alumni Regent-designate

Jamaal Muwwakkil  
Student Regent-designate

Debby Stegura  
Alumni Regent-designate

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE REGENTS

Kum-Kum Bhavnani
Mary Gauvain

ADVISORS TO THE REGENTS

Edward Greg Huang  
Student Advisor

Kate Klimow  
Staff Advisor

Ann Jeffrey  
Staff Advisor-designate

APPOINTED REGENTS

Maria Anguiano
Richard C. Blum
Laphonza Butler
Michael Choien
Gareth Elliot

Cecilia Estolano
Howard “Peter” Guber
George Kieffer
Sherry L. Lansing
Richard Leib

Hadi Makarechian
Eloy Ortiz Oakley
Lark Park
John A. Pérez
Janet Reilly

Richard Sherman
Jonathan “Jay” Sures
Hayley Weddle
Student Regent
Charlene Zettel

CHANCELLORS

Carol T. Christ  
Berkeley

Gene D. Block  
Los Angeles

Sam Hawgood  
San Francisco

Gary S. May  
Davis

Dorothy Leland  
Merced

Henry T. Yang  
Santa Barbara

Howard Gillman  
Irvine

Kim A. Wilcox  
Riverside

Cynthia Larive  
Santa Cruz

Pradeep K. Khosla  
San Diego
The UCI Mace

The Mace leads the Commencement processional and is carried by a member of the UCI Alumni Association Board of Directors.

Carved from California oak, the Mace is designed to resemble the nose of an anteater, UCI’s mascot.

The names of each UCI Chancellor are engraved on the top.

The UCI Alumni Association presented the UCI Mace to the campus on May 12, 2000.